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The influence of different built-up types on the local urban climate has been an important

consideration in the planning of historic and ancient cities. Adaptation to local climate effects

has shaped the visual and conceptual appearance of any city ever since. Industrialization

and increasing urbanization, accompanied with a certain densification and vertical growth,

have led to different built-up types influencing their own microclimatic environment. The

effects have been documented and verified with measurements since 200 years. From that

time on, improvements in measurement systems, new technologies, growing data archives and

increasing computation power enable undreamed possibilities in studying the urban climate

dynamics. Most of the recent developments in urban climatology have been addressing

the different thermal behavior of certain zones within urban environments. The scientific

investigations of this work are therefore first focused on the discussion of this conception as a

tool in urban climatology. Furthermore, the morphological characteristics defining these so-

called ‘local climate zones’ are used to investigate the connection between land cover and land

surface temperature. As a consequence of these promising investigations, an empirical model

enabling to predict the air temperature distribution throughout the city is developed. Based

on the dependence of point measurements of air temperature on the urban morphology and

surface temperature, the model was already successfully applied for a heat stress assessment

during the 2018 heat wave in Basel.
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Chapter 1

Introduction

Andreas Wicki

1.1 History of Urban Cli-

mate Studies in Basel

Diverse methods exist to investigate the

influence of man-made modifications on the

microclimate of a built-up environment. In

early studies 200 years ago, an effect that

citizens traveling from the countryside to the

city center might occasionally have noticed

during the night was already testified with

ordinary mercury thermometer measure-

ments (Howard 1818): the higher nocturnal

air temperature in urban environments

compared to the rural surroundings.

Since automatic weather stations became

a standard in the course of time, it was

possible to observe temperature deviations

consecutively, which allowed to monitor

synoptic differences. Such measurements are

necessary to capture independent data with

enough observations sufficient for statistical

analyses.

The setup in Basel is one of the most

sophisticated urban climate measurement

networks worldwide with flux towers col-

lecting urban data since nearly 15 years

(Schmutz et al. 2016). The measurement

of urban-to-rural temperature differences has

an even longer lifetime (since 1991), although

the urban station was shifted in 2002. The

consecutive air temperature time series in

Basel even dates back to the year 1755, which

makes it one of the longest climatological

measurement series worldwide. Beside this

long history in weather observation and the

sophisticated instrumentation, Basel has also

been a case study site in many important

climate studies, which led to a huge level of

knowledge within urban climatology.

Since the beginning of the regional climate

project REKLIP in 1989, a number of rural

and urban stations in and around Basel were

installed to establish a dense regional network

for mesoscale studies within the Upper Rhine

Valley. The trigger for this project was the

1986 chemical accident at the Schweizerhalle

industrial plant, which emphasized the need

for cross-border climate information (Giger

2007). The region is an important venue for

living, agriculture, forestry and transporta-

tion, but also one of the warmest regions in

Germany and in the German-speaking part

of Switzerland and vulnerable to natural haz-

ards or man-made disasters. The monitoring

and measurement of current structures, vul-

nerable landscapes or special climatic settings

- such as ventilation corridors - was therefore

crucial at that time, which promoted the

development and application of state-of-the-

1
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art technologies. The use of satellite data

was already considered in this project, even

though the purchase of Landsat data was

bound to certain costs. Despite the limited

performance, compared to contemporary in-

frastructure, extensive numeric models were

developed and applied to calculate compre-

hensive distributions of different climate ele-

ment measures. One of the main outcome

of the project was a climate atlas, containing

maps describing the mesoscale climate of the

Upper Rhine Valley (Parlow 1996c).

As a sub-project of REKLIP, a climate analy-

sis focused on the Basel region called KABA

started in 1995. This project was a joint

venture of the Research Group Meteorology,

Climatology and Remote Sensing (MCR) and

governmental authorities focused on the tri-

national region of Basel. Functional aspects

of the local climate and specific planning ob-

jectives were the major results of this climate

analysis. The cutting-edge ideas developed

and the methods applied during this project

are still relevant for modern urban climate

studies and discussions (Scherer et al. 1997).

The methods developed in KABA were fur-

ther improved and applied for the develop-

ment of a climate analysis map in the nearby

Canton Solothurn, which resulted in the

CAMPAS project (Fehrenbach et al. 2001).

Again, the support of planning authorities

and decision makers with digital maps de-

scribing the interactions between ventilation

corridors, air quality and thermal stress in

consideration of land use change was the main

objective.

During the project BASTA, another sub-

project of REKLIP supported by the Swiss

National Science Foundation (SNF), the ur-

ban center of Basel was further evaluated

(Feigenwinter et al. 1999). The turbulent

fluxes of momentum and heat were thereby

captured on an urban measurement tower for

the first time over a certain time period in

an urban environment. Additionally, during

an intensive measurement period between

July 1995 and February 1996 turbulent fluxes

in three different levels were investigated to

gather a vertical flux profile, supported by

the installation of a SODAR during three

months.

The projects REKLIP, KABA and BASTA

were also strongly connected to ERSCLiP, a

pilot study attempting to derive roughness

data from ERS-1 radar measurements used

for urban climate studies (Scherer et al.

1999).

A milestone in the regional urban climatology

and - considering the data acquisition - in

urban climate in general, was the Basel Ur-

ban Boundary Layer Experiment (BUBBLE)

starting in 2001 (Rotach et al. 2005). Dur-

ing this project, measurements and models

were developed and applied to investigate the

climate behavior near the surface and in its

upper part. For that purpose, several tempo-

rary measurement sites, such as a flux tower

within an urban canyon or a wind profiler for

the investigation of the flow field in the bulk

of the urban boundary layer, were installed.

A mesoscale meteorological model was used

to embed the point or profile measurement

in the climate surroundings. To complement

the modeling and measurement setup, wind

tunnel experiments with an extensive model

of the northern parts of Basel (i.e. Kleinbasel)

were conducted analyzing urban turbulence

and pollutant dispersion. Beside these vari-

ous measurements, modeling approaches and

ground-based remote sensing techniques, sat-

ellite remote sensing was used to resolve heat

fluxes from space. Fortunately, widespread

land surveying data was available for free

since the mid-90s and therefore Landsat 7

ETM+ and ASTER data were used free of

charge offering promising spatial and tem-

poral resolution for urban climate studies.

Additionally, radar data from the recently

launched ENVISAT satellite were used for

roughness studies. The remotely sensed data

were completed by polar-orbiting satellites

with a poor spatial, but a high temporal
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resolution such as MODIS or NOAA AVHRR.

Because of the special climate settings of

the Upper Rhine Valley in Germany and

considering the expected future tempera-

ture increase, the regional association of the

Southern Upper Rhine Valley commissioned

another climate analysis focusing on the

Southern Upper Rhine Valley in 2006. The

main goal was to include climatic aspects in

regional planning considerations. The analy-

sis was based on the long-term experience of

MCR - including a relatively dense measure-

ment network and a huge data archive - and

comprised the investigation of wind fields,

temperature distribution, cold air production

plus transport and the determination of air

quality and heat stress. Precise action plans

and environmental goals were developed to

assist local authorities, decision makers and

urban planners in climatic relevant issues

(Parlow et al. 2006).

As shown above, the idea of using and com-

bining different data sets originating from

various sources in different scales, has a long

tradition at MCR. Based on this experience

and fruitful collaboration in the EU-wide

projects BRIDGE (Chrysoulakis et al. 2014a;

Lietzke et al. 2014) and GEOURBAN (Esch

et al. 2013b), MCR was also one of the main

contributor to the project URBANFLUXES

- a Horizon2020 funded space project - coor-

dinated by the Foundation for Research and

Technology Hellas (FORTH) and beginning

in 2015 (Chrysoulakis et al. 2018). Within

this project, the urban surface energy balance

was investigated by breaking down the differ-

ent components and separating the anthropo-

genic heat flux from space. Satellite imagery,

especially from the Copernicus missions, were

combined with GIS data and micrometeoro-

logical measurements at the city level. The

aim was to monitor and test measures to

reduce urban heat plus develop new methods

and ideas. Again, the combination of models,

measurements and satellite data was the main

objective and was investigated intensively.

1.2 Aims and Structure of

the Thesis

Since this PhD employment at MCR was

not bound to a specific project and because

it started simultaneous to URBANFLUXES,

the opportunities offered by this project, plus

the need for local data supply, led to a close

collaboration. The relation to this thesis and

the outcomes are briefly introduced below.

During the initial phase of the URBAN-

FLUXES project, the local climate zones

(LCZ) scheme developed by Stewart and Oke

(2012) flushed the field of urban classification

and was the major topic of many discussions.

A scheme, originally developed for the

classification of urban measurement stations

based on morphological characteristics, was

included in many publications and - in some

cases - inappropriately applied. Discussions

with scientists in the field resulted in

a publication about the use of LCZ for

comprehensive classifications and led to

a translation scheme between any given

urban classification and LCZ. The resulting

manuscript was published in SPIE Journal

of Applied Remote Sensing and can be found

in Chapter 5 or Wicki and Parlow (2017a).

Some examples of urban classification in

Basel, a short overview about freely avail-

able classification schemes and additional

investigations about the use of morphological

parameters for classification purposes are

presented in Chapter 2. Explanations and

discussions about the shortcomings of the

LCZ scheme - but also benefits - are included

as well.

The idea behind LCZ is based on the

existence of zones with different thermal

behavior within an urban environment.

‘Thermal behavior’ can be approached

differently, depending on the dimension of the

investigation. The two-dimensional thermal
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characteristics of a city is well represented by

thermal infrared (TIR) remote sensing data,

for example. However, the interpretation and

handling of TIR is very critical and therefore

Chapter 3 discusses methods to calibrate,

correct and construe these data.

The discussions are related to Chapter 6,

including a peer-reviewed paper about a

multiple linear regression scheme to quantify

the abundance of land surface temperature

(LST) on different urban surface character-

istics (Wicki and Parlow 2017b). As a spin-

off application of this method, a gap-filling

approach for striped Landsat 7 SLC-off data

is presented at the end of Chapter 6.

The knowledge about the thermal behavior

of the urban surface are crucial, because it

represents the conversion of the incoming

solar radiation at ground level to a certain

amount. This energy can be described

as ‘fuel’ for the urban climate system,

which helps to counteract nocturnal cooling

during representative calm wind situations.

The connection between two-dimensional

(i.e. LST) and three-dimensional (i.e. air

temperature, Ta) behavior is thereby not

as straight-forward as it seems: the distinct

urban surface heat island (SUHI) - mostly

pronounced during the day - is not found

in the air temperature distribution. But

this energy stored within the urban fabric

helps to develop a nocturnal urban heat

island (UHI), captured by Ta measurements.

This connection - which is clearly coupled

to the urban morphology, vegetation cover

and surface type - is addressed in Chapter 7,

which represents the third peer-reviewed

publication included in this thesis (Wicki

et al. 2018). The characteristics and effects of

increasing nocturnal urban Ta are discussed

in Chapter 4. Thereby, the relation of excess

heat and mortality is discussed, indicating

the need for a better understanding of urban

climate dynamics.

The last chapter (Chapter 8) is a summary

of the discussions and findings throughout

this thesis and the publication process.

It comprises the relevant thinkings and

ideas, bridges the gaps between the different

disciplines within urban climatology and

positions this thesis in the context of global

climate change.

The overall findings of this thesis are relevant

for urban climatology and planning authori-

ties. The description of urban climate can be

done in different ways (modeling, measuring,

monitoring etc.) focusing on different topics,

as it was shown by MCR projects before. It

was not possible to tackle all those methods

and focal points within one thesis, but the

intention was to address different aspects

of urban climate studies and contextualize

them by adding supplementary information

or presenting ideas that are not yet published.

As already implied above, this manuscript is

organized as a cumulative thesis including

three peer-reviewed publications (Chapter 5

to Chapter 7) and additional evaluations

and thinkings in the initiating Chapter 2 to

Chapter 4. Every peer-reviewed publication

is thereby related to one of the three following

chapters in hierarchical order.

As the investigation area and data are already

introduced in every peer-reviewed publication

- including also the motivation and intention

of the work - this is omitted in this general

introduction.



Chapter 2

Classification of Urban Surfaces

Andreas Wicki

2.1 Land Use/Land Cover

Classifications

The following sections will introduce different

classification systems with specific examples

and discuss urban morphology as a possible

classification criterion. Additionally, the clas-

sification of urban ventilation corridors based

on the urban morphology is briefly presented

and discussed as an important measure for

urban climate studies.

2.1.1 Different types of urban clas-

sification

Urban surfaces can be characterized in dif-

ferent ways based on a potpourri of varying

data sets. The aim is to convert spectral

information, which the human mind initially

recognizes as specific objects due to years

of training, to previously defined land cover

types. The information thereby changes from

physical units (i.e. radiance) to quantifiable

class IDs, usually in a clearly arranged way.

Recent developments in self-learning systems,

such as support vector machines, and ar-

tificial neural networks (Atkinson and Tat-

nall 1997) offer tremendous possibilities, for

not only remote sensing applications, but

also many everyday tasks. Progress in the

deployment of artificial intelligence and the

huge amount of available data have triggered

this evolution. The most challenging part

is thereby the definition and acquisition of

a sufficiently large amount of training data

(Mountrakis et al. 2011).

Another possibility of classifying surfaces are

parametric statistical approaches. Based on

a user-defined set of training areas, different

algorithms such as Mahalanobis Distance,

Euclidean Distance or Maximum Likelihood

(ML) are applied to generate comprehensive

maps of different surface classes. These

statistical approaches rely on the assumption

of multivariate Gaussian distribution of each

class in a n-dimensional feature space (Atkin-

son and Tatnall 1997). A possible application

of a statistical approach using multitemporal

Landsat imagery is presented in Chapter 5.

High-resolution hyperspectral imagery offers

the possibility of applying spectral libraries,

which can be used as predefined - usually

resulting from laboratory experiments - or

self-developed look-up-tables including the

spectral response of different surface materi-

als. Examples of this different classification

approaches for the city of Basel are presented

in Figure 2.1.

5
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Figure 2.1: Three different land use and land cover classifications for the city center of
Basel based on different data sets considering spectral and spatial resolution.

Based on hyperspectral airborne imagery,

SPOT satellite data and multitemporal Land-

sat data, the urban surface is represented in

different ways (Figure 2.1).

The hyperspectral data (0.399 to 2.420 µm)

acquired during the Airborne Prism Expe-

riment (APEX) by the University of Zurich

(Schaepman et al. 2015) were classified by B.

Baumgarten within his Master’s thesis using

a spectral library (i.e. SLUM) provided by

the London Urban Micromet Data Archive

(Figure 2.1a). It was developed for imper-

vious materials gathered under laboratory

conditions and updated for specific surfaces

(Kotthaus et al. 2014; Baumgarten et al.

2016).

The classification in Figure 2.1b based on

SPOT data originates from the URBAN-

FLUXES project and is based on a neural

network approach described by Del Frate

et al. (2007). For the differentiation of

evergreen and deciduous forests, the standard

deviation of multitemporal Landsat NDVI

was used. Low (<2 m) and high vegetation

was differentiated by a high-resolution digital

surface model (DSM, Marconcini et al. 2017).

The map presented in Figure 2.1c was devel-

oped for investigations presented in Chapter 5

and is based on a statistical approach (ML)

using regions of interest (ROI). The same

ROIs were thereby applied to seven different

Landsat 8 summer scenes and the results

were combined using the modal value of all

classifications (Wicki and Parlow 2017a).

The presented classifications offer differ-

ent levels of detail considering spatial and

spectral resolution. The 15 m Landsat (pan-

sharpened) resolution involves mixed pixels

within the urban area, which complicates the

derivation of pure land cover. Mixed pixels

containing different amounts of vegetation,

soil or impervious surfaces were accounted

to different land use (LU) classes. There-

fore, individual vegetation surfaces are only
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appearing if their size is large enough to

cover one or more Landsat pixels completely.

The improvement in spatial resolution due

to pan-sharpening thereby offers additional

structural details, but reduces the spectral

information.

Comparing the classifications based on hy-

perspectral data and SPOT imagery, both

with a resolution around 2 m (SPOT: 2.5 m),

the higher spectral resolution of the hyper-

spectral airborne image offers the possibil-

ity to distinguish different surface materials,

which are simply differentiated in ‘Buildings’

and ‘Impervious’ within the SPOT classifica-

tion.

All three data sets are useful in different

ways, depending on the aim of the study.

The decision will depend on whether spectral

and spatial resolution (hyperspectral image),

spatial resolution and repetition possibility

(SPOT) or temporal resolution and coverage

(Landsat) are the major criteria.

2.1.2 Open Access Classification

Schemes

Land use/land cover classifications (LULC)

produced by official services have become an

important source of data and are in many

cases freely available. The idea behind this

effort is a homogenization of LULC maps,

especially for the application in urban areas.

Urban Atlas (UA), for example, is a high-

resolution LULC classification of major

urban areas covering nearly 700 cities in the

EU28 and EFTA countries (EEA 2012). It

is initiated by the European Environment

Agency (EEA) and part of the Copernicus

land monitoring services. These data

are based on the combination of image

classification and the visual interpretation

of very high-resolution satellite imagery, such

as SPOT 5/6 and Formosat-2 pan-sharpened

imagery with 2 to 2.5 m pixel resolution.

Vector information (street network, services,

utilities etc.) derived from local city maps or

online map services are used to improve the

results. The 2012 UA classification includes

27 different classes (ten rural). The minimum

mapping width is 10 m with a position accu-

racy of±5 m. The results appear accurate due

to ancillary vector data, although the overall

accuracy is only 85 % and the classification

of some areas is questionable. For example

- due to the combination of industrial,

commercial and public areas - urban centers

are classified equally to peripheral industrial

sites (Figure 2.2a).

The CORINE Land Cover (CLC) inventory

has the same intention on standardized pan-

European (not including Ukraine, Belarus,

Moldova and Russia) LULC classifications

and dates back to the 1980s. In 2012, the

fourth version of CLC was published as a

comprehensive map covering the entire Euro-

pean area with 100 m pixel resolution. Main

sources for the data are Earth observation

satellites and the classifications are created

bottom-up by national teams for their own

countries. The satellite data were classified

by computer-assisted photo-interpretation

to produce a status layer for the original

issue and change layers for new issues, which

are used to update the new status layer.

The EEA manages the project and collects

the outcomes to evolve homogeneous data

sets. Due to regular updating, it is a useful

source for land change modeling and it is

one of the most popular EEA data sets. A

total of 44 classes with different hierarchical

levels define the European surface with

an overall accuracy of >85 % (EEA 2000).

The result suffers from the same problems

already described for UA, with substantially

different areas accounted to the same class

(Figure 2.2b).

As a part of ESA’s Climate Change Initiative

(CCI), regularly updated global LC maps

have been produced based on MERIS surface
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reflectance. Since 2014, these products are

improved by AVHRR, SPOT and PROBA-

V imagery, which results in global annual

LULC maps from 1992 to 2015. The objective

is to use the full potential of large archives

filled with satellite imagery since decades and

create regularly updated global LULC data

sets, inter alia, aiding the investigation and

modeling of climate change. The processing

chain involves unsupervised classification as

well as machine learning algorithms and it is

applied on multitemporal and multispectral

data. The resulting 22 classes mostly

differentiate rural surfaces and correspond

to land categories used for IPCC climate

models. The classifications are differentiated

in LC state and land surface seasonality,

to account for the rapid seasonal change

of - especially - rural surfaces. Among

many other products, annual LC maps are

available in 300 m resolution (Figure 2.2c).

They are - comparable to CLC - based on

a status map, which is updated frequently.

Classification accuracy was assessed using

the GlobCover 2009 validation database

(Bicheron et al. 2009), resulting in an overall

accuracy of 75 %. Beside the common issues

with inaccuracies - especially using coarse

resolution such as 300 m - the data set

is less accurate for specific regions with a

lower temporal data coverage, namely in the

Amazon basin, Chile, southern Argentina,

the Congo basin, the gulf of Guinea, eastern

parts of Russia, the eastern coast of China

and Indonesia (ESA 2015).

Developed by the University of Maryland

and NASA, the MODIS LC Type Product

(MCD12Q1) covers the entire globe with

500 m pixel resolution. The mapping

procedure is based on multitemporal MODIS

data and on a supervised classification, i.e. an

improved decision tree approach, using high

quality LC training sites (Channan et al.

2014). As the ESA CCI described above,

most of the 17 classes cover natural or

rural surfaces and only one urban class is

defined (Figure 2.2d). Changes and errors

are continuously monitored and revised in

the data set. The mean overall accuracy of

the classification is 93 % (Schneider et al.

2010). The maps can be used for very rough

land cover estimation, such as the definition

of large forest areas for masks or estimation

of continuous urban areas. The LC product

can be used, e.g., for spatial differentiation

investigating land cover specific trends in

surface temperature or vegetation, especially

if MODIS products are used. However, the

resolution of 500 m makes it not applicable for

regional analyses on the local scale, because

important features such as large urban parks

or major rivers are not represented by the

coarse grid. Therefore, the classification is

not applicable for urban climate studies in

medium sized cities.

Based on synthetic aperture radars (SAR)

mounted on the satellites TerraSAR-X and

TanDEM-X, the German Aerospace Center

(DLR) created the Global Urban Footprint

(GUF), which differentiates the entire globe

in urban, land surfaces and water with

a unique resolution of 12 m (not shown

here). They used the speckle divergence,

i.e. the different backscatter effects of urban

surfaces due to double bounce effects, to

delineate urban areas. The classification

technique is developed as a fully automatic

and unsupervised method. An impressive

overall accuracy of up to 96 % reveals the

enormous potential of the widely automatic

approach in differentiating urban and non-

urban surfaces (Esch et al. 2010, 2013a). For

scientific and non-commercial use, the GUF

is freely available and can be requested at the

DLR.

This short review about available LC data

sets describes only a small amount of the

diversity of LC maps, which is growing con-

tinuously. It depends on the research ques-

tion, the scale and the aspired accuracy, to
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decide which information is suitable. For so-

phisticated analyses, the limitations of these

data sets are rapidly reached and due to the

global coverage, the maps are often too erro-

neous for specific investigations. Therefore,

classification maps developed and defined by

local experts are still relevant, especially at

the local scale. For climate modeling or

global analyses, the above-described data sets

are a great resource and allow comparison

throughout different investigations in time

and space.

Figure 2.2: Different open-access LULC classifications originating from varying sources
describing the greater Basel area with the neighboring southern Black Forest/GER and

parts of the Alsace/FR with different levels of detail.

2.1.3 Urban Morphology for Land

Use Classification

The classification of urban environments is

a major task in urban climatology. Since

most of the people living in cities, they

are also relevant for climate modeling. A

multiplicity of classification schemes exist

worldwide, since individual investigations

define classes tailored to their area of interest,

which is often biased by cultural and personal

impressions. A standard way to characterize

urban areas is needed to assess global LC

studies and to compare results. Useful

products on the global scale provide only

urban masks without distinguishing different

levels of urban densification, which is required

in urban climate studies (Bechtel et al. 2015).

Stewart and Oke (2012) have developed a

scheme describing different urban zones with

a distinct local climate, i.e. the local climate

zones (LCZ). Ten urban classes are logically

structured and grouped in different levels of

density (open, compact, lightweight or large)

and building height (low-rise, midrise or high-
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rise) with additional classes for sparsely built-

up areas and heavy industry (Figure 2.3).

To complete the scheme, seven non-urban

classes are defined with different levels of

tree/vegetation cover or different types of

non-vegetated surfaces, including water. It is

possible to combine classes, but the definition

of too many combinations comes together

with a loss of universality, which is a major

benefit of this approach (Bechtel et al.

2015). The scheme was invented to define

the surroundings of measurement stations -

previously often differentiated in just ‘urban’

and ‘rural’ - and is based on clearly defined

thresholds for morphological parameters

that can be derived from a high-resolution

DSM and LC information. Therefore, it

is completely objective and theoretically

applicable in every part of the world.

A strength of this classification is the known

influence of the specified morphology on the

local urban climate. Differences within these

parameters are already described in literature

to influence the specific local climate.

The initial idea of classifying urban areas on

a point base, i.e. the surrounding of measure-

ment stations, has been further developed to

a comprehensive mapping technique for entire

urban areas. This results in unclassified

areas if the definitions for urban morphology

are used in a strict manner. Figures 2.4a-

f show detailed morphological analysis of

residential districts - a sub-neighborhood unit

- with the most important parameters for

LCZ definition (i.e. sky view factor, aspect

ratio, building to surface fraction, impervious

surface fraction, pervious surface fraction and

mean height of roughness elements) calcu-

lated for the Canton Basel-Stadt. Figure 2.4g

includes the resulting LCZ classification of

the districts if the thresholds are applied

in a strict manner, which means the zone

with the most matches defines the specific

district. Since the morphology thresholds

are overlapping for some parameters - also

shown in Figures 2.4a-f with the colored

bars representing the thresholds - Figure 2.4h

sums up the possible classification options

due to the number of matching zones for

every district. This number of matches is

shown in Figure 2.4i (e.g. ‘5’ means this

class fulfilled five thresholds). For simplicity

reasons, Figure 2.4g includes the LCZ with

the lowest chronological number if more than

one LCZ is assigned.

Figure 2.3: Definition of the main
local climate zones by Stewart and Oke
(2012). The figure is developed by the

relevant authors.

No district achieved to fulfill all six criteria,

even though some areas missed only one

parameter threshold. Areas with four or

less matches often matched two or more

LCZ, which can be solved with combinations

as proposed by Stewart and Oke (2012).

For the areas with three or more matches,

subjective expert knowledge is needed for

a proper classification. Large forest areas

should be separated by hand and thereby
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excluded from the analyses of an entire

district. Surprisingly, obvious agriculture or

forest areas are classified as LCZ5 or LCZ10,

i.e. open low-rise or heavy industry.

Rapid distribution of the LCZ idea led to

deficient application of this classification

scheme, for example, using optical data for

direct LCZ classification without consider-

ation of urban morphology. Applying the

terminology of LCZ for classes derived from

spectral properties instead of morphological

characteristics is disregarding the initial

idea of Stewart and Oke (2012) and makes

the scheme losing its universality and

cultural neutrality. Chapter 5 outlines this

issue and provides a possible solution of

combining LULC classifications derived from

radiometric data and the LCZ scheme.

Bechtel et al. (2015) discuss the issue in detail

and accepted LCZ as a suitable mapping

method for urban areas. As shown in Fig-

ure 2.4, a morphological mapping unit for

historic and medium sized cities is proposed.

Thereafter, an effort to apply those LCZ on

a global basis was initiated by the WUDAPT

(World Urban Database and Access Portal

Tools) project. The aim is to offer the

community a universal, simple and objective

mapping method to classify urban surfaces

according to LCZ and local expert knowledge

by using remote sensing data. They devel-

oped a pixel-based supervised classification

working with multitemporal Landsat imagery

and Google Earth data for training purposes

(Bechtel et al. 2015). Since similar climate

zones will have different spectral properties,

their approach depends strongly on local

experts knowledge.

Figure 2.4: Residential district based evaluation (±σ) of morphology applicable for the
distinction of LCZ with the specific threshold for each zone (colored bars, a-f). Resulting
LCZ classification (g), number of possible zones per unit (h) and number of matches to the
morphology criteria (i) are shown for the area of Canton Basel-Stadt. See Figure 6.2 in

Chapter 6 for index location.
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2.2 Urban Morphology and

Ventilation

2.2.1 Urban Morphology

Important morphological measurements used

in urban climatology and highly relevant

for the LCZ classification, are introduced,

described and displayed in the subsequent

sections.

2.2.1.1 Sky View Factor

The amount of sky seen by the ground pixel

relative to the hemisphere centered above is

called sky view factor (Ψsky) and is a crucial

measure in urban climatology. The exact

definition for gridded Ψsky is given by the

radiative flux leaving a point source, which

is the ground pixel, and the relative amount

reaching the spherical sky above. In urban

environments, this radiant flux is mostly

intercepted by the surrounding building walls

or tree crowns. Images with a fish-eye lens

mounted on a standard camera placed on

the surface pointing upwards are often used

to illustrate this measure (Oke et al. 2017,

p. 24). In a street canyon Ψsky is a significant

estimate for the shading of the ground. Addi-

tionally, it is an indicator for energy trapped

within the urban canyon after sunset, which

is one reason for the nocturnal urban heat

island (UHI).

Oke (1981, 1988a) compared average Ψsky

from different cities with their UHI intensity

and found an increasing maximum heat is-

land magnitude with decreasing Ψsky. This

dependence is less pronounced if the air

temperature distribution within one specific

urban area and Ψsky is evaluated. Nichol

(2005), e.g., found no correlation of nocturnal

UHI and Ψsky in Hong Kong. The analysis in

Basel showed only slight correlations if a pixel

size of 100 m is analyzed (Chapter 7).

Problems occur with the definition, since

Ψsky can be determined for every surface

pixel, but it highly depends on the level for

which it is relevant (pedestrian or roof). De-

pending on the amount of horizon-screening

by taller buildings, roof level pixels usually

have a Ψsky close to unity. Ignoring all roof

pixels and only analyzing the ground within

the urban canyon results in a large amount

of undefined pixels. Another argument is the

inclusion of vegetation and its permeability,

because a tree crown has not the same shelter

effect as a roof, but it should still be consid-

ered, especially for shading and wind flow.

Figure 2.5 shows Ψsky for the city center of

Basel in different resolutions. Using the 5 m

resolution, street canyons are still apparent

and large structures such as bridges and roofs

of extensive buildings are very prominent.

Averaging to a coarser resolution absorbs the

details and with 100 m grid-size, the distribu-

tion becomes more homogeneous. Working

with 300 m resolution, only the river Rhine

and differences between urban and rural areas

are visible. In this case, roofs are considered

for the calculations, but their exclusion would

not alter this effect dramatically. The Ψsky

in Figure 2.5 is generated using the UMEP

plugin in QGIS (Lindberg et al. 2018).

Figure 2.5: Sky view factor based on
a high-resolution raster DSM in native
resolution (upper left) and averaged to

coarser grid size.
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2.2.1.2 Aspect Ratio

A close relative of Ψsky is the canyon as-

pect ratio, or height-to-width (H/W) ratio,

i.e. another possibility to express building

density. It indicates the ratio of the street

width within an urban canyon to the height

of the bordering walls and strongly controls

the radiation exchange both during the day

and during the night. The dependence

of maximum heat island magnitude has an

exponentially decreasing abundance to the

aspect ratio, meaning that an increase from

0.1 to 1.0 has a much larger effect on the UHI

intensity compared to an increase from 2.0 to

3.0 (Oke 1988a).

The estimation of H/W is described in Fig-

ure 2.6 showing an intermediate step in the

upper left plot with local maximum of the

canyon width and the result, averaged on

a 100 m grid, in the lower left map. Sim-

ilar to Ψsky, H/W is only applicable inside

street canyons. Therefore, roofs should be

masked during the calculation process, which

results in undefined pixels if large buildings

are present. Additionally, the averaging will

result in narrow streets dominating the value

of an entire pixel, even though it is mostly

covered by roofs. Although high H/W ratios

are only possible if narrow streets occur and

large parts of the pixel are covered by roofs.

For the estimation of H/W, the Euclidean

distance from the roof edges can be analyzed

for the local maxima, which results in the

half street width (HSW). The wall height

can be estimated using only roof pixel that

have a full neighboring ground pixel and

ignoring roof pixels surrounded only by roof.

To combine the HSW with the wall height,

Voronöı polygons are used to generate an

overlap of the two measures. In a last step,

the measured single H/W values are averaged

in the desired pixel grid.

It should be taken into account that the

higher the resolution, the more undefined

pixels are appearing. Generally, H/W should

therefore not be calculated in a grid below

average street width.

Figure 2.6: Derivation of aspect ratio
(lower left) based on the half street
width (upper left) derived from the high-

resolution DSM (right).

2.2.1.3 Object Height and Density

Even though the mean building height (zH) is

very simple to calculate by averaging a DSM

within a desired grid resolution, some degrees

of freedom remain. The calculation of zH can

be performed with and without vegetation,

which makes it more a height of roughness

elements descriptor, and it can be calculated

including or masking ground pixels. The

masking of ground pixel is reasonable if zH is

not the only parameter considered and if it is

combined with, for example, building density.

Problems occur if only a small part of the

pixel is covered by a building or a roughness

element. Including ground pixels, on the

other hand, would flatten the distribution

and diminish the existing roughness.

In Figure 2.7, zH is shown together with a

measure of tree distribution (tree-to-surface

fraction or λT ) and the building-to-surface

fraction (BSF, also called plane area index or

λP ), which are grouped due to their similar

origin.

Based on detailed LIDAR data, λT is an

excellent estimator for vegetation distribu-
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tion - and therefore the evapotranspiration

- within an urban area. The number of

trees is summed-up within a 100 m grid to

generate λT , which is lowest in the dense

urban center and on the Rhine. A high

number of more than ten trees per ha is found

for many urban sites. According to Oke et al.

(1989) and the thought of Rowntree (1984)

about the definition of ‘forest’, this analysis

confirms the statement that urban areas are

actually close to a forest by definition (after

definition of Keenan et al. 2015). However,

the definition of Keenan et al. (2015) itself

excludes cities from being a forest area.

The building-to-surface fraction is a measure,

which can be estimated by counting the roof

pixel in a DSM and comparing it to the

ground pixel, or by summing up the building

surfaces in a LC map and comparing it to

the ground surface within a specified grid

environment. In this paragraph, the former

is shown in Figure 2.7.

Figure 2.7: Different surface proper-
ties in 100 m resolution extracted from a
DSM and LIDAR data for the tree cover.

2.2.1.4 Surface Fractions

The amount of pervious surface - i.e. a surface

in which water can infiltrate and evaporate

- reflects the use of the incoming energy for

evapotranspiration rather than for storage

within urban fabrics and is therefore a main

contributor to the UHI formation. Areas with

a large amount of pervious surfaces are often

colder in the night, compared to areas that

are largely sealed.

The opposite of the pervious surface fraction

(PSF) is the impervious surface fraction,

which accounts for all surfaces that are sealed,

except buildings. The surfaces covered by

buildings are denoted by BSF, which is an

ideal indicator for urban density, another

cause of the nocturnal UHI.

If high-resolution land cover data is avail-

able, it is straightforward to estimate the

amounts of PSF, ISF and BSF. The BSF, as

shown above, is also estimated using a high-

resolution DSM. This is not possible for PSF

and ISF, which are often not differentiated in

DSMs. Cadastral information is an additio-

nal source for the estimation of those surfaces,

but often these data are limited to city or

national borders. Figure 2.8 depicts the input

data based on SPOT imagery for Basel.

Figure 2.8: Land cover fraction in
100 m resolution based on a 2.5 m SPOT
classification (upper left) and devel-
oped for the URBANFLUXES project

(Marconcini et al. 2017).

2.2.1.5 Roughness Parameter

Cities are about the roughest surfaces exist-

ing on the planet. Since roughness is a key

factor in urban climatology and input for the

algorithms of many models, urban roughness

estimation is crucial. Under neutral condi-
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tions, the vertical variation of the horizontal

mean wind speed (U) above the roughness

sublayer is described using the logarithmic

wind profile equation:

U(z) =
u∗
κ

ln(
z − zd
z0

) (2.1)

with:

κ = von Kármán constant (≈ 0.4)

u∗ = friction velocity

z = height above ground layer

z0 = roughness length

zd = zero plane displacement height

The latter describes the effect that momen-

tum is not absorbed throughout the entire

canopy, but only by the upper canopy and

indicates the adjustment of the height scale

upward to effectively become the ground

surface relevant for the flow (Oke et al. 2017,

p. 102).

Measuring the wind speed at different heights

on an urban measurement tower (or using an

ultrasonic anemometer) within the inertial

sublayer serves to solve the logarithmic wind

profile equation for roughness length (z0)

and zero-plane displacement length (zd).

Thereby, U is plotted against the logarithmic

height zd and the point where the resulting

linear regression line is crossing the zero axis

of U is determined as the roughness length

z0. This results in a point measurement of

the roughness of a canopy.

To generate area-wide estimations of z0 and

zd as shown in Figure 2.9, roughness elements

are determined based on the main three-

dimensional elements of a city. Because ex-

tensive models cannot be run in a resolution

that is resolving individual roughness ele-

ments, it is important to find an appropriate

way to parametrize the urban surface. A

rule of thumb describes z0 ≈ 0.1zH and

zd ≈ 0.65zH . This estimate is a good

approximation, but it does not account for

the heterogeneity that might exist within a

grid cell. Using only zH ignores the buil-

ding density and the resulting roughness is

possibly equal for a row of low-rise buildings

with one tall tower and for a row of midrise

buildings.

Kanda et al. (2013) introduced an approach

accounting - beside zH - also for the maxi-

mum building height (BHmax), the standard

deviation of the building height (BHσ), the

plane area index (λP , i.e. the ratio of the

plane area occupied by buildings to the total

floor area, equal to BSF), and the frontal

area index (λF , i.e. the ratio of total wind-

ward building wall area to the total floor

area). Thereby, the building height variabi-

lity and the surface density is accounted in

the roughness estimation.

The displacement height in this case is ver-

tically limited by BHmax and not by zH
(Kanda et al. 2013). Kanda et al. (2013)

extended an equation by Macdonald et al.

(1998) and parametrized the displacement

height zd as:

zd
BHmax

= c0X
2 + (a0λ

b0
P − c0)X, (2.2)

where:

X =
BHσ + zH
BHmax

, 0 6 X 6 1 (2.3)

with:

z0(mac) = roughness length obtained

from two Macdonald equations

a0 = 1.29

b0 = 0.36

c0 = -0.17

X = representative building height

above zH (BHσ+zH) relative toBHmax

The regressed parameter a0, b0 and c0 are

resulting from model runs. X helps to

differentiate between homogeneous building

heights (X = 1) and isolated tall buildings
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with a small cross section surrounded by

lower houses (X ≈ 0).

This was done equally for the roughness

length z0, which is described by Kanda et al.

(2013) in form of a modified Macdonald

equation (Macdonald et al. 1998):

z0
z0(mac)

= b1Y
2 + c1Y + a1, (2.4)

where:

Y =
λPBHσ

zH
, 0 6 Y (2.5)

with:

a1 = 0.71

b1 = 20.2

c1 = -0.77

The factors a1, b1 and c1 are regressed

constant parameters resulting from model

simulations. The roughness length obtained

from two Macdonald equations based on zH
is explained in Equation 2.6:

z0(mac)

zH
= 1− zd

zH
e
[−{0.5β C1b

κ2
(1− zd

zH
)}−0.5]

(2.6)

with:

λP = plane area fraction

λF = frontal area fraction

A = 4.43 (empirical parameter)

β = 1.0 (empirical parameter)

C1b = drag coefficient of an obstacle (set

to 1.2)

The roughness length z0 is vertically limited

by zH , which can result in an overestimation

of the roughness length, especially compared

to the rule of thumb.

Kanda et al. (2013) found good results for

estimating the roughness parameters of a real

urban surface in Tokyo and Nagoya using his

adjusted parametrization.

In reality, wake interference or skimming

flow exist, which are not accounted by these

parameters. Figure 2.9 shows the above-

described measures after the Kanda method

and λF . Already shown in Figure 2.7 and in

Figure 2.9 as the BSF, λP is explained and

shown above. The parameters are generated

using the UMEP plugin in QGIS (Lindberg

et al. 2018).

Figure 2.9: Roughness parameters
calculated in a 100 m grid environment
based on a high-resolution DSM (upper
left) with zd and z0 estimated after

Kanda et al. (2013).

2.2.2 Ventilation Corridors

The problems accompanied by large urban-

ization processes are strongly tied to ur-

ban morphology, or more specific, surface

roughness. Beside the reduced trapping

of thermal infrared radiation by the three-

dimensional urban geometry, sparsely built-

up areas are also more effectively ventilated

compared to dense urban cores, which has

a direct influence on the air quality and

the nocturnal cooling due to fresh country

breezes entering the city (Gál and Unger

2009).

Many cities have natural ventilation corridors

such as river paths, a lakeside or marine

coasts. To preserve those natural fresh air

paths, coastal housings should be planned

reasonable with gaps between buildings and

open river courses. Especially in southeastern

Asian cities with a shortage of space, rivers

are often paved and used as motorways,

sometimes even on two levels. Seoul, for
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example, has successfully restored a large

riverbed previously used as an urban access

road (Wicht et al. 2017). The reopened

ventilation path fulfilled also a beneficial

function for the local population as a local

recreation area. Contrarily, anthropogenic

structures can act as ventilation corridors,

such as large streets, large railway tracks

or open agricultural lands (Matzarakis and

Mayer 1992).

Problems with reduced ventilation are most

common during calm wind situations. Over

the course of strong heat waves in summer,

heat stress is more pronounced in areas with

reduced ventilation. In case of strong inver-

sion in autumn and winter, high levels of

air pollution are reduced due to the inflow

of fresh air. Due to the low wind velocity

of these important wind systems, densely

packed houses and high walls - and therefore

high surface roughness - may reduce their

effectiveness or even block natural wind paths

completely.

The urban airflow can be estimated in dif-

ferent ways using measurements, wind tunnel

experiments, models or mapping methods

based on land cover and surface models

(Matzarakis and Mayer 1992).

Measurements are very important in micro-

meteorology, but they represent only indi-

vidual points on the map. Wind tunnel

experiments have been very important in the

understanding of urban wind dynamics, but

they are very expensive considering time and

costs and wind tunnels are not frequently

available. Models are a comfortable alterna-

tive to wind tunnel experiments, but they are

usually not applied on a citywide scale with

street canyon resolution. Additionally, state-

of-the-art models are not freely available and

finding the right settings and operating the

model is, again, very time consuming.

Using the general knowledge about urban

airflow and applying simple threshold tech-

niques, morphological features can serve to

determine the urban ventilation corridors.

Matzarakis and Mayer (1992) defined the

following criteria for urban surfaces to act as

a ventilation path:

1. z0 lower than 0.5 m

2. Negligible zd
3. Path length of the corridor of at least

1000 m

4. Corridor width of at least 50 m

5. Smooth edges of the ventilation path

6. The width of obstacles should not be

greater than 10 % of the width of the

entire ventilation path

7. BHmax should not be greater than 10 m

8. Greatest width of an obstacle should be

in the same direction as the corridor

longitudinal axis

9. Most obstacles should have a ratio of

height to horizontal distance to the next

element of 0.1 for buildings

The parameters needed for an estimation of

the ventilation potential of an urban area are

available and described in the sections above.

Gál and Unger (2009) and later Wicht et al.

(2017) have used the guidelines of Matzarakis

and Mayer (1992) to create possible urban

ventilation paths. They concentrated their

estimation on the first four criteria, which

they defined as the most crucial for urban

ventilation. For zd, a height of 3 m was

defined to be negligible (Gál and Unger 2009).

The path length is estimated by analyzing the

axis length of the possible ventilation path.

The minimum corridor width is fulfilled by

rasterizing the parameters in a grid with 50 m

cell size.

Vegetation is ignored for the roughness

estimation because it is difficult to define

a measure of porosity representing all types

of vegetation. Additionally, vegetation might

decelerate the wind flow, but large forests can

also filter the air from pollutants and reduce

the temperature. Therefore, the vegetation

needs to be respected in the qualitative

interpretation of the results.
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The roughness parameters are calculated

based on a 1 m DSM on a static grid, both

isotropic and anisotropic after Kanda et al.

(2013) using UMEP.

Due to Stewart and Oke (2012), the height of

roughness elements in the LCZ open low-

rise (1-10 m), lightweight low-rise (2-4 m)

and large low-rise (3-10 m) is fluctuating.

Therefore, a fixed zd could mask important

secondary wind paths. Due to the definition

of Kanda et al. (2013), zd can reach values up

to MBmax. Setting the threshold for zd to

3 m in this case would possibly discriminate

low-rise areas with a higher zd, which might

be possible ventilation paths under certain

conditions (Kanda et al. 2013). Additionally,

wind is not completely stopped by porose

roughness elements, as a Boolean mask would

indicate. Depending on the wind speed and

microclimate effects, wind can also reach

areas that are excluded in the wind corridor

analysis after Gál and Unger (2009).

Thereafter, the suggestions of Gál and Unger

(2009) are considered, but a fuzzy approach

is added, which classifies the built-up areas

in ten different porosity classes by increasing

the thresholds stepwise (0.05 m for z0 and 2 m

for zd).

To remove artifacts, which are not reasonable

for wind distribution, the resulting roughness

classes are smoothened using a Gaussian

filter (two standard deviations). Wind

corridor definition proposed by literature,

i.e. respecting the first four criteria with

zd < 3 m, is fulfilled for those areas reaching

highest values (i.e. 10 in this case) in the wind

corridor analysis (Figure 2.10). The grading

should indicate in which areas the wind might

enter most probable under certain conditions

and which areas are completely blocked.

As explained in the section above, the

roughness parameters z0 and zd are de-

pending on λF and λP . Since λF is

anisotropic because the wind faces different

surfaces depending on the flow direction, the

wind corridors are estimated in 15◦ steps.

The resulting corridors are not remarkably

different on a citywide scale, therefore only

the isotropic wind corridor map is shown in

Figure 2.10.

As an estimation of the measured wind field,

wind roses for calm summer nights from 2003

to 2017 at different stations are shown in

Figure 2.10. Only nocturnal measurements

below 3.3 m s−1 were considered to represent

calm wind conditions (Matzarakis and Mayer

1992). The urban stations Basel Klingel-

bergstrasse (BKLI) and Basel Aeschenplatz

(BAES) are located at above roof level and

are therefore dominated by the synoptic wind

field. The wind roses of those nearby stations

with comparable urban surrounding show

the same dominance of ESE winds above

the urban roofs. However, this dominance is

not directly related to the underlying urban

morphology.

Looking at very weak winds with less than

1 m s−1, BKLI is also influenced by winds

from WNW, whereas BAES records more

western and NNW winds. This might have

a connection to the road network, but does

not correspond to the ventilation corridor

map, which indicates blocking conditions at

both spots. The rural station Basel Lange

Erlen (BLER) is clearly influenced by the

local topography and the winds coming from

the northeastern Wiese Valley. No influence

of urban roughness can be seen here.

The station Basel/Binningen (BBIN) is

situated above an urban park on a slightly

elevated hill at the city borders. One of the

most important urban ventilation corridors

is passing close by through the Basel zoo

along the Birsig River, which is covered

by buildings and streets after the passage

through the zoo, which limits the ventilation

efficiency. The most pronounced wind

direction at BBIN for calm wind situations is

ESE and SSW, both directions are classified

as a possible ventilation corridor due to
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roughness analyses. SSW is also exactly

pointing in direction of the Birsig Valley,

which might act like a topographic wind path

and therefore influence the measurement at

this station.

Large railway sidings at the southeastern

city borders are a good ventilation corridor

and depending on the neighboring built-

up type, the ventilation is not completely

blocked and fresh air can still enter some

neighborhoods. However, the large buildings

of the main station are blocking this possible

path completely. The same tendencies are

found in the northern part of the city close

to the German railway station, where air can

enter from the Rhine in the east and from

the Lange Erlen area in the west, i.e. one

of the main rural ventilation corridors along

the Wiese River. Interesting corridors are

found in the western limits of the city at

the French border. Graveyards, allotment

gardens, swimming baths and sports fields

act as a perfect ventilation corridor.

Even though not as obvious as large rivers

or agricultural fields, these corridors of low

urban roughness might play a major role

in the development of refreshing nocturnal

winds for the urban neighborhoods. The

most important ventilation path is the

Rhine River, which is also following the

topographically induced wind field along the

valley. Since bridges are not well represented

in the DSM (15 m tall blocks) and act like

barriers, the ventilation corridor potential is

not well represented. However, it is visible

and clear that the river path provides the

city with fresh air. Because the urban houses

along the riverbanks are packed very densely

without major gaps, the supply of fresh air

to the bordering dense city center is limited.

Only in areas with open parks along the river,

such as the Johanniter Park (north of BKLI),

fresh air intrusion into the city is possible.

Since the urban wind measurements are

located above roofs, their representation of

the ventilation corridor analysis is limited.

Nevertheless, they show that wind does not

stop at the city limits and with conservation

of existing ventilation paths and appropriate

urban planning, the inflow of refreshing air

can be retained.

Urban ventilation corridors are an important

indicator for urban planning and valuable

ventilation corridors should be mapped and

protected. However, the dominating wind

field and - especially if a city is located in a

valley - topographically induced or controlled

winds must be considered. Therefore, topo-

graphic wind corridors and areas of local cold

air accumulation based on a digital elevation

model (DEM) are analyzed (Figure 2.11).

A TanDEM-X DEM was used to estimate

troughs, which are quantified by counting the

number of pixels that are higher than the

central pixel. Troughs, which are limited by

ridges, i.e. areas with less higher pixels in the

surroundings than lower pixels, are defined

as cold air accumulation areas. Troughs

entering the main valley floor are defined as

topographic ventilation corridors. If those

areas are colliding with areas of high surface

roughness, the natural ventilation is blocked

or inhibited. Especially the embankments

of railways and motorways crossing the Birs

Valley in the southeastern limits of the city

represent a typical topographic wind corridor

that is efficiently blocked. One problem of

this analysis is that the DEM already includes

human structures such as river channels or

dams, which makes the analysis of natural

topographic wind corridors difficult.

Five main paths can be identified in the

surroundings of Basel: (1,2) the main valley

following the Rhine (both directions) and

the lateral valleys following the (3) Wiese,

(4) Birsig and (5) Birs Rivers (gray arrows

numbered in Figure 2.11).

Cold air ponds are found in the northwes-

tern surroundings, which are actually gravel

pits. Along the flow paths, some cold air
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accumulation might occur at the valley floor,

which should not limit the air flow due to the

vertical extent of the wind field. The area

around the Wiese River corresponds also to

the largely open Lange Erlen area, which is

a perfect ventilation corridor. The Birs flow

path has enough gaps to enter at least some

parts of the city, but due to the massive rail-

way embankment, its flow is strongly inter-

rupted before it enters the Rhine. The Birsig

airflow is strongly limited by high roughness,

only the last part, before it is blocked by

the dense city center, is classified as a free

ventilation path, considering the roughness

map. In this area, katabatic winds from

the surrounding hillside might induce a slight

wind system. To indicate the dominating

wind field, wind roses resulting from daytime

measurements in summer 2003 to 2017 at

different stations are shown in Figure 2.11.

Contrary to Figure 2.10, no limitation for

calm wind situations is applied. During the

day, a dominance of the ESE corridor is found

for the stations BKLI and BAES. At BBIN,

this dominance is less pronounced and shifts

to a eastern wind, but the dominating wind

field is influenced by frequently occurring

west winds. These winds are often initiated

by the atmospheric west wind circulation and

therefore also found at the other stations,

but they are not representative for heat wave

situations. The wind field at BLER follows

different characteristics, because it has a

particular topographic setting as it is located

at the entrance of the narrow Wiese Valley.

Wind corridors are usually a combination of

topography, synoptic weather conditions and

urban morphology. Therefore, the maps have

to be interpreted in the right context and

might be used as a guideline for possible

ventilation corridors.

Figure 2.10: Wind corridors derived using roughness thresholds. Gray arrows are
qualitative indicators for major and minor ventilation paths, according to their size.
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Figure 2.11: Topographic wind channels derived from a DEM and cluster analysis. Gray
arrows (numbers referenced in the text) are qualitative indicators for main topographic wind

paths.



Chapter 3

Thermal Infrared Remote Sensing

Andreas Wicki

3.1 Principles of the Thermal

Emission

Thermal infrared (TIR) remote sensing

describes measurements of the Earth’s

surface from satellites or aircrafts in the

electromagnetic spectrum around 3-5 or 8-

14 µm. Both ranges are suitable to detect

the terrestrial emission due to atmospheric

windows - i.e. spectral ranges where most

of the emitted radiance is able to pass

the atmosphere. However, land mapping

satellites usually focus their TIR channels

in the longer wavelength range, which is

less prone to contamination through sunlight

during the day and closer to the maximum of

radiant exitance. The most important laws

for TIR remote sensing are summarized and

described subsequent.

The electromagnetic radiation emitted by

a blackbody at a specific wavelength as a

function of the temperature is described by

Planck’s law (Equation 3.1). The total elec-

tromagnetic radiation emitted at this specific

temperature can be derived by integrating

the curve resulting from Planck’s law, which

is described by the Stefan-Boltzmann law

(Equation 3.2). Since natural surfaces are

usually not a blackbody emitter, the emis-

sivity (ε) described by Kirchoff’s radiation

law is used to determine how much energy

at a given temperature is emitted relative

to what a blackbody could emit. Thereby,

the spectral emissivity equals the spectral

absorption, which makes good absorbers also

good emitters (Equation 3.3). The Planck

curve is shifting its peak in direction of

shorter wavelengths with increasing tempe-

ratures. The irradiance thereby increases by

the fourth power of the temperature. The

shift of maximum exitance towards smaller

wavelengths with increasing temperature is

described by Wien’s displacement law (Equa-

tion 3.4). This can be used to explain

why the maximum of terrestrial emitted ra-

diation - assuming an average land surface

temperature (LST) of 300 K - is located

around 10 µm and why the solar radiation

(TSun = 5778 K) peaks at around 0.5 µm,

within the range where the human eye is able

to detect electromagnetic radiation (Kuenzer

2013, pp. 1-10). The above-described laws are

summarized below as a set of equations and

plotted as a function in Figure 3.1.

Mλ =
2πhc2

λ5(ehc/λκT − 1)
(3.1)

Φe = σεT 4 (3.2)

22
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ελ = αλ (3.3)

λmax =
2897.8

T
(3.4)

with:
Mλ = spectral radiant exitance

h = Planck constant

c = speed of light

κ = Boltzmann constant

T = temperature

λ = wavelength

Φe = radiant flux

σ = Stefan-Boltzmann constant

ε = emissivity

α = absorption

Constant values are defined on physical con-

stants page.

Figure 3.1: Planck curves as log-
log plot for blackbody emitter (Equa-
tion 3.1, with ε = 1) at different
temperatures (TEarth to TSun) with
the integral of the 300 K curve (blue
area) resulting from Equation 3.2 and
Wien’s displacement law (Equation 3.4)
depicting the shift of the maximum
spectral radiant exitance drawn as green

asterisks.

3.2 Different Remote Sen-

sing Systems

A typical source of TIR imagery are space-

borne sensors mounted on polar orbiting

satellites such as NOAA-AVHRR, ASTER,

MODIS (both on the satellites Terra and

Aqua) or Landsat (currently in use: Landsat

7 and Landsat 8). Due to regular revisit rates,

the data offer the possibility of reproducing

investigations and monitor changes, espe-

cially due to the long lifetime of the systems

and the continuity of the missions.

Some studies work with geostationary

satellites such as GOES-E/W or Meteosat

(Bechtel et al. 2015, 2017). Thereby, the

benefit of very high temporal resolution

is outweighed by the very coarse spatial

resolution and flat viewing angles, specifically

with larger distance to the Equator. A

liability that also accounts for polar orbiting

satellites and the specific sensors, where

for example MODIS has the advantage of

four acquisitions per day due to the double

orbit configuration, but results in large

temperature bias in urban areas or regions

with a distinct topography due to irregular

viewing angles (Mitraka and Chrysoulakis

2014). Therefore, coarse satellite data with

critical viewing angle should be treated with

caution and thresholds for viewing angles

should be considered. Especially in medium

sized cities satellite data with a resolution

above 1 km should be avoided or solely used

downscaled.

Systems with a subkilometer resolution, such

as ASTER or Landsat, are - due to their

almost nadir-viewing angle and the relatively

high spatial resolution - appropriate for urban

remote sensing. The biggest disadvantage is

the low revisit rates of maximum four times

per 16 days if a combination of Landsat 7

and 8 is used in an area that is overlapped

by two paths. For ASTER, the revisit time

is even lower and not regular.

Other possibilities for urban TIR remote sen-

sing are sensors mounted on drones, airplanes

or helicopters. This airborne remote sensing

delivers very high details, but it is often not

directly reproducible and very cost intensive.
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Depending on the aspired application, the

financial resources and the computing capa-

city, different data sets can be the solution for

various problems.

3.3 Data Conversion

3.3.1 Emissivity

Spectral emissivity is the ratio of maximum

emitted radiance of a blackbody to the actual

emitted radiance of a surface at a specific

wavelength. In satellite remote sensing, the

emissivity is not just influencing the amount

of emitted energy - and therefore decreases

the signal for non-blackbody surfaces -, but

also controlling how much of the sky radiance

is reflected by the surface. Changing the

estimated emissivity in surface temperature

computation consequently alters the results

in a non-linear way.

Using high-resolution hyperspectral aerial

imagery, the emissivity can be estimated

very accurately due to well-defined spectral

libraries. The extraction of emissivity values

in satellite images from typical land mapping

satellites such as Landsat with a pixel reso-

lution of 30 m is more challenging, because

individual pixels often represent a mixture of

various surfaces. Particularly in very dense

urban areas, a potpourri of surface elements

with large differences in surface emissivity

disables an accurate estimation of this crucial

surface property.

Different approaches have been developed

based on land cover classifications, NDVI,

albedo, or other common surface properties.

One possibility is the use of land surface

classification by assigning defined emissivity

values for every class (Snyder et al. 1998).

The definition of the emissivity values is

thereby often rather qualitative and results

in terraced structures between different urban

classes. Mitraka et al. (2012) developed a

spectral mixture analysis to derive emissivity

based on the assumption that urban sur-

faces are a composition of three fundamental

components: vegetation, impervious and soil.

Jiménez-Muñoz (2003) have been studying

emissivity estimation for different satellite sy-

stems based, inter alia, on field measurements

and proposed different algorithms to estimate

land surface emissivity (LSE). For Landsat,

they proposed an approach based on NDVI,

which has the benefit that it is inherently

applicable. Unfortunately, their approach

is designed for agricultural land and it is

not initially applicable on urban areas and

water surfaces. Water surfaces can easily be

detected and designated due to their rather

homogeneous appearance. Consequently, a

single value can be assigned for entire water

bodies.

For the application in urban remote sensing,

Mitraka and Chrysoulakis (2014) proposed

the use of urban brightness as an additional

criterion to distinguish between high and

low urban emissivity. Resources such as

the ECOSTRESS (former ASTER) spectral

library (Baldridge et al. 2009) can be used

to define the range within the urban val-

ues should be varied, based on the typical

surface materials of the investigation area.

If available, field measurements of surface

properties are most suitable to quantify the

emissivity of an urban area. The high and

low emissivity values defined for a specific site

are used to create a look-up-table to assign a

specific emissivity value to a range of bright

and pale urban surfaces. This adaption

of the urban emissivity values is added to

the NDVI approach based on the Sobrino

method, explained in detail in Chapter 6.

Figure 3.2 provides emissivity values of dif-

ferent man-made and natural materials such

as asphalt (construction asphalt), concrete

(asphaltic concrete), soil (pale brown silty

loam Alfisols), grass and water. The spectral

response curves of Landsat 7 band 6 and

Landsat 8 TIRS band 10 and 11 (B10 and
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B11) are displayed to show the variation

of emissivity within different TIR sensor re-

sponses. The values for the specific full width

at half maximum (FWHM) of the sensors

are presented in Table 3.1, which depicts the

importance of accounting for different sensor

responses, because an uncertainty in emissiv-

ity of 1 % can lead to an error in the estimated

LST of up to 0.4 K (Jiménez-Muñoz 2003).

Grass, e.g., has a lower emissivity in B10 than

water, which is reversed for B11. Figure 3.2

additionally shows that some materials may

have equal properties for one spectral range,

but they differ in another range. Emissivity

is a crucial component in LST estimation and

if absolute values are desired, it is advisable

to carefully validate the results and apply

reasonable values.

Figure 3.2: Emissivity spectra of dif-
ferent typical urban and rural surfaces
derived from the ASTER spectral li-
brary in conjunction with the spectral
response curve of the Landsat 7 and

Landsat 8 TIR channels.

Table 3.1: Average emissivities for different surfaces due to the spectral response of the
different Landsat TIR sensors and bands. Emissivity values are derived from the ASTER

spectral library.

Landsat 7 Landsat 8 B10 Landsat 8 B11

Asphalt 0.968 0.963 0.974

Concrete 0.954 0.947 0.969

Alfisol 0.974 0.974 0.977

Grass 0.986 0.983 0.989

Water 0.989 0.991 0.985

3.3.2 Atmospheric Correction

Since the term ‘remote sensing’ implies that

the measurements are not conducted directly

at the target, the collected data need to be

corrected for the effects occurring between

the measurement aperture and the target

object. Even though remote sensing sensors

for land observation purposes are measuring

within the atmospheric windows, water vapor

and other gas constituents have an influence

on the measured signal.

The surface leaving radiance is both at-

tenuated and enhanced on its way from

the surface to the sensor by atmospheric

emission, scattering and absorption (Hulley

2013). These effects can be simplified and

summarized in the upwelling or atmospheric

path radiance, which is added to the signal

during the passage through the atmosphere,

and the downwelling or sky radiance, which

is reflected by the surface - depending on the

emissivity - and then added to the signal.

The total amount of energy that is able

to pass the atmosphere without absorption,

scattering and reflection is described by the

transmittance. The three terms are used to

account how much of the measured signal -

for example by a satellite - comes from the

target and how much was added/removed by
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the atmosphere (Equation 3.5).

LTOA = τεLλ + Lu + τ(1− ε)Ld (3.5)

with:

LTOA = top of atmosphere radiance

τ = transmittance

Lλ = surface-leaving radiance

Lu = atmospheric path radiance

Ld = sky radiance

The conversion from surface-leaving radiance

to LST is presented in Chapter 6, as part of a

peer-reviewed publication (Wicki and Parlow

2017b). Beside the atmospheric gas compo-

sition, the effects on the TIR radiance are

highly depending on the temperature of the

different atmospheric layers. Critical gases

are the triatomic molecules water vapor, car-

bon dioxide (CO2) and ozone (O3). Thereby,

fluctuations due to different weather condi-

tions are most pronounced for water vapor,

whereas CO2 is relatively stable, although

steadily increasing and seasonally oscillating.

The atmospheric effects are computed using

estimations of these three components plus

meteorological measurements as an input for

a radiative transport model. The accuracy

is highly depending on the input data, while

nearby atmospheric soundings are the best

option, if available. Other possibilities are

the use of atmospheric models or reanalysis

data. If such data are not available, standard

atmospheres are a possible alternative, even

though results might be biased due to irregu-

lar weather situations.

Multi-thermal band systems such as ASTER

or MODIS allow inherently correcting for

atmospheric effects due to the application

of split window techniques. Because the

Landsat series used to have one TIR band

before Landsat 8 - and due to issues with one

of the TIR sensors -, atmospheric correction

is left up to the user. Therefore, different

ways of computing atmospheric correction

parameters are presented hereafter.

3.3.2.1 Single Channel Method

If there is only one TIR channel available

on a satellite platform, as it is for pre-

vious Landsat satellites before Landsat 8,

the only possibility of correcting an image

for atmospheric effects is the application of

atmospheric correction parameters in a single

channel method (SCM). The coefficients can

be derived in different ways, most common

are the use of standard atmospheres and

radiative transfer models such as MODTRAN

(MODerate resolution atmospheric TRANs-

mission, Kneizys et al. 1996), or using the

online Atmospheric Correction Tool (ACT)

provided by NASA. Since atmospheric cor-

rection is highly depending on the air temper-

ature, the concentration of water vapor and

other gas constituents (such as O3 or CO2),

these parameters can be added manually to

MODTRAN to account for changes in the

atmosphere compared to the standard atmo-

sphere, which remains static.

If atmospheric soundings are available,

MODTRAN offers the possibility to include

these outputs in the model as well. Since

regular atmospheric soundings are only done

in a limited spatial grid of approximately 1◦,

those profiles are often too far away from

the target. To overcome these limitations,

information from weather models are used to

create a modeled atmospheric sounding.

Since MODTRAN is not intended for direct

correction of satellite imagery, the model has

to be run twice to separate from downward to

upward atmospheric contribution. First, the

atmospheric path radiance and transmittance

has to be estimated with the added atmo-

spheric profile and surface conditions for the

FWHM of the specific Landsat sensor, setting

the sensor location to 705 km above the tar-

get. Second, the model is run again with the

same configurations except the sensor height,

which is set to 1 m above the ground, and

the albedo, which is set to 1. Thereby, the

ground reflected radiance includes the sky ra-
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diance, which is emitted from the atmosphere

towards the ground and reflected completely.

The required coefficients for the atmospheric

correction of a Landsat image are generated

by integrating within the FWHM (Landsat

7: 10.31 to 12.36 µm, Landsat 8 B10 and

B11: 10.60 to 11.19 µm and 11.5 to 12.51 µm,

Figure 3.2). Different Landsat satellites or

bands have unequal sensor responses and

therefore different target wavelengths with

variable attenuation (Table 3.2). As a con-

sequence, the same atmospheric conditions

result in different atmospheric coefficients

(Figure 3.3).

If specific atmospheric profiles are not avail-

able, NASA offers the possibility of accessing

archived atmospheric model data, resulting

from the NCEP reanalysis project, and ap-

plying MODTRAN with user-defined surface

conditions online (Barsi et al. 2003).

Figure 3.3: Atmospheric corrections based on the ACT (c. and d.) and MODTRAN plus
COSMO input (e. and f.) compared to LST without atmospheric correction (a. and b.).
Scenes a., c. and d. are derived from Landsat 7 (DOY: 186), b., d. and f. from Landsat 8

(DOY: 187, both 2015). The study region is the city of Zurich and surroundings.
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Again, since reanalysis data are relatively

coarse, the output is only an interpolation

between 1◦ grid points. During synoptic

stable conditions, the results from this ap-

proximation are accurate enough. However,

if weather patterns are changing, the grid

resolution might be too coarse.

To emphasize the benefit of the sounding

simulation, images acquired from two consec-

utive days for the study region around the

northern tip of Lake Zurich in July 2015 are

compared (Figure 3.3). The study region

was chosen because the results served as eva-

luation for an experimental weather model,

which also provided unique high-resolution

modeled sounding data for the atmospheric

correction. The results from three different

approaches demonstrate the effects of the

atmosphere on the TIR signal under non-

ideal situations: working with no correction

(a. and b.), applying the outputs from the

ACT (c. and d.) or using MODTRAN with

atmospheric data from the weather model

(e. and f.). The complete conversion from

radiance to LST applying the atmospheric

correction parameters is described in detail

in Chapter 6 or Wicki and Parlow (2017b).

Since Landsat has a revisit rate of 16 days

(twice if two paths overlap the study region),

data from two different sensors (Landsat 7

ETM+ and Landsat 8 TIRS) are used for the

evaluation. The above-mentioned situations

are non-ideal, because in the night between

the acquisitions a frontal system crossed the

study region. Thereby, clouds approached

from west (approximately 100 km away) in

the first image and caused some convective

rain during the night. In the second image,

small cumulus clouds are covering the study

region, which indicates humid atmospheric

conditions at that day. According to the

ACT output, the transmittance is higher the

second day, which is contrary to expectations

(Table 3.2).

The effects of the wrong estimations under

these fast changing conditions, notably for

the second day, are visible in Figure 3.3. The

temperature of the water surface, measured

at two locations in the Lake Zurich (lower

part of the images), is given as a reference.

Strong solar irradiation on the first day (left

images) clearly increase the LST. On the

second day, small amounts of rain and the

shadowing effect of cumulus clouds limit the

warming of the surface. This is captured

in every case, but the differences in the

uncorrected image and the image based on

ACT parameters are much more pronounced.

Additionally, the water temperature of the

Lake Zurich was higher at the second day.

This effect, captured by the in situ mea-

surements, was not found by applying the

ACT factors. Using the factors derived by

MODTRAN, this relative difference in water

temperature is correctly reproduced, even

though the resulting values are too high in

that case. Compared to the water tempera-

ture, the error was reduced using atmospheric

correction parameter based on MODTRAN

with the addition of high-resolution weather

model data.

3.3.2.2 Split Window Algorithm

Landsat 8 offers the possibility of applying

split window algorithms (SWA) to account

for atmospheric effects. This practice is

already applied in many satellite systems car-

rying a TIR sensor, such as AVHRR, MODIS

or ASTER. The latter two are also offering

a product with automatically generated LST,

based on the application of a SWA. TIRS was

the first Landsat sensor that was equipped

with two adjacent TIR bands. Unfortunately,

after the first images were acquired, errors

became apparent. Stray-light from outside

the image FOV affected the TIR radiance,

especially B11.
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Table 3.2: Atmospheric correction parameter derived from the ACT and MODTRAN for
the Landsat 7 and Landsat 8 (B10) sensor response.

DOY 186 (Landsat 7) DOY 187 (Landsat 8)

ACT MODTRAN ACT MODTRAN

Transmittance 0.61 0.64 0.70 0.58

Sky Radiance [W m−2 sr−1 µm−1] 4.95 4.70 3.96 5.01

Path Radiance [W m−2 sr−1 µm−1] 3.12 3.02 2.48 3.32

The USGS and NASA advised the user to

use only B10 and ignore B11 until further

correction algorithm have been developed.

Consequently, the SCM became the only

possibility of accurately correct Landsat 8

TIR imagery for the first four years. In the

meantime, methods were developed to fix the

stray-light issues and the USGS recalibrated

all their data retroactive (Gerace and Monta-

naro 2017).

Therefore, SWA became an option again and

were tested with the same data set described

above, i.e. Landsat 8 data of the Lake Zurich

study region acquired on 6 July 2015. The

amount of total precipitable water vapor

(TPWV) - resulting from the synthetic atmo-

spheric sounding - was thereby 3.14 g cm−2,

which represents a challenging situation for

atmospheric corrections.

Based on ε and τ , the differences in the

atmospheric absorption of the two adjacent

thermal bands of Landsat 8 TIRS can be used

to retrieve LST. A SWA initially proposed by

Qin et al. (2001) and adapted to TIRS by

Rozenstein et al. (2014) was applied and tes-

ted. Both studies reported valid results. The

SWA proposed by Rozenstein et al. (2014)

and derived from a first-order Taylor-series

linearizion of the radiative transfer equation,

can be written as:

LST = A0 +A1T10 −A2T11 (3.6)

With T10 and T11 as the brightness tempera-

ture (BT) of Landsat 8 B10 and B11.

The coefficients A0−2 are resulting from a

set of equations, beginning with Ci, a term

based on ε and τ . Based on the NDVI, ε

was derived improving a method developed

by Sobrino et al. (2008) and τ was compu-

ted using MODTRAN aided by atmospheric

model data (both explained above). For

the two Landsat 8 TIR channels (i), these

parameters are applied as:

Ci = εiτi (3.7)

Di = (1− τi)(1 + (1− εi)τi) (3.8)

Those two estimates are used to derive the

parameters E0−2 and accordingly A:

E0 = D11C10 −D10C11 (3.9)

E1 = D11
(1− C10 −D10)

E0
(3.10)

E2 = D10
(1− C11 −D11)

E0
(3.11)

A =
D10

E0
(3.12)

Based on the above equations and the band-

specific regression coefficients (ai, bi), which

are resulting from a fit of the curve describing

the abundance of Planck’s function radiance

and the derivative of Planck’s function for

each specific band (i), Equation 3.6 is solved

using the following estimations:

A0 = E1a10 + E2a11 (3.13)

A1 = 1 +A+ E1b10 (3.14)
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A2 = A+ E2b11 (3.15)

With a10 = −62.8065, b10 = 0.4338,

a11 = −67.1728 and b11 = 0.4694 for the

temperature range of 10 to 40 ◦C, based on

the analysis of Rozenstein et al. (2014).

Results shown in Figure 3.4 indicate a com-

parable behavior of the two atmospheric cor-

rections. Both indicate slightly higher surface

temperature compared to those measured in

the lake in situ. The SWA correction thereby

generates higher LST compared to the SCM,

which seems to be more distant from reality

compared to the lake temperatures. Additi-

onally, the preceding correction of B11, done

by the USGS and described in Gerace and

Montanaro (2017), seems to be insufficient

considering stripes that are not apparent in

the SCM-corrected image. Specifically in the

rather homogeneous lake surface, striping is

apparent. Looking at the urban areas (warm-

est surfaces in both images), the striping has

a blurring effect on the results.

Those two facts, i.e. the blurring stripes

and the larger temperature offset, are very

strong arguments against the use of SWA

for Landsat 8 TIR data correction. On the

other hand, SWA allows accounting for at-

mospheric effects scene-specific with a pixel-

based correction, compared to the static cor-

rection using a SCM.

The upper LST image derived by the SCM

in Figure 3.4 seems to be partly shaded

from the lower left to the upper middle-

right part, compared to the image represen-

ting the SWA output. This is most pro-

nounced focusing on the region of the cros-

sing 5250000N/460000E (i.e. Schlieren/Alt-

stetten), where highly sealed surfaces should

yield high LST. Combining the two TIRS

channels in a RGB display (Figure 3.5; red

= B10, green = B11 and blue = B11), an

attenuating and almost transparent ‘cloud’

from the lower left corner to the upper middle

of the map becomes apparent. It indicates

that the blue and green channel (BT of B11)

have a lower signal in this area and therefore

the color red (i.e. B10) is more pronounced.

This demonstrates that the use of two TIR

bands can help to detect distortions that are

not ascertainable using a single channel.

Figure 3.4: LST maps corrected using
a single channel method based on Land-
sat 8 band 10 (upper) and using a split
window algorithm combining band 10
and 11 (lower). The investigation area
is the city of Zurich and surroundings.

Figure 3.5: RGB composite combining
the two Landsat 8 bands 10 (red) and 11
(green and blue) to demonstrate differ-
ences in the sensitivity to atmospheric
distortions due the different bandwidth

above Zurich.
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3.4 Interpretation of Ther-

mal Infrared Imagery

TIR imagery is a very powerful and impres-

sive source of information. The fact that

temperature can be made visible for the

human eye is fascinating, also for people

that are not aware of the physical principles

behind. Not exclusively in science, TIR

imagery is also used as a practical tool to

estimate, e.g., energy efficiency of buildings

or isolation potential of clothes.

In micrometeorology, it was already applied

to visualize cold air downslope winds with

high frequency TIR data (Lehner et al. 2016).

TIR bands are imperative in weather forecas-

ting to provide satellite imagery during the

night and for the conversion of cloud surface

temperature to cloud height information,

used to detect and track extreme weather

events such as strong convective storms,

resulting in damages through winds and

strong precipitation (Kober and Tafferner

2009).

In earth observation, TIR sensors are less

common than VIS sensors, since their

operation is more complex and very cost

intensive. Nevertheless, many systems offer

recurring TIR imagery, normally with either

high spatial or high temporal resolution.

As shown above, the at-sensor TIR signal

is not directly convertible to LST, because

different aspects need to be respected. For

example, a very hot aluminum roof can

have a lower TIR signal than a relatively

cold forest because the low emissivity of

the roofing material reduces the effectively

emitted radiance, compared to a blackbody

emitter at the same temperature. Addi-

tionally, atmospheric effects, as shown in

Figure 3.5, can alter the TIR signal slightly

and unnoticeable.

However, TIR remote sensing - combined

with geographical knowledge and meteoro-

logical expertise - can also help to explain

complex environmental processes indirectly.

Combining the fundamentals of valley circu-

lation with nocturnal TIR imagery, complex

micrometeorological processes can be moni-

tored. Thereby, a warm forest in a steep area

can effectively be used to indicate cold air

flow. Figure 3.6 includes average day- and

nighttime LST for the summer 2015 derived

from MODIS/Aqua of the Southern Upper

Rhine Valley. During the day, the highly

sealed urban areas of Karlsruhe, Strasbourg,

Colmar, Freiburg, Mulhouse and Basel are

clearly visible as the warmest areas in the

image. Dark and mostly dry acres in the

largely cultivated valley floor are also warmed

up intensively.

Areas that are covered by forest - e.g. between

Basel and Mulhouse -, the surroundings of

the river Rhine and specifically elevated areas

- as in the Black Mountain or Vosges hills

(east and west of the valley) - are the coldest

areas. During the night, the urban areas

are still relatively warm, since a majority of

the artificial materials have a high thermal

capacity and the three-dimensional urban

surface stores and re-emits large amounts of

energy. The path of the Rhine is also better

visible in the nighttime images, because water

is usually warmer than other surfaces in the

night due to the high heat capacity. As

expected, warm surfaces during the day pro-

duce warm surfaces at night. However, some

areas behave differently, well visible between

Mulhouse and Strasbourg and even more

pronounced between Basel and Karlsruhe.

Besides urban areas, these slopes covered by

forests are the warmest surfaces at night. The

explanation for this contradiction, i.e. that

some of the coldest surfaces during the day

are some of the warmest during the night,

can be found in cold air production of slopes.

Thereby, the negative energy balance of the

tree surface is balanced by the sensible heat

flux.
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Figure 3.6: Mean surface temperature in summer 2015 for the Southern Upper Rhine
Valley derived from MODIS/Aqua for day (left) and night (right).

By extracting energy from the surrounding

air, tree crowns are maintaining their rela-

tively warm surface. Acting like an energy

sieve, leaves and branches are extracting

heat from the surrounding air that is cooling

and therefore sinking to the forest ground.

Cumulatively, the cooled air is flowing as

katabatic wind towards the valley floor. The

induced cold air current produces an outflow

that needs to be compensated by the warm

surrounding air, which keeps the circulation

and the system running (Geiger et al. 2009,

p. 347).

Forests located in flat areas show dissimilar

behavior, since they are flooded by cold air

and therefore not able to keep such kind of

circulation running, because the inflowing air

cannot dissipate. The lower hillsides, where

this effect can be found in satellite imagery,

are therefore called ‘thermal belt’, which is

described in literature as a phenomenon of air

temperature during relatively calm weather

conditions with clear skies.

The thermal belt divides a valley climatolog-

ically in three parts: the valley floor with

cold air accumulation, the warm thermal belt

above the lake of cold air and cold plateaus or

domes due to cooling of the surface above the

slopes (Geiger et al. 2009, pp. 382-387). This

thermal layering is fundamental for vintners

and farmers cultivating orchards during peri-

ods of late frost in spring.

Figure 3.7 illustrates the qualitative observa-

tions from the satellite imagery and proofs

the existence of the thermal belt for surface

temperature of forests. Mean forest surface

temperature (FST) in different altitude levels

and on different slopes, classified after the

inclination, describes the behavior of these

surfaces during day and night. The FST

shows a comparable behavior, as often ob-

served during radio soundings, with a slight
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inversion above the ground layer and con-

tinuously decreasing temperature with height

afterwards. During the night, positive devia-

tions from the average FST are observed in a

height level between 300 and 600 m a.s.l. and

in areas steeper than 10 %. Above a certain

height, the adiabatic temperature decrease

and the lower atmospheric counter radiation

is responsible for negative deviation in FST

from the average.

FST in a valley cross section show the same

behavior as air temperature above the ground

described in detail by Geiger et al. (2009,

pp. 382-393) due to their three-dimensional

structure and the large surface, which is

interacting with the surrounding air.

Above hilly meadows, this effect is less pro-

nounced, since the exchange of energy is to

a large amount reduced to a two-dimensional

face. These surfaces are also producing cold

air, but not as effective as forests with a

certain inclination.

Taking the FST as an indication of air tem-

perature layering within a valley and consid-

ering the assertion that a thermal belt is re-

latively constant on a specific hillside (Geiger

et al. 2009, p. 388), the thermal belt observed

in the satellite evaluations (Figure 3.6) can be

used in combination with a DEM to generate

maps for frost protection. For the summer

2015, the thermal belt - if taken as the

positive deviation from the average FST - can

be found between 300 and 700 m a.s.l. for

the investigation area of the Southern Upper

Rhine Valley. This height distribution also

corresponds to different historical measure-

ments, where the center of the thermal belt

is usually position at about 200 to 300 m

above the valley floor (the valley is located

between 100 and 250 m a.s.l.), with increasing

tendencies in winter. This is also confirmed

by phenology with earlier blossom of several

species within the thermal belt (Geiger et al.

2009, p. 389). These climatologically favor-

able areas have been well known long before

scientific measurements, since vineyards and

orchards located at these positions are privi-

leged during late frost and therefore rather

survive historically and establish as fruitful

plantations. However, satellite data and

meteorological analyses are helpful during

expected late frost to help farmers investigate

vulnerable areas, which can be protected in

advance.

Figure 3.7: Abundance of mean forest
surface temperature deviation on the
elevation (left) and slope (right) for day

(red) and nighttime (blue) cases.

Medium resolution TIR systems such as

Landsat offer the possibility of analyzing

small-scale variations even within different

urban areas. This can be very useful working

in urban areas below the size of a megacity.

Since Landsat is the only satellite composi-

tion with a regular revisit rate and a TIR

sensor with subkilometer resolution, it is de-

signated for urban studies. Landsat is - con-

sidering readily available imagery - limited to

daytime acquisitions, which might result in

misinterpretation of thermal properties.

The LST is a characteristic of the response,

including the actual moment and a certain

history, of a surface on the incoming solar

energy and cannot directly indicate how long

it takes to warm up this surface or how good

the surface can preserve the energy. Depend-

ing on the thermal properties, surfaces can

warm rapidly, but also lose their energy with

the same facility.
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Figure 3.8 shows four different TIR satellite

scenes covering the city center of Basel and

the surrounding areas of Birsfelden, Muttenz

and Grenzach-Wyhlen (Germany). The day-

time images from August and April show

highest LST for densely built-up urban areas,

industrial areas and railway sidings (Fig-

ure 3.8a and c). The forest areas are both

during the day and during the night some of

the coldest areas, because during the day a

majority of the incoming solar radiation is

used for evaporation rather than for heating

up the surface. This lack of stored energy

during the night is visible in Figure 3.8b and

d. Contrary to Figure 3.6, no thermal belt

is apparent in the forested hillsides in the

northeast of the image due to the limited

extent in surface and altitude (<150 m above

ground) of the area.

A typical day-night-behavior is shown by

the river Rhine, which is the coldest surface

during the day and one of the warmest during

the night, due to its very high heat capacity

(4.2 MJ m−3 K−1) and the mixing exchange

within the fluid.

Heat capacity (C) expresses the ability to

store heat and describes the temperature

change due to uptake or release of sensible

heat (Oke et al. 2017, p. 168). It is the

product of density (kg m−3) and specific heat

(J kg−1 K−1) and can be used to describe

the behavior of different materials exposed to

comparable boundary conditions.

The city center in the northwest in Figure 3.8

is constantly one of the warmest areas. Urban

fabric with a relatively high C (∼1.4 to

2.3 MJ m−3 K−1, including typical values for

dense concrete, stone, brick, tiles and as-

phalt) and the high building density - which is

responsible for (1) trapping of TIR radiation,

(2) multiple reflection of shortwave radiation

during the day and (3) increasing the abso-

lute active surface for energy exchange - are

reasons for high LST during the day and for

a good conservation of this energy during the

night (Oke et al. 2017, pp. 169-170).

Nevertheless, not only the heat capacity is

relevant for temperature exchange processes.

The small diurnal range in surface temper-

ature of dense urban surfaces in Figure 3.8

indicate that the thermal admittance in this

area is very high, demonstrating that much

more energy is used for storage than for the

heating of the atmosphere.

The thermal admittance is a very important

surface property in urban climate, since it

describes both the ability of a system to store

heat and the amplitude of the diurnal surface

temperature wave. The higher the thermal

admittance, the higher the storage and there-

fore the heat release over time. Specifically,

it describes the interface of two surfaces,

often the interface between different urban or

soil materials and the overlying air, which is

highly depending on the turbulence (i.e. up to

80 times higher under turbulent conditions).

Thermal admittance (µ) is described through

C and the thermal conductivity (k), i.e. the

heat flux intensity in a substance due to a

temperature gradient, as (Oke et al. 2017,

pp. 169-170):

µ =
√
kC (3.16)

Surfaces with a large temperature amplitude,

e.g. industrial areas in Figure 3.8, store heat

less effectively and share large amounts of

energy rapidly to the atmosphere. The

sensible heat exchange at the air-to-ground

interface is described as (Oke et al. 2017,

p. 170):

QH
QG

=
µa
µs

(3.17)

with:

QH = sensible heat flux density

QS = storage heat flux

µa = thermal admittance of air

µs = thermal admittance of substrate
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Considering calm wind conditions, the ratio

of heat stored to sensible heat sharing is

described to a large amount by the thermal

properties of the substrate. Taking into ac-

count that different surfaces induce different

amounts of turbulence due to variations in

the surface roughness increases the complex-

ity of the system.

Additionally, urban areas have a much larger

surface due to their three-dimensional origin,

which adds another degree of freedom and

increases the complexity again.

Since the urban ‘surface’ is a constitution

of materials and three-dimensional construc-

tions, including vegetation and air, the causes

of the UHI are not restricted to the thermal

properties of the materials only. Composi-

tion, age and density of urban materials play

a major role in their thermal behavior.

In rural areas, the thermal properties of a

surface are mostly depending on the soil

wetness.

An even more important role can be ac-

counted to ground heat flux support and

the effects of radiation trapping, multiple

reflection and the highly increased active sur-

face due the three-dimensional characteristics

(Oke et al. 2017, p. 171).

In Figure 3.8b and d, the industrial areas are

some of the coldest in both nights, despite

their high LST during the day. The same

behavior can be found for large railway si-

dings. These surfaces heat up very efficiently,

because the coarse gravel stone is isolated

below by air and therefore cannot deliver its

energy to the lower soil layers, as other sur-

faces do. This property is typically described

by low thermal diffusivity (κ), i.e. the ease

that temperature is transmitted through the

material and therefore the depth to which

a temperature signal is transmitted, but in-

versely proportional to the amount of energy

needed to warm the surface. It is described

as the ratio of thermal conductivity to heat

capacity (Oke et al. 2017, p. 168):

κ =
k

C
(3.18)

In this case, the energy is not transmitted

to the soil layer below and it is used to heat

up the relatively thin surface layer. During

the night, the gravel layer is not able to

compensate the negative energy balance for

a long time and the missing heat flux from

the soil below disables the compensation of

this degradation. The loss of energy is even

more pronounced in such open spaces due to

the missing thermal trapping, which is less

present than in industrial areas.

The above-described combined effects of ther-

mal properties, energy balance and the three-

dimensional urban surface leads to the fol-

lowing ranking of surface temperature (Oke

et al. 2017, p. 211):

Day: LSTroof > LSTstreet > LSTrural
Night: LSTroof < LSTrural < LSTstreet

This specification needs to be kept in mind

while working with TIR, especially if only

daytime data are available.

Those examples illustrate that TIR imagery

is more than just warm or cold surfaces, and

the knowledge of surface properties is very

important while working with these data.

The TIR image derived by a polar orbiting

satellite is always only a snapshot and it is

not capable of telling the whole story. In

combination with surface properties, urban

morphology and the knowledge of physical

principles, it nevertheless offers great oppor-

tunities in (urban) meteorology and clima-

tology. The combination of different data

sets with different characteristics concerning

temporal and spatial resolution can help to

understand thermal dynamics and therefore

the benefit of TIR imagery.
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Figure 3.8: ASTER LST for four different dates, two different seasons and two different
times of the day. The summer daytime example is found in a., the summer evening case in

b., the spring daytime case in c. and the spring evening situation in d.
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Air Temperature and Heat Stress

Andreas Wicki

4.1 Urban Heat Island Dis-

tribution and Dynamics

The dominating physical processes that affect

the urban microclimate are known since

ancient times and already noted in Howards

manuscript about the climate of London 200

years ago. He attributed a large part of the

measured effect, i.e. the positive temperature

anomaly in the urban city center to the rural

outskirts within the industrializing London

during the night, to the anthropogenic

heat emission from combustion and other

anthropogenic heat sources. However, as

he recognized correctly that the effect is

not only limited to the heating period, he

also found three additional causes for this

anomaly in summer: trapped radiation due

to the three-dimensional geometry, effects of

urban roughness blocking the light ‘winds

of summer’ and moisture availability for

evaporation on the country (Howard 1818,

pp. 9-10).

Even though he might have overestimated

the effect of the anthropogenic heat input -

although this component indeed had a larger

impact in times with lower heating efficiency

and poor building insulation -, Howard had

already included parts of the urban energy

balance in his explanations.

The effects of urban architecture on the

specific urban climate was already known

before the work of Howard. Analyzing

different built-up types of ancient villages

reveals a recurring building stock following

the climatic belts around the globe. The

first large settlements constructed in the first

millennium in Mesopotamia already show

characteristics still present in old medinas of

many Arabic countries, which are arranged

to counteract the unpleasant effects of the

desert climate (Ali-Toudert et al. 2005).

The difference in temperature from the urban

areas to the rural surroundings induced by

the transition of natural surfaces to densely

packed concrete environments is described

as the urban heat island (UHI). Depending

on the level these temperature differences

are measured, different types of heat islands

exist: subsurface UHI, surface UHI (SUHI),

canopy layer UHI and boundary layer UHI.

The first and the last of the three terms are

very difficult to measure consecutively, since

they are not in the typical spheres where most

measurement stations are located. Therefore,

they also receive less attention in general.

The positioning of measurement stations is

crucial while comparing different environ-

ments.

37
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Figure 4.1: Isothermic plot of the temperature difference of the urban station BKLI minus
the rural station BLER. The upper plot depicts the mean and maximum values of the yearly
averages with a 30 days floating mean as a bold line and the right plot includes a mean

diurnal course.

Measuring in the sheltering wakes of a buil-

ding increases the measured air temperature

(Ta), which is only valid for this specific

niche, but not for the whole canyon. The

problem is even intensified due to the three-

dimensional characteristics of the urban

canopy layer and turbulence, which makes the

positioning of urban measurement stations

very critical. Reliable urban stations are

therefore important for this discussion.

However, in the following sections, the term

UHI is used for all heat islands regarding Ta
and SUHI for the heat island considering

only the land surface temperature (LST)

by measuring the emitted thermal infrared

(TIR) radiation. Analyzing the distribution

of SUHI and UHI in detail reveals much

more scattered structures, rather than a

compact island, with warm peaks (dense

urban areas) and cool ponds (green spaces).

Therefore, Kuttler (2012, p. 108) proposed

the term ‘urban heat archipelago’, which

describes the distribution - especially for large

cities with extensive urban agglomeration -

appropriately, but probably too detailed to

become established (also mentioned in Hupfer

and Kuttler 2005, p. 389).

The diurnal variation and evolution of SUHI

and UHI follow different characteristics.

While the surface in an urban area is usually

always warmer compared to its rural counter-

part (with, some exceptions), Ta differences -

denoted as the UHI intensity (∆TU−R) - fol-

low a clear diurnal variation involving largest

∆TU−R between sundown and midnight, and

almost absent differences, or even a reversal,

during the day (Figure 4.1).

The SUHI is measurable using TIR satellite

imagery and reveals a clear connection to

land use during the day, i.e. the much higher
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surface temperature of artificial surfaces such

as walls, roofs and streets compared to ‘natu-

ral’ surfaces such as meadows, trees or water.

The discussion about surface temperature is

deepened and underlined with satellite im-

agery in Chapter 3.

In contrast to the SUHI, it is very challenging

to measure the UHI distribution spatially

inclusive and comprehensive. Using single

measurement stations, the UHI phenomenon

can be described quite well. Beneficially,

some urban-to-rural station pairings already

exist and provide ∆TU−R based on large

data sets. Figure 4.1 depicts the difference

between the rural station Basel Lange Erlen

(BLER) outside the city and the urban sta-

tion Basel Klingelbergstrasse (BKLI) located

just above the urban roofs. The plot includes

15 years of measurements, which reduces the

expected ∆TU−R due to the presence of non-

ideal weather conditions. The transition from

a slight cooling island during the day happens

at about sunrise, which is shifting inter-

annually. After sunset, a rapid transition

from almost equality to a strong UHI starts,

while the average maximum ∆TU−R is found

between sundown and midnight at 21:00

CET. The same trends appear analyzing

climate measures such as tropical nights. The

definition of a tropical night in the German

speaking meteorology is a night, in which

the minimum temperature is not decreasing

below 20 ◦C. Due to the UHI effect, tropical

nights happen more often in urban areas.

Analyzing Ta measurements since 2003 shows

that the chance for a tropical night is on

average almost four times higher at the urban

station BKLI, compared to the rural station

BLER (Figure 4.2).

Other possibilities to capture this effect are

measurements of Ta using mobile devices on

bikes or cars.

Figure 4.2: Minimum nocturnal temperature for the rural station BLER (left) and
the urban station BKLI (right) since 2003 with tropical nights marked as red bars and

summarized as a red number for each station.
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In August 2016, a cost-effective experiment

was conducted using self-sufficient iButton

temperature loggers mounted on buses of the

Basel public transport services (BVB). The

lapse rate of the temperature sensors made it

difficult to reveal high-resolution trends, but

since the bus stopped almost every one or two

minutes, the measurements are still relevant

for the approximate environment. A combi-

nation of different mobile measurements from

several bus lines showed higher Ta before

sunrise in the largely sealed and densely built-

up areas and lower Ta in the suburban dis-

tricts (Figure 4.3a). The temperature change

with time is respected during this half-hour

period by normalizing the cooling effect to

the reference station BKLI. Due to the large

lapse rate of the sensors, which is mainly a

problem during phases of strong acceleration

of the measuring bus, small-scale variations

are not captured.

The same equipment was used for a student

experiment, conducted by R. Dorau in June

to July 2018, where a cross section with 29

iButton sensors (one lost, one erroneous) was

placed through the urban park Kannenfeld

in ∼3 m height with twelve sensors located

inside the park (total area = 9.5 ha) and 15

valuable measurements in the northwestern,

southwestern, northeastern and southeastern

branches off the park (maximum distance to

park border = 700 m). During this experi-

ment, a high number of stationary measure-

ments, rather than mobile measurements, are

used to capture spatiotemporal Ta distribu-

tion. Figure 4.3b shows the minimum Ta
(Tmin) during the night from 1 to 2 July 2018

after a clear sky day and a cloud free night

with very calm winds. Those are perfect con-

ditions for the development of a distinct UHI

and the detection of cool ponds within the

urban environment, i.e. mainly parks. The

more compact areas (i.e. compact midrise

or LCZ2, after Stewart and Oke 2012) in

the southeastern and eastern surroundings of

the park show clearly higher Tmin compared

to the open low-rise (LCZ6) areas in the

northern periphery. Within the park borders,

which are very distinct due to 2 m tall walls

surrounding the park, Tmin is considerably

lower with temperature differences of 2 ◦C

within 200 m across the border.

The mechanisms and relevance of the urban

energy balance responsible for these differ-

ences are describe in the introduction of

Chapter 7, Section 7.1.

Figure 4.3: Air temperature measured on mobile devices using public transport buses
(a.) with trend-corrected values for 16 August 2016 05:00 to 05:30 CET; and stationary
measurements (b.) delivering nocturnal minimum temperature for 2 July 2018. Both
measurements are conducted using self-sufficient iButton temperature sensors. The dotted

rectangle in a. denotes the area of b.
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4.2 Heat Stress and Adapta-

tion

The term ‘heat wave’ is often used by

meteorological services to inform the pop-

ulation about an upcoming event of several

consecutive days with temperatures clearly

above the seasonal average. A clear definition

for these events does not exist and it would

be highly depending on the geographical

region (Anderson and Bell 2011; Montero

et al. 2012). Measures such as summer days

(Tmax > 25 ◦C) or tropical nights (Tmin >

20 ◦C) are defined by absolute numbers for

the German speaking countries. In Japan,

for example, the equivalent measure for a

night with extraordinary heat stress ranges

5 ◦C higher than the definition for a tropical

night in Central Europe. It is reasonable

that national weather services create region-

specific definitions for a heat wave, but this

complicates the comparison. A possibility

to overcome this geographical limitation is

the use of percentiles (Anderson and Bell

2011; Montero et al. 2012; Beniston 2004;

Hajat and Kosatky 2010; Gosling et al. 2008).

However, cultural differences and seasonal

changes in sensitivity is still not included

using statistical measures.

Although no common formal definition for

heat waves exists over a large geographical

region due to the above-mentioned reasons

(Gosling et al. 2008), it is nevertheless

important to use this term in weather forecast

for communication reasons. Thereby, the

individual feeling of an experienced forecaster

cannot be replaced by an automated heat

wave index.

A possibility of quantifying the amount of

heat stress experienced by an individual are

heat stress indices, which are introduced in

the following section.

4.2.1 Heat Stress Indices

Heat stress is the upper end of the thermal

comfort scale indicating the well-being of an

individual due to weather conditions. It is

depending on several meteorological parame-

ters, which have a combined effect on the

human metabolism. To express these effects,

a variety of different indices exists and even

for experienced users it is difficult to keep an

overview.

Before some important heat stress indicators

are presented, the mean radiant temperature

(Tmrt) as an important component of many

indices needs to be introduced. By definition,

Tmrt includes all radiative fluxes (longwave,

shortwave, direct and reflected) that affect

the human body from different directions and

it is expressed in ◦C. Different methods for

measuring and modeling Tmrt exist, whereas

sophisticated instrumentation or radiative

models are required. A globe thermometer is

a common device for measuring Tmrt, but it

is not a standard equipment for measurement

stations. Rayman (Matzarakis et al. 1999),

ENVI-met (Bruse and Fleer 1998) or Solveig

(Lindberg et al. 2008) are numerical models

used for Tmrt calculations.

Thorsson et al. (2007) compared different

models and measurements of Tmrt. Their

modeling setup included a gray globe thermo-

meter and radiation measurements to mea-

sure the three-dimensional shortwave and

longwave radiation fields. Using angular

factors, the mean radiant flux density (SStr)

is determined. Since existing measurement

stations are not measuring in all cardinal

directions separately, i.e. usually only the up-

and downwelling radiation, Equation 4.1 was

adapted (Thorsson et al. 2007). Thereby, the

radiation from above is represented by the

shortwave and longwave downward radiation

and multiplied by the factor F = 0.06. The

components from below and from the four

cardinal directions are estimated by taking

the shortwave reflected and longwave emit-
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ted radiation from the measurements with

different factors for the radiation from below

(F = 0.06) and the four cardinal directions

(F = 0.22). To account for the emission and

backscatter of the surrounding buildings, the

longwave emission and reflected component

to the radiation from above was added with

a factor of 0.7, representing a dense canyon

with a sky view factor of 0.3.

Equation 4.1 represents the determination of

the three-dimensional radiation flux:

SStr =
6∑
i=1

SWiFi + εP

6∑
i=1

LWiFi (4.1)

with:
SWi = shortwave radiation fluxes from

six directions (i)

LWi = longwave radiation fluxes from

six directions (i)

Fi = specific factor for the angular

influence (0.06 or 0.22)

ak = absorption coefficient for short-

wave radiation (0.7)

εP = emissivity of the human body for

longwave radiation

According to Kirchhoff’s law, εP is equal to

the absorption coefficient.

Using the Stefan-Boltzmann law with

σ as the Stefan-Boltzmann constant

(5.67× 108 W m−2 K−4), Tmrt is based on

SStr as follows:

Tmrt = 4
√
SStr/(εPσ)− 273.15 (4.2)

This approximation offers the possibility

to calculate Tmrt based on existing mea-

surements without varying the standard

equipment.

The German weather service is currently

using the physiologically equivalent tempera-

ture (PET), which is based on meteorological

conditions (i.e. Ta, air humidity, wind speed,

and short/long wave radiation) and thermo-

physiological conditions (clothing and activ-

ity). This index is included in the German

Guidelines for Engineers (VDI) as an offi-

cial measure for heat stress, which under-

lines its importance in the German mete-

orological community. The index is based

on the Munich Energy Balance Model for

Individuals (MEMI) originally described by

Höppe (1984) and explained in Höppe (1999).

Environmental conditions are triggering the

energy balance equation of the human body,

explained in (Equation 4.3):

M +W +R+CH +ED +ERe +ESw +S = 0

(4.3)

with:
M = metabolic rate (energy produced

due to food digestion)

W = physical work output

R = radiation of the body

CH = convective heat flow

ED = latent heat flow due to evapo-

ration through the skin (imperceptible

perspiration)

Ere = heat flows during respiration

ESw = heat flows during transpiration

S = storage heat flow for heating or

cooling of the body mass

The terms are positive if they result in an

energy gain for the body and negative vice

versa. The metabolic rate is the only variable

that is always positive, others are always

negative (W , ED and ESW ). Meteorological

parameters are affecting these factors. The

Ta has an influence on CH and ERe, humidity

on ED, ERe and ESW , increased wind speed

increases CH and ESW , and R is directly

influenced by the radiation fluxes.

Specifically, PET describes the joint effects

of all meteorological parameters affecting hu-

man thermal comfort outdoors as an equi-

valent fictitious indoor environment (without

strong wind and solar radiation), in which

the same thermal conditions with similar

core and skin temperatures are experienced
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(Mayer 1993). With other words, to describe

the experienced heat stress outdoors, the

indoor temperature must be increased - while

keeping the other factors stable - to the

same level of the relevant PET to simulate

the corresponding heat stress. To calculate

PET, Equation 4.3 needs to be solved, which

means that the equivalent temperature under

standard settings representing the reaction of

the human body on a specific set of meteoro-

logical conditions needs to be found.

Therefore, it cannot be described by a

straightforward function and a set of equa-

tions needs to be solved. The original code

by Höppe (1984) was for a long time only

available in Fortran, seemed to be erroneous

(Walther and Goestchel 2018) and referenced

to unavailable subroutines. Walther and

Goestchel (2018) recently discussed PET and

made the code available by translating it into

Python and correcting for errors.

Based on measurement values for summer

2015, which was one of the warmest sum-

mers since the beginning of comprehensive

temperature measurements, the following pa-

rameterizing of PET results (R2 = 0.995):

PET = −4.942 + 0.932Ta + 0.283Tmrt−
0.860WV + 0.052rH − 0.005Pa

(4.4)

with:
WV = wind velocity

rH = relative humidity

Pa = air pressure

The following parameters are used as

constants for the formula: blood den-

sity (1.06 kg L−1), blood specific heat

(3.64× 103 J kg−1 K−1), air specific heat

(1.01× 103 J kg−1 K−1), skin emissivity

(0.99), clothing emissivity (0.95), latent heat

of evaporation (2.42× 106 J kg−1) and body

efficiency (0).

Equation 4.4 shows that an increase in wind

speed has a negative effect on the heat stress,

as expected. Rising both Ta and Tmrt in-

creases the heat stress, but with a much larger

effect of Ta. Air pressure seems to have a

neglecting effect on the specific heat stress.

PET is equal to Ta for a human at rest (80 W)

with 50 % relative humidity (at 20 ◦C), calm

wind conditions, light clothing and no di-

rect solar radiation. Under these conditions

the core and skin temperature indoors reach

the same values as outdoors (Höppe 1999).

Comfortable PET values are around 20 ◦C

(Matzarakis et al. 1999). The parameter

in degree Celsius is thereby readily accessi-

ble to non-experts, because a certain indoor

temperature is imaginable. Many thermal

indices (such as effective temperature, equi-

valent temperature, heat stress index, human

comfort index etc.) are missing the thermo-

physiological relevance. Thermal indices

should be derived from the human energy

balance, such as PET or the widely used

predicted mean vote (PMV).

PMV was developed for indoor climate con-

dition and is based on experiments with test

persons exposed to different Ta and humi-

dity conditions, which resulted in a seven-

step comfort scale (cold, cool, slightly cool,

comfortable, slightly warm, warm and hot;

Fanger 1972). Jendritzky (1990) has devel-

oped this scheme by parameterizing short-

and long-wave radiative fluxes. The result-

ing ‘Klima-Michel-Modell’ is still a relevant

model to explain the meaning of heat stress

for the human metabolism (Mayer 1993; Jen-

dritzky 1990). PMV can be written as the

product of metabolism (M) per surface area

(ADU ) and processes for thermal exchange

happening at the transition level of the skin.

PMV = [0.028 + 0.303e
(−0.036M

ADU
)
]× [

H

ADU
−

QEd −QEsw −QEa −QHa −QCH − LW ↑]
(4.5)
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with:

H = sum of metabolic rate plus mecha-

nic energy

QEd = water vapor diffusion through

the skin

QEsw = evaporation due to sweating

QEa = respiration (latent)

QHa = respiration (sensible)

QCH = convective heat

The longwave radiation emitted by the

human body is included in LW ↑.

For dwellers and planners, PET is more com-

prehensible, because the values are defined in

degree Celsius (Matzarakis et al. 1999). PMV

and PET are tied to shortwave and longwave

radiant fluxes, which are included in Tmrt.

Diurnal courses of PMV (theoretically, since

not displayed in degree Celsius) and PET are

very similar to that of Tmrt during a dry and

hot day (Mayer 1993).

To show the importance of respecting other

measures than only Ta, Matzarakis et al.

(1999) indicate that a difference of 1 K in

Ta measured above and below a tree during

sunny summer weather conditions results in

a difference of up to 30 K in Tmrt.

Mayer (1993) noted that a human being

standing close to a sunny wall suffers much

more from heat stress compared to a person

standing in the shadow on the other side of

the road. During the night, PET is several

degrees higher under a tree canopy compared

to the open space situation, because the tree

emits more longwave radiation back to the

pedestrian level, compared to the open sky.

The dominating meteorological parameters

influencing the human energy balance are

Ta, vapor pressure, wind velocity and Tmrt
of the surroundings. Therefore, very high

Ta in desert areas can even provoke the

same heat stress - expressed through PET

- as high Ta in moderate climate cities,

because the effect of higher irradiation is

almost compensated by lower vapor pressure

and higher wind velocity. Consequently,

humid (allochthonous, e.g. advected from

the Mediterranean) and dry (autochthonous)

heat has a different effect during heat

waves in Central Europe. Dry heat is

developed by the combination of strong solar

irradiance and stagnating air masses under

the influence of high-pressure systems and

can be intensified by lee-side wind effects

(Matzarakis et al. 1999). From the bio-

meteorological perspective, humid heat is

much more threatening for the population

since transpiration is hindered (Kuttler

2012).

As a relatively novel heat index, the Universal

Thermal Climate Index (UTCI), developed

by Jendritzky et al. (2012), is able to simulate

the human thermoregulation processes better

than most previously defined indices. It is

based on a model by Fiala et al. (2001), which

describes the individual responses of subjects

over a wide range of boundary conditions.

Additionally, a suitable clothing model simu-

lating the response of the population to the

respective outdoor condition complements

the thermo-physiological model. This multi-

node model is comparable to MEMI and

takes into account meteorological conditions

(i.e. Ta, LST or Tmrt, wind velocity and hu-

midity), activity, clothing and physiological

variables (i.e. body metabolism, evaporative

weight/heat loss and body core temperature).

The human body response is simulated for

different heat and cold stress conditions and

the different regulation processes are individ-

ually examined and mosaicked to a combined

response (Fiala et al. 2001). UTCI is the-

reby an equivalent temperature simulating

the same physiological response (strain) ex-

pected through the reference conditions by

increasing the Ta. To derive the UTCI a

6th polynomial function must be solved (code

available on www.utci.org). As shown for

http://www.utci.org/utci_doku.php
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PET, UTCI is parameterized based on 2015

summer data as follows (R2 = 0.995):

UTCI = −10.767 + 0.770Ta + 0.287Tmrt−
1.369WV + 0.039rH − 0.008Pa

(4.6)

Compared to PET, Ta and Tmrt have -

relatively speaking - a comparable influence.

Largest relative difference can be found to

the wind velocity, which seems to have a

stronger influence on the UTCI. Therefore,

UTCI decreases stronger in case of strong

winds, but PET increases more as the wind

velocity approaches zero.

Figure 4.4 includes diurnal courses of several

consecutive days of heat stress (Ta > 35 ◦C)

in July 2015, which was the most severe heat

wave in Switzerland since the record-breaking

summer 2003. It was also significantly

stronger, especially considering maximum

Ta (Tmax), than the heat wave in July and

August 2018. The blue Ta curve shows a

lapse to the maximum of incoming solar

radiation, represented by the total radiative

fluxes in Tmrt. Thereby, the highest ambient

temperature is usually measured during the

late afternoon, but the highest heat stress

happens between the two maxima of radiant

fluxes and Ta.

The two indices UTCI and PET have

comparable patterns, but PET seems to be

more sensitive to wind, since PET raises

temporary to a strong heat stress level in the

first night when the wind velocity approaches

zero. The grade of physiological stress at

the right hand side of the plot is based on

Matzarakis et al. (1999) and is indicated

for PET only and not valid for the other

parameters. On 5 July, the heat stress level

decreased rapidly due to a reduction of Tmrt
and increasing wind velocity.

Figure 4.4: Thermal indices Tmrt, PET, UTCI and Ta are shown during four consecutive
days of strong heat stress in July 2015. The heat stress severity indicated at the right side

of the upper plot is relating to PET after Matzarakis et al. (1999).
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During the day, the dashed lines represent

shaded conditions with only diffuse shortwave

radiation. Since Tmrt is only depending on

radiation, the differences between shaded and

sunlit conditions are most obvious in this

measure. The PET reacts more sensitive to

shading, compared to the UTCI, even though

the differences are small. Thereby, both

indices are approaching Ta when the direct

solar radiation is missing. During the night,

the shaded conditions produce slightly higher

heat stress, due to the surplus of longwave

radiation emitted by the surroundings (as

explained above). Even though extreme heat

stress was not - or only particularly - reached

after the specific definition, moderate heat

stress was almost the entire period present.

Comfortable conditions, due to the heat

stress ranking, are not even reached during

the night for a certain period of time.

This implies no considerable release of heat

stress for old and vulnerable people during

several consecutive days, which has serious

consequences, as described subsequent.

4.2.2 Mitigation Strategies

Matzarakis and Endler (2010) have shown

that heat stress in urban environments will

dramatically increase due to expected climate

change scenarios (A1B and B1 was tested,

Stocker et al. 2013). The outcome of two

different future climate scenarios showed an

increase of 15 heat stress days in the ‘best’

case scenario until the end of the century

in Central Europe. A possibility to tackle

this expected increase is the adaptation of the

urban environment. Thereby, many different

parameters regulating heat stress offer several

possibilities to counteract. An average in-

crease of 1 m s−1 wind speed, for example, has

a certain effect on the number of heat stress

days.

Another possibility is reducing the radiant

temperature, which can be done by increasing

the shading with trees. Thereby, urban trees

for heat stress mitigation strategies need to

fulfill two important characteristics:

1. Losing the foliage in winter to allow

shortwave radiation entering pedestrian

level during cold weather and reducing

air pollution in the canopy layer due to

reduced capping.

2. Generating a dense tree canopy in sum-

mer which still allows horizontal air flow

at pedestrian level.

Ideally, those trees create a fibrous root

system to omit deep anchoring roots and

they should have reduced water consumption.

However, in areas where enough space is

available and no constructions are existing

underground, taproot trees reaching ground

water could be a good solution to minimize

maintenance costs.

During the planning phase of widespread

urban tree plantation, changing climate con-

ditions must be respected as well. A tree

that was adapted to the climate of the

19th/20th century might not be adequate for

the 21st/22nd century, a time span that needs

to be respected considering the lifetime of

trees. There will be a point where the

use of neophyte species may outperform the

restrictions to native plants. Since the urban

environment is anyway in an unnatural state,

the cultivation of native plants could be

committed to parks, forests and rural areas.

Mayer (1993) noted that

“[f]rom the point of view of

human biometeorology, the best is

vital deciduous trees with crowns

as large as possible.”

Most severe for the human metabolism are

consecutive days of heat stress and missing

release during the night. The human body

needs to recover during the night from the
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heat load cumulated during the day. Consid-

ering heat stress, the only possibility to re-

cover is a certain cooling effect. If this release

is missing, the struggle from the previous day

is carried to the next day and results in a

high level of stress as a starting condition.

Since the radiation effect during the night is

reduced to long wave radiation, Ta becomes

the major driver for heat stress. Thereby,

reducing the amount of sealed surfaces and

increasing the greenness helps to reduce the

nocturnal heat island effect and therefore

helps to increase the recovery of the human

metabolism.

The results of missing recovery during the

night are increasing death rates after several

days of heat stress, especially affecting old

and vulnerable people. Additionally, many

people suffer from heat stress, but they are

not part of the statistic. The overall goal of

the society should be a reduction of burde-

ning situations for all citizens, but especially

for those, which are already harmed. With

urban climate studies, we have the possibility

to quantify measures to counteract the un-

pleasant effects of climate change from the

bottom up.

The next section presents a brief description

about the relation of heat stress and excess

mortality.

4.3 Heat Stress Related Mor-

tality

The study of heat related mortality faces

large difficulties due to the estimation of the

baseline mortality, i.e. the expected mortality

without special events happening. Due to

differences in the specific estimation, the

comparison of studies is difficult (Gosling

et al. 2008). Scherer et al. (2014), for

example, used linear regression to estimate

baseline mortality for different thresholds.

The relation between excess mortality and

extreme temperatures is evident analyzing

corresponding time series (Vicedo-Cabrera

et al. 2016). Although the qualitative relation

between extreme heat and excess mortality

is obvious and mentioned by many studies,

the quantitative relation is very complex.

In mortality analysis, a physical component

is compared against something much more

extensive, which also includes individual

human behavior and vulnerability. Heat

related deaths might also be triggered by the

socio-ecologic status of an individual, e.g. in

case of social isolation (Yardley et al. 2011).

Ragettli et al. (2017) showed the abundance

of excess mortality on extreme temperatures

- based on apparent (including humidity),

minimum, mean and maximum temperatures

- for different age groups and different sex

in the largest Swiss cities before and after

the extreme heat waves in 2003. They

found well described J-shaped dependence -

i.e. no clear abundance of excess mortality

on temperature until a certain threshold

and the rapid change of this curve to

an exponential shape after exceeding this

temperature threshold -, which was already

found in different mortality studies before

(Scherer et al. 2014).

The main findings of the study are that

the cumulative heat effect was higher for

people above a certain age (i.e. 74+ in

this study) and stronger for women than

men. Interestingly, the connection to Tmin is

only observable at very high nocturnal Tmin,

i.e. above the 90th percentile or 18 ◦C in this

case. For the other temperature measures,

a clear abundance above the 80th percentile

is observed (Ragettli et al. 2017). Other

studies agree that this threshold is shifting

towards lower values for areas with an older

population (Montero et al. 2012).

Kalkstein and Davis (1989) noted that the

duration of extreme heat for a given day is

more important than the absolute intensity.
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Thereby, they stated that the number of

cooling hours are more important than

the quantity of heating hours, which also

indicates that the nocturnal Tmin - which

has a significant impact on cooling of the

human metabolism - has a stronger effect

on human health than Tmax. Taking into

account that Tmin is largely biased by the

UHI effect, a difference of 1 to 2 K between

city and rural surroundings in Tmin can have

a direct influence on the mortality rate.

Unfortunately, the variables used to explain

extreme heat show high collinearity, because

during high Tmax also high Tmin are expected.

Therefore, it is difficult to detect whether

the high daytime temperature or the high

nocturnal temperature was responsible for

the death of a person. Recent studies found

a stronger abundance (i.e. a steeper slope)

of mortality on extreme temperatures in

cities with larger population (Hajat and

Kosatky 2010). Analyzed for the city of

Berlin and compared to the Federal State

of Brandenburg, Gabriel and Endlicher

(2011) found a clear relationship between

the mortality rate and the density of urban

structures during intense heat waves in 1994

and 2006.

These findings, in combination with the

assumption that a stronger UHI effect can

be estimated in larger cities (Oke 1973), and

the fact that the UHI is typically a nocturnal

phenomena only influencing Tmin, support

the idea that the missing nocturnal recreation

is the main driver in heat related deaths

(Schwartz 2005; Kalkstein and Davis 1989).

The strongest increase in mortality risk,

especially for Tmin, was often found on the

actual day of the heat event. The excess

mortality is also strongly coupled to the

duration of a heat wave, with increasing

death rates at longer lasting events (Anderson

and Bell 2011; Kalkstein and Davis 1989).

Usually, a certain lag is found as well with

a typically decreasing mortality several days

after the event due to a harvesting effect

(i.e. negative risk at longer lags; Hajat and

Kosatky 2010).

An interesting finding of the study conducted

by the Swiss Tropical and Public Health Insti-

tute was that the Swiss cities implementing

a heat warning systems reached lower heat

related mortality after the 2003 (2003-2014)

heat wave compared to the reference period

(1995-2002) before the installation of these

plans. These findings must be interpreted

under the special conditions in Switzerland

with large differences considering climate and

culture within the country. Additionally,

other health related measures implemented

after 2003, for example the smoking-ban

in public indoor places, could have biased

the statistics and helped to reduce the

rate of excess mortality. Also short-term

acclimatization-, which is typically described

on the annual basis, i.e. when a heat wave

in June is much more threatening than a

comparable heat wave in August - could play

a role on the multi-annual scale (Ragettli

et al. 2017).

It is not surprising that on a global scale,

communities close to the equator have a

higher threshold for heat related mortality

(Hajat and Kosatky 2010; Anderson and

Bell 2011). Due to climate change, this

adaptation could also shift northwards.

Technological improvement must as well be

taken into consideration. In the USA, for

example, heat related mortality has decreased

in recent years to reach a certain stable level.

This might be due to technical improvements

like air conditioning, which are reaching

saturation level in the USA (Yardley et al.

2011).

From the epidemiological point of view, all

measures (Tmin, Tmean and Tmax) and the

cumulative heat effect certainly play a role in

combination. Additionally, public health care

of a specific country plays an important role,

which again corresponds to the geographical
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region. However, even in countries with a

very high standard in health care and heat

waves of minor magnitude such as Sweden or

Finland, heat related mortality is observed

(Hajat and Kosatky 2010).

To condense this multitude of influences

on the relation between heat waves and

mortality, some studies use multiple correla-

tion analysis or synoptic variables, derived

by reducing the information of different

variables by a principle component analysis

and cluster analysis. The resulting index is

air mass specific and can be compared to

daily mortality (Gosling et al. 2008).

The list below summarizes some of the fea-

tures that increase the complexity in quanti-

tative comparisons of extreme weather situa-

tions and excess mortality:

- General information for a city without

spatial variation

- Mortality displacement and lag differ-

ence

- Imprecise information about the exact

date of death in some cities

- Acclimatization, annual and multi-

annual

- Different cultural background due to

immigration in one place

- Housing, insulation and automated

cooling systems

- Difference in outdoor to indoor climate

(a consequence of the above reasons)

- As an effect of the two above: different

level of exposure

- Multicollinearity

- Definition of baseline mortality

- No precise definition for ‘heat wave’

- Socio-economic factors covering the

heat signal

- Access to health care and implementa-

tion of heat warning systems

- Differences in ethnicity and demo-

graphy

Modeling future impacts of excess heat on

mortality is very challenging due to many

uncertainties within the different components

of future prediction (e.g. considering climate,

economy, culture, politics, demography etc.).

For example, uncertainty in emission scenar-

ios leads to uncertainties in climate models,

the model itself needs to be downscaled,

which adds another uncertainty.

The adaptation to warmer climate is still very

ambiguous and the demographic development

might be well expected, but offers room for

uncertainties. Adding dramatic natural haz-

ards and essential political impacts (e.g. war

or political changes), the prediction of future

heat related mortality remains very vague

(Gosling et al. 2008).

As it is indicated by the study of Ragettli

et al. (2017), the implementation of a heat

warning system has an impact on the excess

mortality, which might help to reduce future

excess mortality. In combination with a

possible adaptation to climate conditions and

improvements in urban planning conquering

the temperature increase by climate change,

future population might be well armed to

antagonize the heat stress.
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Abstract: Worldwide, the number of people living in an urban environment exceeds the

rural population with increasing tendency. Especially in relation to global climate change,

cities play a major role considering the impacts of extreme heat waves on the popula-

tion. For urban planners, it is important to know which types of urban structures are

beneficial for a comfortable urban climate and which actions can be taken to improve

urban climate conditions. Therefore, it is essential to differ between not only urban and

rural environments, but also between different levels of urban densification. To compare

these built-up types within different cities worldwide, Stewart and Oke (2012) developed

the concept of local climate zones (LCZ) defined by morphological characteristics. The

original LCZ scheme often has considerable problems when adapted to European cities

with historical city centers, including narrow streets and irregular patterns. In this study,

a method to bridge the gap between a classical land use/land cover (LULC) classifica-

tion and the LCZ scheme is presented. Multitemporal Landsat 8 data are used to cre-

ate a high accuracy LULC map, which is linked to the LCZ by morphological parame-

ters derived from a high-resolution digital surface model and cadastral data. A bijective

combination of the different classification schemes could not be achieved completely due

to overlapping threshold values and the spatially homogeneous distribution of morpho-

logical parameters, but the attribution of LCZ to the LULC classification was successful.
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5.1 Introduction

Before the use of air conditioning to coun-

teract unpleasant effects of enhanced heat

stress, people used to construct their hous-

ing adapted to the local climate conditions.

This kind of urban architecture can still be

observed in old Arabic Medina districts (Ali-

Toudert et al. 2005) or in the historical

centers of European cities. Modern urban

design, however, often ignored its role in

the urban climate system due to improved

heating and cooling systems. During periods

of rapid climate change (Stocker et al. 2013),

these adaptations have to be reinvented, espe-

cially in the moderate and temperate climate

zones. Historical centers define usually the

core of most European or North African cities

with different morphology due to climatic dif-

ferences, topographic adaption, demographic

and cultural development and destruction

through totalitarian regimes (Sandric et al.

2007) or wars. Comparing buildings out-

side the old medieval core built over the

last 200 years during rapid urban growth

(i.e. Wilhelminian or Gruenderzeit era) with

suburban neighborhoods, urban morpholog-

ical characteristics like street width, mean

building height, or building density differ

substantially. These differences are well ob-

servable in satellite imagery with subkilo-

meter resolution or in orthophotos. The

major challenge of land surface analysis is to

translate these visible differences into com-

prehensible quantities. Although satellite

sensors usually measure data in a spectral

range beyond the visible wavelengths, and

therefore see many more differences than the

human eye, they cannot classify surface struc-

tures automatically. Different approaches

of characterizing these measurements have

been developed: One possibility is to work

with different indices to identify and quantify

vegetation (Gillies and Carlson 1995; Goward

et al. 1991), soil (Deng et al. 2015), buildings

(Varshney 2013; Xu 2007) and water bodies

(Gao 1996). Spectral mixture analysis (Lu

and Weng 2004; Powell et al. 2007; Ridd

1995) and support vector regression (Sung

and Li 2012), to estimate the composition of

satellite imagery, are other popular methods.

In this study, a classical approach using a

maximum-likelihood classification based on

ground truth data (regions of interest, ROIs)

is used to subdivide the city into different

levels of densification with various character-

istics concerning thermal behavior, air move-

ment, morphological parameters, vegetation

cover, and many more. This information is

crucial for urban development and should be

available to planners in a useful manner to

enable the distribution of knowledge about

basic urban climate aspects among the differ-

ent disciplines (Eliasson 2000; Chrysoulakis

et al. 2014b; Alcoforado et al. 2009). Fur-

thermore, LULC analysis data are important

for urban climate scientists as an input for

models and urban climate studies.

Another issue of land surface analysis is

the comparability of different classification

schemes throughout different cities around

the world (Stewart and Oke 2012; Bechtel

and Daneke 2012; Houet and Pigeon 2011;

Fehrenbach et al. 2001; Stewart and Oke

2009a,b; Scherer et al. 1999). Stewart and

Oke (2012) have tried to overcome this hete-

rogeneity concerning land cover analyses with

their local climate zones (LCZ) classification

scheme. The major thinking behind this

approach is the definition of general zones

within cities in different countries worldwide

to compare the climatic behavior. This can

be very useful, for example, to characterize

the urban environment of a meteorological

measurement station. The idea of subdivid-

ing cities into ‘climate zones’ has a long tra-

dition in urban climatology. Weischet et al.

(1977) introduced his Baukörperklimatologie

(building-complex climatology) to group sim-

ilar urban structures and investigate their

influence on the local climate of Freiburg
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im Breisgau in the 1970s. Scherer et al.

(1999) defined ‘climatopes’ and Fehrenbach

(1999) so-called ‘areal types’, which already

considered fractions of different land cover in

a satellite pixel.

The LCZ approach claims to be universal and

applicable in cities all over the world. It is

based on morphological parameters like im-

perviousness (impervious surface fraction and

pervious surface fraction), sky view factor,

height of roughness elements (buildings and

vegetation, here referred to as mean building

height), building to surface fraction and as-

pect ratio. This scheme is used by many

scientists in current research as a common

reference frame and has a certain impact

on urban climate science, as it is frequently

applied by the urban climate community

(Bechtel and Daneke 2012; Bechtel 2011;

Bechtel et al. 2015; Mitraka et al. 2015b). But

many people overestimated the fact that the

scheme does not cover the heterogeneity in an

old European city as easily as the chessboard-

structure of a planned North American city.

Using the thresholds of the LCZ scheme in

a strict manner results in many unclassi-

fied areas and only in a few different LCZ

classes (Mitraka et al. 2015b). Altering the

thresholds on the other hand would reduce

the comparability, which is one of the major

advantages of the LCZ classification. Often,

the only way to generate comprehensive LCZ

is to map them manually. Nevertheless, the

LCZ scheme offers the possibility to com-

pare different parts of different cities with

trenchant distinctions representing the het-

erogeneous thermal behavior within an urban

environment.

To use the benefits of the LCZ scheme and

apply them to a classical LULC classification,

a method to bridge the gap between those

different approaches has been developed. The

following sections describe the workflow of

this simple way to merge different classifica-

tion schemes.

5.2 Materials and Methods

5.2.1 Site Description

The city of Basel is located in the south-

ern part of the Upper Rhine Valley in the

trinational border region France-Germany-

Switzerland and is the capital of the Canton

Basel-Stadt (BS). The city structure is char-

acterized by the river Rhine, whose channel

undergoes an almost 90 degree bend during

its passage through the city to enter the upper

Rhine valley in the north (Figure 5.1).

Basel is well known for its historical old

town center located on the south bank of the

river with a minor part on the north bank.

Large industrial areas hosting big pharma-

ceutical/chemical companies along the river

are sited at the eastern and northwestern

borders of the city. Compared to other Swiss

cities, Basel (250 m a.s.l.) has a relatively

mild climate with record high summer tem-

peratures. The annual mean temperature

is 10.5 ◦C with an annual precipitation of

842 mm according to the suburban weather

station Basel/Binningen maintained by the

Federal Office of Meteorology and Climato-

logy (MeteoSwiss) for the reference period

1981 to 2010 (MeteoSwiss 2016). Although

the city is located between the mountains of

Jura, Vosges and Black Forest providing the

city with fresh air (Scherer et al. 1999), the

distinct nocturnal urban heat island causes

severe heat stress during major heat waves

(Rotach et al. 2005; Parlow et al. 2014).

The investigation area contains the metropo-

litan area of Basel with ∼730,000 inhabitants

in total including the bordering suburbs lo-

cated in the Canton Basel-Land (BL), the

German cities Weil am Rhein and Lörrach,

the French city Saint-Louis and the city of

Basel (Chrysoulakis et al. 2014b). The north

to south and west to east extent reaches 21 by

20 km2, respectively, spanning from the upper

left 47°38′35′′N 7°29′17′′E to the lower right

47°27′25′′N 7°45′32′′E.
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Figure 5.1: Overview of the study area, with the trinational border region highlighted in
central Europe (left) and the investigation area (lower right, UTM-32N) located within this

region (upper right).

5.2.2 Data

For this study, Landsat 8 data acquired be-

tween June and August 2013 to 2015 with

a minimum cloud and haze cover is used

from the Landsat paths 195/196 and row 27.

Seven cloud free scenes with a comparable

sun elevation were selected as an input for

the classification algorithm.

Morphological parameters are estimated by

rasterizing a digital surface model (DSM)

provided by the administration of BS upda-

ted with LIDAR derived tree information and

vector data of the official cadastral survey to

a 1 m raster grid (Basel Stadt 2016). Typical

for an international border zone, these data

are only available for BS (white polygon in

Figure 5.1), omitting the French, the German

and the BL parts (Table 5.1).

Table 5.1: Raster and original vector data sets used in this study with corresponding
acquisition or update time.

Data set Acquisition Date/Last Update

Raster Landsat 8 OLI 05 Jun 2013, 08 Jun 2014, 17 Jul 2014, 11 Jun 2015,

04 Jul 2015, 05 Aug 2015, 30 Aug 2015

Administrative boundaries Downloaded 23 Feb 2016

Vector Official cadastral survey Downloaded 04 Mar 2016

(origin) Digital Surface Model Validity 20 Mar 2009

LIDAR derived trees Validity 19 Nov 2011

Communal Boundaries Downloaded 26 Jan 2016
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5.2.3 Methods

5.2.3.1 Land Use/Land Cover

The LULC map is created using multitem-

poral Landsat 8 images in the VIS, NIR

and SWIR range. Additionally, the data are

resampled to 15 m using the Gram-Schmidt

pan-sharpening algorithm. Therefore, a

higher spatial resolution panchromatic image

is merged with several lower resolution bands

using a statistical procedure (Laben and Bro-

wer 2000). Especially considering the sharp-

ness, GramSchmidt pan-sharpening is known

for generally high quality results (Zhang and

Mishra 2012). Although theoretically pixel-

based classifications are not applicable on

pan-sharpened images, particular tests have

shown higher accuracy compared to the 30 m

original data (see Section 5.4.1).

The LULC analysis is based on a supervised

classification using ROIs as training areas

for a maximum-likelihood algorithm (Paola

and Schowengerdt 1995; Asmala 2012). After

several runs and refining of the training areas

to reduce the unclassified and false classified

pixels, the same ROIs are used to calculate

the maximum-likelihood for six other Land-

sat 8 images covering the same extent and

satisfying the criteria (no clouds, no haze,

high sun elevation and comparable vegetation

cover). In a next step, the classification

images are stacked and combined expecting

that not all pixels in the various Landsat

8 images were classified in the same way.

Thereafter, every individual pixel in the final

product is the result of the most frequently

occurring class (i.e. modal value) of the spe-

cific x-y-location in the different classification

layers among this multilayer stack. A similar

approach was used before to successfully cre-

ate complete coverage land cover maps with

improved accuracy of areas with high cloud

frequency (Knudby et al. 2014).

Unclassified pixels are omitted and filled with

the class-majority of the neighboring pixels.

This is done first in a 3× 3 surrounding and,

if unclassified pixels still occur, in a 5 × 5

surrounding.

This procedure is applied only for the built-

up classes and the water class, where no -

or only minor - changes are expected within

the two-and-a-half-year period. Due to the

heterogeneity of the surrounding landscapes

and the urban material, 25 different ROIs

and resulting classes are determined. Finally,

these classes are grouped reasonably in five

different non-urban and six built-up classes

due to the structures of the city and their

natural surroundings (Table 5.2). Most of

the grouping concerned the classes forest, wa-

ter, agriculture green and agriculture yellow,

which represented a large number of the 25

ROIs.

5.2.3.2 Morphology Parameters

The morphological parameters are estimated

using GIS data provided by the administra-

tion of BS. Therefore, the data are spatially

limited by the borders of BS (see Figure 5.1

for orientation).

The sky view factor is calculated using

the urban multiscale environmental predictor

(UMEP), an extension to QGIS provided by

Lindberg et al. (2015b). To reduce compu-

tation time, the building layer of the vector

DSM is rasterized to 3 m. Urban trees,

received from LIDAR data provided by the

administration of BS, are added for the sky

view factor calculations as well. The values

of roof and vegetation pixels are masked

to obtain the ground-level sky view factor

product. Mean building height is computed

using the vector DSM rasterized to 1 m cell

size. Averages omitting the ground pixels,

but including trees, are calculated on a 15 m

grid. The same DSM is used to calculate the

building to surface fraction, which represents

the ratio of building to non-building pixels in

a 15 m grid environment.
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Table 5.2: Description of the final LULC class compositions considering real world
conditions after combination and filtering.

Class Description

Dense Urban Pre-industrial old town development, small houses, roof tiles,

crooked and narrow streets, minimum vegetation cover

Urban Wilhelminian housing with regular 3 to 5 story buildings

and backyards with green space

Suburban Detached/semi-detached houses with gardens, 2 to 3 story buildings

Urban Garden Allotment gardens, cemeteries

Rail/Road/Concrete Large roads, open concrete space, train stations, bridges, large

railways, railway sidings

Industry/Commercial Manufactories, metal roofs, industrial neighborhoods, port, construc-

tion sites, artificial sports ground, pharmaceutical/chemical industry

Agriculture Yellow Mature crops, rape

Agriculture Green Meadows, growing crops, maize, urban green space

Vineyard/Shrub Vineyards, shrubs, small urban trees, bushes, medium size vegetation

Forest/Plantation Deciduous & coniferous forests, agricultural plantation, urban trees

Water Lakes, ponds, pools, rivers, dredging lake

Aspect ratio is computed using an approach

described in detail by Lindberg et al. (2015a).

Using the 1 m raster DSM, the Euclidean

distance from each pixel to the nearest wall

is calculated. A local maximum algorithm

filters the values representing the half-street

width (HSW). To receive the correspon-

ding building height to the particular street

canyon, the 1 m raster DSM is adjusted using

Voronöı polygons (MBHV ) and divided by

the HSW as follows: AspectRatio = MBHV
2HSW .

Impervious surface fraction and pervious sur-

face fraction are estimated using GIS vector

data containing the surface coverage based on

a cadastral map of BS. Therefore, percentages

of sealed surfaces (including streets, railways,

pedestrian ways, motorways etc.) and non-

sealed surfaces (bare soil, parks, forests, wa-

ter etc.) are estimated on a 1 m grid. Similar

to the other urban morphology parameters,

the impervious surface fraction and pervious

surface fraction are resampled to 15 m.

All rasterizing is done using the Landsat

classification image as a geometrical reference

to ensure spatial congruence. An overview

showing the calculated morphological para-

meters within the extent of BS is presented

in Figure 5.2.

5.2.4 Combination of Land Use/-

Land Cover and Morpholog-

ical Parameters

LCZ are defined by morphological character-

istics and the corresponding threshold (Ta-

ble 5.3).

Ideally, a supervised classification based on

remote sensing data should result in LULC

classes with different morphological behavior

throughout different classes. With the combi-

nation of the morphology and LULC classes,

the LCZ thresholds, as defined by Stewart

and Oke (2012), can be used to characterize

the land cover classification. It needs to be

mentioned that LCZ are not intended to be

applied on a per pixel scale.
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Figure 5.2: Morphological parameters (i.e. (a) sky view factor, (b) aspect ratio, (c) building
to surface fraction, (d) mean building height, (e) impervious surface fraction and (f) pervious

surface fraction) of Basel-Stadt with 15 m resolution and the coordinates in UTM-32N.

Stewart and Oke (2012) describe a minimum

radius of 300 m as reasonable. Due to the

small-scale characteristics of a typical Euro-

pean city, the proposed radius is not able to

depict this heterogeneity. Therefore, the 15 m

resolution is retained until potential aggrega-

tions are presented at the end of Section 5.4.4.

The workflow and basic steps of the approach

are summarized in Figure 5.3 as a flow chart.

5.3 Results

5.3.1 Accuracy Assessment

The overall accuracy of the classification after

the combination and the frequency analysis,

estimated using the input ROIs within a con-

fusion matrix, is 83 %. The highest amount of

incorrectly classified pixels within the ROIs

is found in the Urban class. This can be

explained with the heterogeneous building

types between the historic city center and

the suburbs or construction dynamics. The

other urban classes reveal accuracies of 76 %

(Suburban) to 91 % (Urban Garden). The
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two separated industrial classes show sub-

stantial overlap with only 56 % of Industry/-

Commercial class pixels and 29 % of Rail/-

Road/Concrete class pixels in the Industry/-

Commercial ROI field. The latter showed

high purity within its ROI with 93 % overlap

between ground truth ROI and classification.

These two classes are nevertheless separated

due to the large differences in building to

surface fraction and aspect ratio, which is

important for roughness class estimation and

urban climate studies. The nonurban classes

(agricultural, vineyards, forests and water

bodies) show accuracies of almost 100 % with

Vineyard/Shrub as the exception. This can

be explained with the large number of lime-

stone walls and narrow streets within vine-

yards, misclassified as built-up areas. Besides

the occurrence matrix, visual interpretation

using expert knowledge was performed care-

fully through the whole scene.

To test the benefit of the multitemporal

method, the same quality assessment is per-

formed for all individual classification layers

and for a second test run without the pan-

sharpening. All seven input classifications

showed a lower overall accuracy compared

to the combined classification with a mean

value of 79 %. Comparing the pan-sharpening

approach with the original 30 m resolution

classification, an improvement of 1 % in over-

all accuracy is achieved using the sharpened

images. Nonetheless, in most of the built-

up classes, the accuracy is improved by up

to 4 %. Only the class Industry/Commer-

cial revealed better results without the pan-

sharpening approach.

Table 5.3: LCZ thresholds by Stewart and Oke (2012). Only zones 1 to 10 are shown
(built-up zones) and the terrain roughness class criteria is omitted.

Local Sky view Mean Building to Aspect Impervious Pervious

Climate factor building surface ratio surface surface

Zone height fraction fraction fraction

LCZ1a 0.2-0.4 >25 40-60 >2 40-60 <10

LCZ2a 0.3-0.6 10-25 40-70 0.75-2 30-50 <20

LCZ3a 0.2-0.6 3-10 40-70 0.75-1.5 20-50 <30

LCZ4b 0.5-0.7 >25 20-40 0.75-1.25 30-40 30-40

LCZ5b 0.5-0.8 10-25 20-40 0.3-0.75 30-50 20-40

LCZ6b 0.6-0.9 1-10 20-40 0.3-0.75 20-50 30-60

LCZ7c 0.2-0.5 2-4 60-90 1-2 <20 <30

LCZ8c >0.7 3-10 30-50 0.1-0.3 40-50 <20

LCZ9c >0.8 3-10 10-20 0.1-0.25 <20 60-80

LCZ10c 0.6-0.9 5-15 20-30 0.2-0.5 20-40 40-50

aLCZ1-3: Compact high-rise, compact midrise, compact low-rise.

bLCZ4-6: Open high-rise, open midrise, open low-rise.

cLCZ7-10: Lightweight low-rise, large low-rise, sparsely built-up, heavy industry.
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Figure 5.3: Flow chart including the basic steps during the data processing.

Figure 5.4: LULC map of Basel and
its surroundings using the modal value
of seven individual classifications from
2013 to 2015. The coordinate system
is UTM-32N and the pixel resolution is
15 m. The national borders are repre-
sented by black lines and the BS border
by a white line; a shaded relief overlay
using resampled SRTM data depicts the
topography. The vegetation represents

an overpass of 30 August 2015.

Different ways of using the multitemporal

data and panchromatic channel (without

pan-sharpening) were tested as well but re-

vealed many more unclassified pixels and

are, therefore, not further investigated. The

Kappa coefficient is not mentioned in this

accuracy assessment due to the findings of

Pontius and Millones (2011).

5.3.2 Land Use/Land Cover Classi-

fication

The LULC map shows high levels of detail

and, due to the multilayer approach, high

robustness. Detailed structures like bridges,

airport runways, motorways, or small urban

parks are clearly visible (Figure 5.4). The

distinction between built-up, water, forest

and other natural surfaces worked almost

perfectly due to the use of multiple clas-

sification layers and therefore a minimiza-

tion of misclassification. The inner-urban

discrimination is much more difficult, due

to mixed pixels and the large heterogeneity

within urban environments. Nevertheless,

the classification map represents the distri-

bution of different urban built-up types with

high accuracy.

5.3.3 Morphological Parameters

Histograms describing the frequency distri-

bution of the morphological parameters for

every LULC class are shown for the sky view
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factor (Figure 5.5a) and the mean building

height (Figure 5.5b). The histogram displays

comparable sky view factors in the urban

classes, with increasing tendencies among

decreasing urban density. In contrast to

the other urban classes, almost all Dense

Urban (i.e. old town) pixels have sky view

factors below 0.75. These results have been

anticipated, but they also show that many

of the classes in reality cover a wide range

of morphological parameters, which lead to

ambiguous assignments of classes.

The mean building height distribution repre-

sents the urban structures with medium high

buildings in the Urban Dense class, a bimodal

distribution due to the typically three to

five story buildings in the Urban class and

lower mean building height in the Suburban

class. The heterogeneous structures within

the classes Industry/Commercial and Rail/-

Road/Concrete with large streets and tower

buildings alternated by flat construction halls

are represented by the sky view factor (wide-

spread values between 0.2 and 0.9) and the

bimodal distribution in the mean building

height histogram. The Rail/Road/Concrete

class also includes train stations, bridges and

large concrete roofs, such as parking flats.

Therefore, the building height distribution

also contains values far above street level for

this class, which might be unexpected.

Spatial extent, plus mean and standard de-

viation (σ) of sky view factor, mean building

height, building to surface fraction, aspect ra-

tio and impervious surface fraction are shown

in Table 5.4. The spatial distribution is dom-

inated by the Forest/Plantation class with

almost 29 %. This class is located mainly on

the surrounding hills and provides the city

and agglomeration with fresh and cool air

due to nocturnal cooling and therefore has

an important function for the urban climate

system (Parlow et al. 2010).

Although essential for urban dwellers and

for the cityscape with the historic old town

as an important venue, Dense Urban as the

smallest class covers only 3.1 km2 of the whole

study area (0.7 %). Suburbs dominate the

built-up classes, but the industry classes -

due to large industrial zones and extensive

railway tracks - are also well represented in

the investigation area.

5.3.3.1 Combination of Land Use/-

Land Cover and Morphologi-

cal Parameters

The combination of the different classification

schemes was done using the average morphol-

ogy of every class and the threshold values

given by the definition of Stewart and Oke

(2012) introduced in Table 5.3.

Most class values fit in several LCZ classes,

due to overlapping threshold values, as shown

in Table 5.5.

In the next step, the above table is summa-

rized and evaluated. Figure 5.6 shows this

evaluation with values ranging from 0 (= no

matches) to 5 (= fitting to all criteria). Only

one class (i.e. Rail/Road/Concrete) matched

with exactly one LCZ (i.e. open midrise or

LCZ5) in all criteria.

Urban and Urban Garden are the only other

classes with explicit matching (four matches)

to compact midrise (LCZ2) and sparsely built

(LCZ9), respectively.

The other classes have two matching zones:

Dense Urban fits to compact midrise and

compact low-rise (LCZ3), Suburban to open

midrise and heavy industry (LCZ10), and In-

dustry/Commercial to open high-rise (LCZ4)

and open midrise (LCZ5).
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Figure 5.5: (a) sky view factor including vegetation and omitting roofs and (b) mean
building height including vegetation and omitting streets based on a vector DSM of Basel-

Stadt for each built-up class.

Table 5.4: Description of the LULC analysis with spatial extent (km2 and %) and class
specific morphological surface parameters (built-up classes only). The sky view factor is
calculated including trees and omitting roofs and the mean building height contains only
buildings and trees, without ground pixels. All parameters are based on a resampled DSM

(1 m and 3 m for sky view factor)including the Canton Basel-Stadt only.

Class Total area Sky view Mean Building Aspect Imp.

factor build. h. surf. frac. ratio surf. frac.

[km2] [%] (∼ σ) (∼ σ)[m] (∼ σ)[%] (∼ σ) (∼ σ)[%]

Dense Urban 3.1 0.7 0.29±0.17 15.3±6.5 46.9±34.0 1.22±0.86 46.2±33.4

Urban 15.4 3.6 0.31±0.16 12.8±5.5 32.3±32.3 0.76±0.64 41.2±33.8

Suburban 63.8 15.2 0.36±0.18 10.3±5.2 22.0±28.2 0.46±0.43 26.3±29.5

Urban Garden 14.7 3.5 0.57±0.21 7.6±5.2 9.3±17.2 0.21±0.26 18.6±25.5

Rail/Road/Conc. 31.7 7.5 0.54±0.24 14.8±8.0 22.4±32.5 0.71±0.77 60.5±37.6

Indst/Commerc. 17.3 4.1 0.54±0.22 14.4±9.4 38.5±40.3 0.86±1.06 50.1±39.8

Agric Yelllow 45.9 10.9 - - - - -

Agric Green 74.1 17.6 - - - - -

Vineyard/Shrub 27.3 6.5 - - - - -

Forest/Plant 120.6 28.6 - - - - -

Water 7.0 1.7 - - - - -

5.4 Discussion

5.4.1 Accuracy Assessment

The accuracy assessment using a coherence

matrix revealed best results if a combination

of multiple land cover classifications is used

instead of a single classification. These

findings support the simple visual impression.

Concerning vegetation cover, agricultural

fields or coastal areas influenced by tides,

multitemporal analysis can be problematic
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Table 5.5: Relation between the LULC classification and LCZ from Stewart and Oke (2012)
by applying the mean morphological parameters for each class to the LCZ thresholds. The

numbers are the respective LCZ types that fit to the given thresholds.

Class Sky view Mean Building to Aspect Imperv.

factor building h. surface frac. ratio surface frac.

Dense Urb 1, 3, 7 2, 5, 10 1 to 3, 8 2 to 4, 7 1 to 6, 8

Urban 1 to 3, 7 2, 5, 10 4 to 6, 8 2 to 4 2 to 6, 10

Suburban 1 to 3, 7 2, 5, 10 4 to 6, 10 5 to 6, 10 2 to 6, 10

Urban Garden 4 to 5 3, 6, 8 to 10 ∼9a 8 to 10 5, 7, 9

Ra/Ro/Co 4 to 5 2, 5, 10 4 to 6, 10 5 to 6 1 to 6, 8

Indst/Com 4 to 5 2, 5, 10 4 to 6, 8 2 to 4 1 to 6, 8

aNearest LCZ value applied.

Table 5.6: Affiliation of LULC classes to the LCZ by Stewart and Oke (2012) according
to the LCZ thresholds. All matches are summed up (maximum = 5, dark gray) and the

individual boxes are colored according to the number of matches.

Class LCZ1 LCZ2 LCZ3 LCZ4 LCZ5 LCZ6 LCZ7 LCZ8 LCZ9 LCZ10

Dense Urb 3 4 4 2 2 1 2 2 0 1

Urban 1 4 3 3 3 2 1 3 0 2

Suburban 1 3 1 2 4 3 1 0 0 4

Urb Garden 0 0 1 1 2 1 1 2 3 2

Ra/Ro/Co 1 2 1 3 5 3 0 1 0 2

Indst/Com 1 3 2 4 4 2 0 2 0 1

due to rapid changes. To classify urban

structures, which do not change dramatically

within 2 years in developed countries, it

is useful to consider multiple scenes to

handle mixed pixels and complex surface

patterns with high accuracy. Falsely classified

pixels due to shadowing or drought are

minimized and problems with physical

similarities of unequal surfaces are reduced in

multitemporal analysis (Scherer et al. 1999).

The benefit of using a pan-sharpened image is

questionable. The same workflow is applied

using 30 m original Landsat 8 data with the

same ROIs and the same channel combi-

nation. The resulting classification showed

slightly lower overall accuracies. Even though

a clear quantitative improvement cannot be

verified using a coherence matrix, the pan-

sharpened classification revealed many more

detailssuch as streets, bridges, or individual

buildingscompared to the original 30 m clas-

sification. Because these elements represent

only a very small amount of the total pixels,

the measurable improvement is negligible.

Nevertheless, the heterogeneous urban struc-

tures showed an improvement using the pan-

sharpened image by up to 4 % compared to

the other classes. The only class that revealed

better results in the 30 m classification is In-

dustry/Commercial, which consists of much

wider structures like big factories and large

streets, which are well represented in a 30 m

pixel environment.
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5.4.2 Land Use/Land Cover Classi-

fication

The developed LULC classification scheme

is based on a classical maximum-likelihood

classification using ground truth data.

The highly heterogeneous and small-scale

structures within an urban environment

could only be captured using the higher

resolution pan-sharpened data. The main

goal of this classification is to differentiate

inner-urban structures, which were better

resolved using the sharpened images. The

use of multitemporal images thereby reduced

possible errors and smoothed the results. The

differentiation between natural and built-

up classes was successful, but the ambitious

goal of differentiating inner urban structures

explicitly could not be completely achieved.

Nevertheless, due to the heterogeneity of

urban environments, the results are sufficient

and will be used as an input for future urban

climate studies (Chrysoulakis et al. 2015).

The presented LULC classification is only

a means to an end and the focus of the

work is on the combination of any given

LULC classification with morphological char-

acteristics. The classification represents the

city configuration accurately and the results

show reasonable structures mirroring the re-

ality. Micrometeorological differences within

the classes defined in the LULC analysis

- and therefore a suitable basis for LCZ

comparisons - are confirmed by the findings

of the BUBBLE-project (2001 to 2002) with

nocturnal air temperature differences and dif-

ferences in the energy balance within various

urban environments in Basel (Rotach et al.

2005).

Therefore, the resulting LULC classification

serves as an input for subsequent investiga-

tions.

5.4.3 Morphological Parameters

Morphological parameters are an ideal de-

scription of the characteristics of any given

city. They allow comparisons independent of

sun elevation or surface materials. Therefore,

cities throughout the world can be compared

using the same thresholds according to city

structures.

Most of the morphological parameters are

well defined and can be computed easily

using existing GIS software. One of the

most discussed parameters, however, is mean

building height. It can be developed in two

ways: masking ground pixels and averaging

only building pixels; or averaging all pixels

including the ground pixels with a value of

zero. Problems occur if - for example - a

100 m tall tower surrounded by a large open

square is averaged with completely different

results depending on which definition is used.

Stewart and Oke (2012) use the “geometric

average of building heights and tree/plant

heights”. In this study, the same definition

- omitting ground pixels - was used because

the aspect ratio, sky view factor and buil-

ding to surface fraction represents the above-

mentioned issue in detail.

Limitations in developing morphological pa-

rameters exist regarding the availability of

such data sets globally. The use of freely

available SAR data could be a possible solu-

tion to derive morphology without the depen-

dence on high-resolution GIS data (Dubois

et al. 2014).

5.4.4 Combination of Land Use/-

Land Cover and Morpholog-

ical Parameters

The use and application of LCZ for future

land cover classification is very promising,

but problems and limitations are undeniable.

In many European cities, the morphological

values between visually clear distinguishable
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classes (e.g. between old town and Gruen-

derzeit area) often vary less than would be

required for the LCZ scheme. Therefore, an

additional criterion that is based on expert

knowledge could help to increase the discri-

mination between classes. Another problem

is the definition of industrial classes. In

Basel, ‘industry’ means, in most cases, phar-

maceutical/chemical industry characterized

by office and laboratory buildings, which

may be classified as open midrise (LCZ5).

Conversely, they are usually surrounded by

large silos and huge factories, which clearly

belong to heavy industry (LCZ10). Using

remote sensing data, these areas are usually

classified well due to the typically bright sur-

face materials installed, but the LCZ scheme

cannot capture them precisely. Furthermore,

the class Rail/Road/Concrete is not well

represented by the LCZ scheme. Here, a

combination of classes, proposed by Stewart

and Oke (2012) themselves, could solve the

problem (e.g. LCZ5 (open midrise) combined

with LCZE (bare rock or paved)).

The other classes are represented sufficiently

by the LCZ scheme, but there is still a

need for some adjustments. In Table 5.6,

the results of the semiautomatic LCZ clas-

sification are compared with a classification

done by expert knowledge, which is strongly

influenced by personal opinion. However, the

results are promising for future work and

useful for comparison between classification

schemes.

As mentioned above, LCZ are not applicable

on a per pixel scale. One possibility would

be to determine the dominating LCZ on a

300 × 300 m2 pixel grid. This procedure

results in a large number of mixed pixels and

trade-offs, especially in medium-sized cities

like Basel (Figure 5.6c).

A practical approach would be the use of

neighborhoods (Figure 5.6a) or residential

districts (Figure 5.6b), which are adminis-

trative units used to collect statistical data.

The big advantage of using these spatial units

is that the limits are not defined randomly

but according to the city structures like

ancient city walls or the course of a river.

Furthermore, it allows including LCZ in the

administrative GIS database of the Canton

Basel-Stadt and combining it with statistical

data.

Table 5.7: LULC classes allocated to the LCZ classification scheme by Stewart and Oke
(2012) based on expert knowledge, basic description of the classes and by analyzing the

thresholds for morphological parameters.

Class LCZ by expert knowledge LCZ by morphological

parameter thresholds

Dense Urban Compact low-rise (LCZ3) Compact midrise (LCZ2) or

compact low-rise (LCZ3)

Urban Compact midrise (LCZ2) Compact midrise (LCZ2)

Suburban Open low-rise (LCZ6) Open midrise (LCZ5) or

heavy industry (LCZ10)

Urban Garden Sparsely built (LCZ9) Sparsely built (LCZ9)

Rail/Road/Concrete Open midrise paved (LCZ5E) Open midrise (LCZ5)

Industry/Commercial Heavy industry (LCZ10) Open high-rise (LCZ4) or

open midrise (LCZ5)
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Figure 5.6: Possible aggregation (modal value) of the LULC/LCZ using residential units
(a and b) and 300 m cells (c). The plotted detail (d) shows the city center and the legend
includes the abbreviated class names plus the associated LCZ from Table 5.6 (right column,
with small corrections). The black lines depict the neighborhoods (a) and residential districts
(b-d) and the white line delineates the border of the Canton Basel-Stadt. Letters A to G
used as suffixes for the LCZ scheme describe the associated land cover types (A = dense

trees, C = bush, D = low plants and G = water).

Disadvantages of using residential units arise

from the fact that not all units are as homoge-

neous as they should be. Urban parks, open

squares, or large building complexes disturb

average morphology values. For example,

the neighborhood Matthäus (white asterisk

on Figure 5.6a) has a substantially lower

standard deviation within the mean building

height (4.2 m) and the sky view factor (0.13)

compared to the adjacent neighborhood Ro-

sental (white plus on Figure 5.6a) with values

twice as high.

5.5 Conclusion

This study presents the combination of a

remote sensing based LULC classification and

the LCZ scheme by using morphological para-

meters. The LULC classification is, therefore,

created by a maximum-likelihood classifier

using a combination of multitemporal Land-

sat 8 data. The morphological parameters are

derived from a vector DSM and a cadastral

map. The morphology is used to characterize

the LULC classes and connect descriptive

classes with the universal LCZ scheme. This

is done using the LCZ thresholds described

by Stewart and Oke (2012).

The resulting LULC classification is accu-

rate and sufficient for this study in compar-

ison with the ‘standard’ LCZ determination,

which leads to many unclassified areas in

complex cities with historical city centers and

heterogeneous urban structures. The use of

multitemporal data enhanced the accuracy

and made it more robust with a discrimina-
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tion of individually misclassified pixels.

The extraction of morphological parameters

based on a high-resolution DSM produces

excellent results. The analysis showed that

the morphology of a city like Basel does

not fluctuate substantially. Differences are

visible and measurable, but the use of these

parameters together with the LCZ thresholds

in a strict manner results in large homoge-

neity and unclassified areas (Mitraka et al.

2015b). Therefore, the parameters are used

to characterize the LULC classes and applied

to the LCZ afterward.

This combination offered the possibility of

classifying the city according to remote sen-

sing data and assigning them through the

morphology to LCZ. Eventually, this could

be applied to any LULC classification and

serve as a link or a translation between the

LCZ and individual classification schemes.

Eventually, a possible aggregation of the final

zones using residential units is proposed.
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Abstract: Global climate change and increasing urbanization worldwide intensify the need

for a better understanding of human heat stress dynamics in urban systems. During heat

waves, which are expected to increase in number and intensity, the development of ur-

ban cool islands could be a lifesaver for many elderly and vulnerable people. The use of

remote sensing data offers the unique possibility to study these dynamics with spatially

distributed large data sets during all seasons of the year and including day and night-

time analysis. For the city of Basel 32 high-quality Landsat 8 (L8) scenes are available

since 2013, enabling comprehensive statistical analysis. Therefore, land surface temperature

(LST) is calculated using L8 thermal infrared (TIR) imagery (stray light corrected) applying

improved emissivity and atmospheric corrections. The data are combined with a land

use/land cover (LULC) map and evaluated using administrative residential units. The

observed dependence of LST on LULC is analyzed using a thermal unmixing approach

based on a multiple linear regression (MLR) model, which allows for quantifying the gradual

influence of different LULC types on the LST precisely. Seasonal variations due to different

solar irradiance and vegetation cover indicate a higher dependence of LST on the LULC

during the warmer summer months and an increasing influence of the topography and

albedo during the colder seasons. Furthermore, the MLR analysis allows creating predicted

LST images, which can be used to fill data gaps like in SLC-off Landsat 7 ETM+ data.
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6.1 Introduction

6.1.1 Motivation

A majority of the worlds population cur-

rently lives in urban environments. Data

provided by the WHO predict that by 2050

this number will increase to almost 70 %

worldwide, reaching even higher numbers in

more developed countries, which even to-

day reach levels of 75 % urban population

(Switzerland, Germany etc.; WHO 2016). A

huge part of the worlds population growth

in the next 30 years will be concentrated

in urban environments (López-Moreno et al.

2010). This increase in urban population

is accompanied by huge problems affecting

a large number of people, e.g. clean water

supply, waste, energy, air pollution and heat

stress (Höppe 1999; Matzarakis et al. 1999).

This last issue, only measurable at certain

weather conditions with a complex measure-

ment setup, is causing serious problems for

human health, most obviously during severe

heat waves (Honjo 2009; Matzarakis and End-

ler 2010). Heat stress presents one end of the

human thermal comfort scale and can cause

large numbers of deaths in a short period.

The summer of 2003 in Central Europe is

a prime example of the potential effects of

an extreme heat wave on human health.

Long-lasting fair weather conditions due to

persistent anticyclonic circulations, caused by

large-scale circulation anomalies and histor-

ically low precipitation levels between May

and August, were the major causes of this

record-breaking summer in Europe (Black

et al. 2004). More than 70,000 additional

deaths occurred due to severe heat stress in

Europe during the 2003 heat wave (Robine

et al. 2008). In summer 2015, Europe again

suffered an extreme heat wave, resulting in

an excess mortality of up to 30 % in some

regions (Vicedo-Cabrera et al. 2016). Almost

every year, severe heat waves are threatening

specific parts of the world. Considering the

Fifth Assessment Report of the Intergovern-

mental Panel on Climate Change (IPCC),

such extreme events have increased since

the mid-20th century and will be a usual

phenomenon until the end of the 21st century

(Stocker et al. 2013). Future heat waves are

expected to be more intense, longer lasting

and/or more frequent (Karl and Trenberth

2003; Meehl and Tebaldi 2004). Statistical

analysis concerning the typical length of gene-

ral weather situations supports these findings

in Central Europe (Gerstengarbe and Werner

2005). Human impact on the energy balance

through enhanced urbanization, including the

alteration of the physical surface properties

and processes, intensifies this extreme heat

stress (Frey and Parlow 2012; Jin et al. 2011;

Rotach et al. 2005; Parlow et al. 2014). The

resulting increased air temperature in the

urban canopy layer compared to its rural

surroundings is often referred to as the urban

heat island (UHI; Oke 1981, 1988a; Oke

et al. 1991). For Basel, during the Basel

Urban Boundary Layer Experiment (BUB-

BLE), the UHI phenomenon was investigated

and described in detail (Rotach et al. 2005).

An important finding during the BUBBLE

campaign - which has also been mentioned in

climate sciences before - is that the UHI effect

is generally a nocturnal phenomenon, usually

not measurable during the daytime, and that

serious differences occur within different parts

of the city, indicating several thermal zones.

A total of 123 tropical nights (nocturnal

Tmin > 20 ◦C) and 26 ‘extremely hot days’

(Tmax > 35 ◦C) - examples of days with

extreme heat stress - were measured in the

last 15 years at an urban measurement tower

in Basel, most of them during the summers of

2003 and 2015. Studies on the urban climate

have a long tradition in climatology (Arnfield

2003; Ren et al. 2011; Howard 1818) and emp-

hasize the clear tendency of enhanced heat

stress within cities (e.g. Rotach et al. 2005;

Oke 1981; Eliasson 2000; Mayer et al. 2008).
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Regarding the growing urban population and

therefore increasing city size, combined with

the increasing number of heat waves expected

in the near future, the study of urban climate

with a focus on human thermal comfort is in-

evitable for future urban planning. Neverthe-

less, the understanding and integration of this

issue in urban planning is still expandable

(Eliasson 2000; Chrysoulakis et al. 2014b).

6.1.2 State of the Art

To investigate large-scale urban climate char-

acteristics, remote sensing in its various forms

offers great opportunities with lots of ben-

efits, but also challenges to comprehend.

Geostationary satellites, polar orbiting sat-

ellites, airborne platforms and considerably

improved UAVs offer manifold possibilities to

observe the Earths surface in different spatial,

spectral and temporal resolutions. One of the

main challenges in urban remote sensing is

the conversion of large-scale two-dimensional

measurements into meaningful and useful in-

formation for dwellers and urban planners.

Besides the challenges to conquer the scale

limitations, remote sensing data - especially

TIR data - are seriously affected by atmo-

spheric effects, mainly by water vapor and

ozone, or instrumental problems. The latter

can cause severe errors in absolute values and

is difficult to compensate for, e.g. the L8

Thermal InfraRed Sensor (TIRS) stray light

issue discussed in Section 6.1.3. Atmospheric

effects due to attenuation and enhancement

of the emitted signal are inevitable and well

known. To counteract these limitations,

numerous investigations have been conducted

(Weng 2009). Crucial findings considering

the application of TIR remote sensing in

urban environments were reported by Voogt

and Oke in numerous studies (e.g. Voogt

and Oke 2003; Voogt 2000; Voogt and Oke

1998). Theoretical background, several pro-

blems and recent developments in this field

are summarized in detailed reviews by (Dash

et al. 2002; Kalma et al. 2008; Li et al. 2013).

As a practical application, Dousset et al.

(2011) have demonstrated the use of satellite

data for monitoring the 2003 heat wave in

the metropolitan area of Paris. Due to their

findings, the severity of future heat waves

can be better predicted through analysis of

vegetation dynamics, and the contribution

of the UHI to raising minimum nocturnal

temperatures - linked with heat stress and

mortality - was elaborated (Dousset et al.

2011). In other studies, the use of multi-

temporal data from multiple sensors enables

the investigation of statistical trends and the

modeling of annual cycles (Bechtel 2011) or

performing disaggregation of LST through

thermal sharpening, temperature unmixing

and/or data fusion (Kustas et al. 2003; Zhan

et al. 2013; Weng et al. 2014; Mitraka and

Chrysoulakis 2014; Mitraka et al. 2015a) to

improve the temporal and spatial resolution.

Thereby, the use of different data sets with

dissimilar viewing directories on the target

is a possible source of error and has to be

interpreted with caution, because sunlit or

shaded surfaces may be overrepresented by

certain viewing angles and/or off-nadir per-

spectives (Voogt and Grimmond 2000). Dif-

ferent studies have focused on the estimation

of soil moisture or evapotranspiration using

TIR remote sensing and vegetation cover,

combined with in situ measurements (Kalma

et al. 2008; Gillies and Carlson 1995; McVicar

and Jupp 2002).

However, the simplicity of using remote sen-

sing data has often led to misunderstanding

and misinterpretation of TIR data. There-

fore, one should clearly distinguish between

the UHI considering the ambient air tem-

perature in and above the canopy layer,

and the two-dimensional surface urban heat

island (SUHI) describing the urban surface

temperature retrieved from remotely sensed

TIR data (Parlow et al. 2014). During cloud-

free days, the diurnal LST is usually several
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degrees higher than the ambient temperature

and the LST patterns do not necessarily

correspond to the ambient temperature pat-

terns during the day (Good 2016). In Basel,

the SUHI can be found during both day

and night, but the UHI is typically more

pronounced during the night (Rotach et al.

2005; Parlow et al. 2014; Oke et al. 1991; Oke

1988a, 1981).

6.1.3 Problems with Thermal In-

frared Data

The abundance of two TIR channels for

L8 would offer the possibility of using a

split window algorithm (SWA), comparable

to ASTER applications (Li et al. 2013;

Rozenstein et al. 2014). Due to stray light

anomalies within the two thermal bands of

the TIRS, the U.S. Geological Survey (USGS)

advised users to work only with TIRS band 10

with lower expected errors compared to band

11 before 24 April 2017 (Barsi et al. 2014;

Montanaro et al. 2014). In the meantime,

NASA recomputed all L8 TIR data according

to the algorithm of Gerace and Montanaro

(2017), which reduces the error of both TIR

bands to less than 1 K. This paper makes

use of the stray light corrected L8 TIR

data. Nevertheless, NASA recommends not

using SWA for atmospheric correction (Barsi

2017). Therefore, it is still necessary to use

radiative transfer models such as MODTRAN

(Abreu and Anderson 1996; Kneizys et al.

1996; Berk et al. 2005, 1987) to remove

the atmospheric effects occurring between

the Earths surface and the satellite sensor.

These models simulate the attenuating and

enhancing effect of atmospheric gases and

aerosols on the TIR signal and are used to

convert the at-sensor or top-of-atmosphere

(TOA) radiance to surface-leaving radiance.

Numerous studies use standard atmospheres

in MODTRAN to correct TIR data.

However, a more sophisticated approach

is the use of spatiotemporally interpolated

data providing atmospheric global profiles

for a particular date, such as the National

Center for Environmental Prediction (NCEP)

reanalysis model to simulate the atmospheric

conditions on a global scale. This data

is available in a six-hour frequency for

atmospheric conditions since the year 2000

to get a better simulation of the atmospheric

conditions during the satellite overpass

(Kalnay et al. 1996; Kistler et al. 2001).

The most convenient way to combine this

reanalysis data with MODTRAN code is

the web-based atmospheric correction tool

(ACT) provided by NASA and developed

by Barsi et al. (2005, 2003) - accessible on

www.atmcorr.gsfc.nasa.gov.

The two-dimensional TIR data are an extre-

mely useful measure and provide information

on a large scale that is easy to access and easy

to use. Compared to point measurements

obtained from measurement towers or stati-

ons, there are some disadvantages to using

remote sensing data as well. The low tempo-

ral resolution of polar orbiting satellites leads

to TIR data showing just a snapshot of the

actual properties at a specific time of day.

Furthermore, only fair weather conditions are

investigated, and therefore the results are

only valid for clear-sky days.

6.1.4 Research Question

The question of this investigation is not

whether there is a SUHI available, but more

what the distribution looks like in different

parts of the city and, furthermore, how it

can be explained by surface properties. In

the scope of this paper, a large satellite data

set is used to find significant tendencies in

LST dynamics with seasonal variations and to

investigate the connections to the land cover.

Careful atmospheric corrections and emissiv-

www.atmcorr.gsfc.nasa.gov
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ity estimations are developed to generate a

proper data basis. The reliability of the data

is one important point for discussion. There-

after, statistical analysis is first developed for

administrative subunits to reveal trends and

demonstrate the connection between LULC

and LST within residential units.

To quantify the effect of land cover on LST

and reveal the seasonal distribution, a MLR

approach - inspired by spectral unmixing

- is developed and applied on bulk data.

Spectral unmixing is a method developed

for the decomposition of mixed pixels using

linear regression, linear mixture models or

neural networks applied on hyperspectral

data (Foody et al. 1997). Deng and Wu

(2013a) have used spectral unmixing to de-

rive fractional urban compositions and used

the results to predict TIR data based on

the thermal responses of these compositi-

ons and their abundances. Applying this

scheme, thermal endmembers derived from

ground station TIR measurements are used

to simulate LST for the whole study area,

even during days with comprehensive cloud

cover (Deng and Wu 2013b). Other studies

used empirical measurements to convert land-

cover-specific surface temperatures to land-

cover-specific air temperatures applied on

mixed pixels to predict the pixel average

air temperature (Cheng et al. 2008). In

this study, a related approach was developed

where the abovementioned spectral unmixing

is replaced by mixing various surface charac-

teristics (i.e. land cover fractions, vegetation

cover, albedo and solar irradiance sum) to

a coarser resolution (100 m cells). These

input data are used in a MLR analysis to

predict the LST, based on the actual LST

as the response. The resulting coefficients of

the MLR analysis describe the effect of the

predictors on the LST signal throughout the

whole scene. The method is applied on a large

data set with chronologically variable data

including clear sky days only and covering all

seasons.

To understand the seasonal dynamics, simple

linear regressions between vegetation cover

and LST are included as an additional eva-

luation.

6.2 Materials and Methods

6.2.1 Data

The TIR data converted to LST have been

acquired by the TIRS on board of the L8

satellite orbiting the Earth since March 2013.

Due to the overlapping paths 195 (scene cen-

ter) and 196 (right margin), a large number

of suitable scenes (i.e. 32) with zero or nearly

zero cloud cover (masked) and haze or fog

(not used) could be found within four years

of orbiting time. Only two scenes show

more than 0.5 % cloud cover, which was not

covering the urban areas and therefore the

data were nevertheless used for the study

after masking. Atmospheric effects on the

TIR signal are highly dependent on total

column water vapor (TCWV; Freitas et al.

2013). During all acquisitions, the TCWV

did thereby not exceed 2.5 cm and a majority

of the scenes was acquired with a TCWV

below 1.5 cm. For the atmospheric correction,

NCEP reanalysis data accessed via the web-

based ACT (Barsi et al. 2003) and improved

with in situ meteorological data from a mea-

surement tower - maintained by the Research

Group of Meteorology, Climatology and Re-

mote Sensing of the University Basel (MCR)

- is applied (Schmutz et al. 2016). The data

is adapted to terrain by the ASTER Global

Digital Elevation Model (GDEM). Since the

ACT only provides correction factors for the

TIR channel, the visible (VIS), infrared (IR),

and shortwave infrared (SWIR) channels are

not corrected for atmospheric effects.

The LULC map has been developed in a

previous study and is based on multitem-

poral L8 data from the years 2013 to 2015
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with 15 m (pan-sharpened) spatial resolution

(Chapter 5 Figure 5.4 or Wicki and Parlow

2017a).

To analyze the data in specific scales and

enable comparisons to demographic statistics,

residential units provided by the Canton of

Basel-Stadt (BS) are used (Basel Stadt 2016).

The data sets were delivered with different

geographic coordinate systems. To maintain

the reliability of the measured data and en-

sure the comparability of the different data

sets, the native coordinate system UTM-32N

of the L8 scenes is used continuously. All

data used in this study are summarized in

Table 6.1.

Table 6.1: Different data sets with acquisition date used for this study.

Type Data set Acquisition Date/Last Update

Landsat 8 OLI/TIR 05 Jun 2013, 20 Mar 2014, 08 Jun 2014, 14 Oct 2014,

Path 195/Row 27 08 Apr 2015, 24 Apr 2015, 11 Jun 2015, 30 Aug 2015,

01 Oct 2015, 02 Nov 2015, 20 Dec 2015, 10 Apr 2016,

16 Aug 2016, 20 Nov 2016, 28 Mar 2017

Raster Landsat 8 OLI/TIR 25 Apr 2013, 14 Jul 2013, 15 Aug 2013, 17 Jul 2014,

Path 196/Row 27 02 Oct 2015, 26 Feb 2015, 14 Mar 2015, 15 Apr 2015,

04 Jul 2015, 05 Aug 2015, 21 Aug 2015, 27 Dec 2015,

07 Aug 2016, 23 Aug 2016, 08 Sep 2016, 24 Sep 2016,

15 Feb 2017

LULC map Created Sep 2015 using data from 2013-2015

(Wicki and Parlow 2017a)

ASTER GDEM Jun 2009

Vector Residential Units 26 Feb 2014

Temperature, relative Mar 2013 to Mar 2017 at MCR University Basel

Meteo humidity & air pressure measurement tower (Schmutz et al. 2016)

NCEP reanalysis data Data access from Aug 2015 to Apr 2017

(Kalnay et al. 1996; Kistler et al. 2001; Barsi et al. 2003)

6.2.2 Site Description

Basel is located at the southern end of the

Upper Rhine Valley between the bordering

hills of the Vosges (France), the Black

Forest (Germany), and the Jura Mountains

(Switzerland) at about 250 m a.s.l. with a dis-

tinct topography (Figure 5.1 in Chapter 5).

The climate is considered oceanic, with

mild winters and warm and sunny summers

(Köppen Cfb climate; Chrysoulakis et al.

2014b; Kottek et al. 2006). The annual

mean temperature is 10.5 ◦C with an annual

precipitation rate of 842 mm according to the

suburban weather Station Basel/Binningen

maintained by the Federal Office of Meteorol-

ogy and Climatology for the reference period

1981 to 2010 (MeteoSwiss 2016). Due to

the suburban character of the measurement

site surrounded by a large green space and

situated on a moderately elevated hill, the

typical urban annual mean temperatures of
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Basel can be considered some tenths of a

degree higher due to higher nocturnal mi-

nimum temperatures (Rotach et al. 2005).

The warmest month is usually July with

mean temperatures above 25 ◦C, even though

record-high temperatures during heat waves

are usually favorable in August. During

the BUBBLE project in 2005, a distinct

nocturnal UHI was found for Basel, even if

the surrounding hillsides with large forests

supply the city with fresh air due to nocturnal

cooling and cold air production (Rotach et al.

2005). Often, this cold drainage flow is only

measured in rural or suburban stations sur-

rounding the city. Combining these different

measurement stations, daily and continuous

UHI monitoring is implemented and publicly

available (www.mcr.unibas.ch).

The investigation area contains the metro-

politan area of Basel with approximately

730,000 inhabitants in total, including the

bordering suburbs located in the Canton of

Basel-Land (BL), the German cities Weil am

Rhein and Lörrach, the French city Saint-

Louis and the city of Basel (Chrysoulakis

et al. 2014b; Basel Stadt 2015). From north

to south and west to east the area measures

21 by 20 km2, respectively, spanning from the

upper left 47°38′35′′N 7°29′17′′E to the lower

right 47°27′25′′N 7°45′32′′E.

6.2.3 Methods

6.2.3.1 Land Surface Temperature

The atmospheric correction is done using the

ACT provided by NASA (Barsi et al. 2005,

2003) to receive the transmissivity, the long-

wave upwelling or atmospheric path radiance

and the longwave downwelling or sky radiance

for the correction of atmospheric effects on

the surface-leaving TIR signal (Coll et al.

2010). The ACT generates these parameters

for a single point representing the whole

scene, which is inadequate in the case of

considerable elevation change. Thereby, an

automated query on the ATC is collecting at-

mospheric correction parameters for different

ground heights. These values are projected to

the underlying topography using a piecewise

cubic interpolation (Figure 6.1). Meteorolog-

ical ground truth data from the measurement

station Basel Klingelbergstrasse (Schmutz

et al. 2016) representing the surface condi-

tions (i.e. relative humidity, air temperature

and pressure) are implemented directly from

the local database to improve the model.

The adaption to the topography is applied

because the biggest part of the atmospheric

effect on the TIR radiation occurs in the pla-

netary boundary layer, typically the thickest

part of the atmosphere where most of the

gases and aerosols are concentrated. The

investigation area includes elevations of 250 m

a.s.l. in the lower parts of the Rhine valley

and almost 900 m a.s.l. in the Jura hills. Es-

pecially during stable anticyclonic conditions,

a typical weather situation for proper remote

sensing data acquisition, distinct differences

in atmospheric conditions between the valley

boundary layer and the surrounding hillsides

are expected.

The differences are taken into account calcu-

lating the atmospheric correction parameters

to receive surface-leaving radiance (Lλ) from

TOA radiance (LTOA) using Equation 6.1:

LTOA = τεLλ + Lu + τ(1− ε)Ld (6.1)

With transmissivity (τ), longwave upwel-

ling (Lu) and longwave downwelling radiance

(Ld). LTOA is corrected using an emissivity

map (ε), created after a modified vegetation-

threshold approach by Sobrino et al. (2008)

using the normalized difference vegetation

index (NDVI) as a major criterion (Gillies

and Carlson 1995; Rouse Jr et al. 1974;

Goward et al. 1991). The natural devia-

tion water index (NDWI) and the natural

deviation built-up index (NDBI) are used as

https://mcr.unibas.ch/dolueg2/index.php?project=overview
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additional criteria to improve the reliability of

the emissivity map because the NDVI thresh-

old method is originally developed for rural

areas (Gao 1996; Wentz et al. 2014; McFee-

ters 1996; Varshney 2013; Xu 2007). These

indices use normalized ratios in the V IS,

NIR and SWIR range (subscript numbers

describe the center wavelengths), explained

in Equations 6.2-6.4:

NDV I =
NIR0.86 − V IS0.65
NIR0.86 + V IS0.65

(6.2)

NDWI =
V IS0.56 −NIR0.86

V IS0.56 +NIR0.86
(6.3)

NDBI =
SWIR1.61 −NIR0.86

SWIR1.61 +NIR0.86
(6.4)

The use of indices for highly sealed and

water surfaces is necessary due to the bad

performance of the NDVI method on con-

crete surfaces or surfaces with negative NDVI

values such as water (Jiménez-Muñoz et al.

2006). Thereby, fully vegetated pixels with a

NDV I > 0.5 (NDV IV ) received an emissiv-

ity value of 0.99 (εV ); pixels with a NDWI =

0 received an emissivity value of 0.98 for

water surfaces. Soil pixels with a NDV I <

0.2 (NDV IS) are set to an emissivity value

of 0.97 (εS ; Sobrino et al. 2008; Sobrino

and Raissouni 2000; Baldridge et al. 2009).

Explicit built-up areas with a NDBI > −0.2

and a seasonally maximum NDV I = 0.35

- obtained by analyzing multitemporal L8

scenes to omit false classified soil surfaces,

which are not always separable from urban

areas in a single-scene NDBI analysis - re-

ceived an emissivity value of 0.9612. This

number is estimated through averaging of

typical emissivity values for asphalt, concrete,

asphaltic concrete, construction concrete and

red brick based on the ASTER spectral li-

brary (Baldridge et al. 2009). These mate-

rials represent the average urban surfaces of

Basel to a large amount.

The remaining pixels, i.e. pixels with NDVI

values between 0.2 and 0.5, are classified

according to Equation 6.5 (Sobrino et al.

2008):

ε = εV PV + εS(1− PV ) + C (6.5)

The vegetation portion PV is defined through

the individual NDVI values and the thresh-

old values NDV IS (0.2) and NDV IV (0.5)

(Equation 6.6), and C is defined as the cavity

effect (Equation 6.7):

PV = (
NDV I −NDV IS
NDV IV −NDV IS

)2 (6.6)

C = (1− εS)εV F
′(1− PV ) (6.7)

with the geometrical factor F ′ (i.e. shape

factor) ranging from zero to unity, depending

on the surface geometry. In this case, F ′

is not automatically definable through opti-

cal or TIR data. Therefore, a mean value

of 0.55 is chosen, as proposed by Sobrino

et al. (2004). Surface leaving radiance in

W m−2 sr−1 µm−1 is converted to LST in

Kelvin using the inverse Planck equation, or

the Landsat specific estimate of the Planck

curve, explained in Equation 6.8:

T =
k2

ln( k1LT + 1)
(6.8)

Where T is the LST and k1 and k2 are

calibration constants given for the sensor by

the L8 metadata (Barsi et al. 2005).

6.2.3.2 Land Use/Land Cover

The LULC map was created during earlier

work described in Wicki and Parlow (2017a)

or Chapter 5. The approach is based on

multitemporal L8 images from the years 2013

to 2015 considering only scenes in June, July

and August to guarantee comparable sun

elevation and vegetation cover.
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Figure 6.1: Atmospheric correction parameters: (a) transmittance, (b) longwave upward
radiance and (c) longwave downward radiance, exemplary of 30 August 2015 according to
the different path lengths or the different height a.s.l. of the individual pixels. The asterisk
represents the calculated value and the red line the interpolated values. The colored map
describes the topography of the investigation area with the city center of Basel as a white

circle.

Seven different classifications using training

areas and a Maximum Likelihood Classifier

were combined through a modal algorithm to

create one accurate land cover map, shown in

Chapter 5 Figure 5.4.

6.2.3.3 Administrative and Residen-

tial Boundaries

To aggregate the data reasonably, GIS data

provided by the administration of BS is used.

This data set includes statistical residential

units in three different scales of neighbor-

hoods (different neighborhoods of the city

of Basel and the community limits of the

surrounding villages, which are part of BS),

residential districts (neighborhoods subdivi-

ded into subunits, Figure 6.2) and residential

blocks (typically housing blocks divided by

streets). In this work, only the results from

the residential units are shown, because they

reveal the best trade-off between uniform

surface cover, size and manageable quantity.

Because the residential data is only available

for the administrative area of BS, the MLR

is performed in a simple 100× 100 m2 raster

on the entire investigation area.

6.2.3.4 Averaging Land Surface Tem-

perature and Spatial Land

Cover Fractions

The residential units are used as reasonable

subdivisions to generate significant averaging

in accordance to the urban morphology.
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Figure 6.2: Index containing the names and location of all residential districts within the
Canton of Basel-Stadt.

The averaging (Equation 6.9) is done with

a simple loop over the numbers of patches

based on the specific ID (n) given by the

source data and for all available scenes (s).

avgsn = LST
s
x,y=n (6.9)

The calculated values are displayed in a map

using the specific ID of the individual patches

to address the pixels within the raster. The

LULC is also analyzed patch-specific, giving

each patch the total land use percentage -

similar to the LST averaging - using the patch

ID. This allows addressing each residential

district concerning the connection between

the percentages of LULC and the seasonal

LST variations.

6.2.3.5 Multiple Linear Regression

Analysis

A MLR analysis is used to decompose the

thermal signal based on several input pre-

dictors. Thereby, the dependence of LST on

surface cover and solar irradiance is compu-

ted using a LULC analysis, spectral indices

(i.e. albedo and NDVI) and the sum of the

total solar irradiance integrated from sunrise

until the time of the satellite overpass.

The LULC and LST data is resized to 100 m

pixel resolution, giving each pixel the mean

LST and the land cover fraction. To re-

duce the number of predictors, related LULC

classes are aggregated (i.e. Agriculture/Lawn

= Agriculture Green + Agriculture Yellow,

Suburban = Suburban + Urban Garden, In-

dustry/Commercial = Industry/Commercial

+ Rail/Road/Concrete).

As a seasonal component, NDVI and albedo

were included in the model as well. The

NDVI is explained in Equation 6.2 as a nor-

malized ratio between the reflectance bands

of the red and near infrared channels.

The land surface broadband albedo is esti-

mated after an approach by Liang (2001)

using the calibrated reflectance of five chan-
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nels from the VIS to the SWIR range (ρ2−7)

as a weighted average in Equation 6.10:

αshort = 0.356ρ2 + 0.130ρ4 + 0.373ρ5

+0.085ρ6 + 0.072ρ7 − 0.0018
(6.10)

The digital numbers (DN) are converted to

TOA reflectance by using gain and offset from

the L8 metadata to generate TOA radiance

(Lλ in W m−2 sr−1 µm−1), shown in Equa-

tion 6.11:

Lλ = gain×DN + offset (6.11)

Thereafter, solar exoatmospheric irradiance

(Eλ), sun elevation (Θ) and Earth-Sun dis-

tance (d) are used in Equation 6.12 to create

TOA reflectance (ρλ unitless from zero to

unity) for each band (λ):

ρλ =
πLλd

2

Eλsin(Θ)
(6.12)

If the reflectance gain and offset are avail-

able, the TOA reflectance can be directly

calculated using these values, similar to

Equation 6.11, with additional scaling by

the sine of the sun elevation. The total

solar irradiance for the whole investigation

area is modeled using a modified shortwave

irradiance model (SWIM; Parlow 1996a).

SWIM uses a DEM and the respective

topographic parameters (i.e. slope and

aspect) to compute the shortwave incoming

radiation at a specific day of the year (DOY)

and a specific time of the day, taking into

account different sun azimuth and elevation,

sun’s declination and atmospheric scattering

processes. To generate the total sum of

irradiance, which is relevant because the soil

stores energy and therefore has a thermal

history, the solar irradiance is iteratively

modeled in six-minute steps from sunrise to

the time of satellite overpass at the specific

DOY and summed up.

The MLR model returns a vector of coeffi-

cient estimates for a multilinear regression

of the responses (i.e. LST) on the predictors

(i.e. land cover fraction, spectral indices and

sum of solar irradiance) and an intercept

value, which is the expected value when the

predictors are set to zero and close to the

average of the scene. To keep the outputs

realistic, the response data is often centered,

which returns an intercept of zero. In this

case, the intercept serves as an orientation

about the average LST values and the re-

sponse data is therefore not centered or nor-

malized. Unlike for the predictors, which had

to be normalized to enable a homogeneous

display due to their large differences in scale

(e.g. NDVI has a range of minus one to

unity and solar irradiance sum is a physical

quantity in the range of 1 to 10 MJ m−2). The

predictors, measured/modeled/computed in

different scales, are adjusted to a notionally

common scale with values ranging from zero

to unity. Regardless whether the response

variable or the predictors are normalized or

centered, the correlation coefficient is not

altered at all. Only the coefficients of the

individual predictors have to be interpreted

with respect to the scaling. Applying the

resulting regression formula (Equation 6.13)

for every scene in a two-dimensional pixel en-

vironment, a predicted LST image (LSTpred)

can be produced:

LSTpred(x, y) = β0(x, y) + β1X1(x, y)

+β2X2(x, y) + ...+ βnXn(x, y)

(6.13)

with the intercept as β0, the individual

coefficients as β1−n and X1−n as the input

predictors.

The model is run for every individual scene

using bulk processing, which returns a matrix

of coefficients for every predictor and every

individual scene and statistical characteristics

to assess the success of the model.
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6.3 Results

6.3.1 Land Surface Temperature

and Land Use/Land Cover

The LST averaging within different residen-

tial districts shows the seasonal variations

and the systematic distribution of hot spots

or colder areas within the BS extent (Fig-

ure 6.3). The variation of LST within the

different parts of the city is striking and seems

to be stable despite large seasonal changes.

The LULC map is used to determine the

portion of the different LULC classes in the

residential district patches. This allows for

identifying the different LULC distribution

and comparing the resulting LST arranged

as total averages. To omit seasonal effects

and ignore possible temperature bias, the in-

dividual average temperatures of the patches

are normalized to the individual mean of

the entire scene. Combined with a bar plot

summing up the different class percentages of

each residential district, the urban character-

istics supporting high LST become apparent

since the districts are ordered after the de-

scending seasonally mean LST (Figure 6.4).

Figure 6.3: LST averages retrieved from L8 TIRS of each residential district for 32 days
between 2013 and 2017 of the Canton Basel-Stadt. The scenes are ordered after the DOY

of acquisition.
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Results are only shown for the residential dis-

tricts, because the spatial distribution looks

familiar in both residential units, but the

neighborhood unit consists of much more

aggregation of surfaces that should be sep-

arated. Therefore, residential units are found

to be a useful scale for urban climate analy-

sis. The highest LST are measured in dis-

tricts with a dominance of the Dense Urban

land use type, but also the combination of

Dense Urban, Urban and Rail/Road/Con-

crete seems to produce high LST. However,

even similar LULC combinations can cause

different LST distributions: Besides the old

town districts consisting of more than 70 %

Dense Urban, the almost purely industrial

site St. Jakob-Dreispitz is one of the hot

spots within the city. The structurally similar

Erlenmatt district at the other end of the

city is ranked far behind, indicating local

effects. Regions consisting of high amounts of

urban or industrial surfaces show lower LST

if some percentages are counted to the water

class, even if there are no - or only a few -

natural surfaces detected (e.g. Burgviertel or

Albantal). Seven out of 10 districts with the

lowest LST show a LULC distribution of at

least 50 % natural surfaces; four out of five

districts with the lowest LST consist of about

80 % natural surfaces with each containing at

least 50 % forest pixels.

Figure 6.4: Boxplot of normalized LST averages [K/Kmean] of every individual residential
district considering 32 scenes (above) compared to the individual LULC distribution of
the respective district. The districts are ordered after the descending mean value of the
normalized LST, the mean and median value are shown as orange dots and red lines,

respectively.
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Additionally, these districts with a high

amount of natural surfaces also show the

highest seasonal variability. Districts with a

dominance of the class Suburban are usually

found at the lower end of the descending

LST scale. Thereby, industrial classes do

not automatically involve high LST: Erlen-

matt consists of about 80 % industrial sur-

faces (Rail/Road/Concrete plus Industry/-

Commercial) with only 5 % natural surfaces,

but the average LST is lower than in many

typical residential areas and ranks closer to

the middle than to the top of the LST

distribution table.

6.3.2 Multiple Linear Regression

Analysis

A MLR analysis is used to describe LST

(i.e. the response) by land cover fractions,

spectral indices and the solar irradiance sum

(i.e. the predictors) in a 100 m raster for

all scenes. The models show R2 values

between 0.75 and 0.87 in the warmer and

highly vegetated periods of the year (i.e. DOY

105 to 287), meaning 75 % to 87 % of the

LST distribution is explained by the pre-

dictors with overall p-values below 5 % for

all runs, indicating high significance. The

resulting coefficients describe the increasing

or decreasing effect of each variable on the

LST in every scene (Figure 6.5). Thereby,

not every predictor contributes always to

an improvement of the multiple regression

analysis. Individual predictors falling below

the 5 % benchmark for the p-value are flagged

with gray crosses in Figure 6.5. However,

the omission of these predictors did not affect

the correlation factors dramatically and all

regression runs are carried out with the same

predictors to ensure comparability.

Usually, the classes Dense Urban, Industry/-

Commercial, the solar irradiance sum and

high albedo increase the LST. Considering

the three different urban classes, an increas-

ing effect on LST could be found with increas-

ing densification (Dense Urban > Urban >

Suburban). The classes Agriculture/Lawn

and Vineyard/Shrub seem to have a neutral

effect, especially in summer months. The

highest decreasing trend is usually given by

Water, followed by the Forest/Plantation

class. Lower surface temperatures can be

deduced from the intercept value (highly cor-

related with the total average), which reveals

a clear connection between the season and

the correlation coefficients. The December

scenes (i.e. DOY 354 and 361) and one scene

in February (DOY 046) seem to be decoupled

from the effects observed in warmer periods

of the year. Here, the only two variables

regulating the LST are the total sum of solar

irradiance and the albedo, indicating that the

LULC and NDVI are no longer connected to

- or have a minor influence on - the LST in

the cold season.

The resulting intercept and coefficients can be

used to predict a LST map using a regression

formula (Equation 6.13) for every individual

x-y-pixel. It is important to keep in mind

that the coefficients resulting from the MLR

analysis are based on the scaled predictors.

Results are only shown for one scene with

excellent correlation coefficient (R2 = 0.87),

modeled for 17 July 2014 (Figure 6.6). The

original LST image (Figure 6.6a) has thereby

missing data in the lower right corner, which

is introduced by the margin of the L8 path

196. The predicted image (Figure 6.6b) has

no data gap, because the swath of the L8

OLI sensor is slightly wider than the swath

of the TIRS sensor. This example illustrates

that thermal mixing, i.e. the application of

the resulting unmixing coefficients (Deng and

Wu 2013a), can predict LST values with a

high reliability even in areas where gaps exist

in the response data.
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Figure 6.5: The 2D surface plot shows the resulting coefficients of each predictor (y-axis)
for every scene (x-axis, ordered after DOY) in the multiple regression model with reddish
colors indicating an increase to the intercept, which is shown in (b), and blueish colors
indicating a decrease to the intercept. The column at the right end of the surface plot lists
the total average of each coefficient, (a) shows the respective variance (left axis, blue) and
R2 values (right axis, orange) for each regression run and the numbers above indicate the
respective p-value for each run. All predictors are normalized from zero to unity and flagged

with a gray cross in case of low individual significance.

Looking for an explanation to describe the

findings, the dependence of LST on NDVI

is analyzed. Therefore, LST and NDVI are

averaged in a 100 m grid as input for a scatter-

plot with the LST as dependent variable. Ad-

ditionally, to enhance the information content

of the scatterplot, the markers are colored

after the most frequent class occurring in the

specific grid point (Figure 6.7). The water-

contaminated cells - i.e. cells containing at

least one water pixel in the original 15 m

classification - are excluded for the statistical

analysis and colored blue. The class specific

inking allows addressing outliers and presen-

ting seasonal characteristics class-specific.

The distribution is linear with a negative

slope, which is clearly steeper during summer

months with large temperature variations

and a wider NDVI range compared to autumn

or winter months. Accordingly, the same

conclusions can be made for the correlation

factor, which has a clear seasonal trend.

Most of the outliers are water-contaminated

pixels or shadows. The most plots show

a clear distinction between different classes:

the industrial and Dense Urban classes are

always found at the upper left end of the scat-

ter cloud and the Forest/Plantation pixels

usually at the lower right end, with seasonal

variations.
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Figure 6.6: Original L8 TIRS LST resampled to 100 m resolution (a) and predicted image
from the coefficients of the MLR (b) from 17 July 2014 (R2 = 0.87). The dashed grayscale
lines describe the topography and the black and white lines national and cantonal borders;

the coordinate system is UTM-32N.

Figure 6.7: Scatterplot showing the dependence of LST on the NDVI. The markers are
colored after the most frequent class in the specific cell. The plots are ordered after the
DOY from the upper left to the lower right corner. R2 and the regression line are calculated

without water-contaminated pixels.
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6.4 Discussion

6.4.1 Thermal Infrared Remote

Sensing Problem

Working with remotely sensed TIR data com-

prises various problems that must be con-

sidered. Although satellite remote sensing

offers possibilities out of reach of ground

measurement, and the given accuracies are

remarkable regarding the enormous distances

and conditions, these systems are working

on, errors and uncertainties have to be taken

into account. Li et al. (2013) note that

the used single-channel method is a simple

inversion of the radiative transfer equation

and highly dependent on previously known

atmospheric conditions and emissivity. These

parameters are possible sources of errors up

to 2 % for atmospheric conditions or 1 % for

emissivity, and leading to an uncertainty of

approximately 1.5 K or 0.5 to 0.6 K under

normal conditions (Li et al. 2013; Jiménez-

Muñoz and Sobrino 2006). Uncertainties in

the emissivity maps could thereby introduce

large errors in absolute LST. The emissivity

values used for different surfaces were mostly

derived from the ASTER spectral library

(Baldridge et al. 2009) and may be a source

of error, especially in urban areas with a high

diversity of surface materials.

Another possible source of errors are small-

scale variations in water vapor, almost invisi-

ble in the VIS channels, altering the TIR sig-

nal dramatically to different amounts within

the specific scenes. Uncertainties due to a

stray light error were removed in a reproces-

sing step by the data provider (valid for data

downloaded after 5 May 2017). Thereby, the

estimated error was reduced from 4 K to less

than 1 K (Gerace and Montanaro 2017). In

our data, we found a temperature shift from

old data to stray-light-corrected data ranging

from 0.3 to 2.1 K, with average differences

around 1 to 1.5 K.

6.4.2 Connection of Land Surface

Temperature, Vegetation and

Land Use/Land Cover

6.4.2.1 Spatial Distribution of Land

Surface Temperature

The connections between LULC and LST

are first shown using box plots and bar

plots combining percentages of LULC and

average LST. Not only densely built-up sites

show high LST, but also the combination

of suburban housing and industry seems to

increase LST values. Districts with con-

stantly higher LST compared to other parts

of the city are found, which enables urban

planners addressing thermal hotspots within

the city more precisely and allows them to

quantify the benefits of changing surface pro-

perties. The comparison between the dif-

ferent districts allows determining planning

actions that would be helpful, or estimating

climatically favored areas due to local effects.

It is important to mention that we cannot

directly connect high LST to a nocturnal UHI

without respecting the physical background

and the three-dimensional structure of a city

(Parlow et al. 2014; Voogt and Oke 1998).

During synoptically stable conditions, the

incoming solar energy - stored in the urban

fabrics during daytime - compensates the

negative energy balance after sunset and it

counteracts the nocturnal cooling of the air

substantially (Oke 1981; Dousset et al. 2011;

Rigo and Parlow 2007; Christen and Vogt

2004). Analysis of the urban heat balance

and measurements of temperature differences

between different urban areas have proofed

this effect for Basel (Rotach et al. 2005).

Considering this, highly densified districts

such as Leonhard, Geschäftsviertel or Peter

are found as hotspots of heat stress due to

generally higher LST compared to other parts

of the city and might cause trouble to vulner-

able people during heat waves (Dousset et al.
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2011; Canoüı-Poitrine et al. 2006). These

assumptions are based on the principles of

the urban energy budget - i.e. daytime uptake

and nocturnal release of heat storage (Oke

1981) - and measurements performed during

the BUBBLE project (Rotach et al. 2005),

but they need further investigations and com-

parisons with ambient temperature measure-

ments, which will be approached in future

studies. Furthermore, it must be considered

that the findings are only valid for clear sky

days and certain weather conditions. Cloud

cover, strong winds, or rain would strongly

influence the LST patterns and the expected

connection between LST and nocturnal air

temperature (Good 2016).

Due to the large amount of analyzed scenes,

statistical tendencies are shown and are ready

to be implemented in the administrative da-

tabase. They also reveal seasonal similarities

and trends, which are generally valid.

6.4.2.2 Multiple Linear Regression

Analysis

To quantify the abovementioned dependen-

cies of LST on surface cover, a thermal

unmixing approach based on a MLR analysis

was developed. Comparable analysis separat-

ing the TIR signal to different contributors

has been done before, but never on such

a large data set and rarely on seasonally

variable data. Furthermore, the use of a MLR

model offers the possibility to predict LST

in scenes where linear regression models do

not find any correlation. Statistical analysis

revealing individual p-values allow discrimi-

nating between useful and useless predictors

individually. The presented method can be

adapted to any region because L8 data are

freely available. It can also be applied by

combining different data sets or data sources

and is very promising if used with high-

resolution LULC data and coarser resolution

TIR data.

The MLR analysis thereby reveals clear con-

nections between LST and the land cover

fraction within small-scale units. Values of

up to 0.87 for R2 are comparable to other

studies, e.g. Bechtel (2011) or Bechtel et al.

(2012), and overall p-values below the 5 %

significance benchmark for all model runs

indicate high reliability. The resulting coeffi-

cients show comparable tendencies within dif-

ferent summer scenes. During winter months

and transition periods, the correlation factors

are usually decreasing. The analysis of the

individual coefficients showed that during

times of very low solar zenith angle the

LST is mainly driven by the topography,

which is represented by the sum of solar

irradiance and the albedo due to shadow

effects. During periods of higher solar inputs,

the land cover has an increasing importance.

Thereby, the Dense Urban class has the

most positive effect on the LST, followed by

the class Industry/Commercial. The other

urban classes have a slightly positive effect

on the LST. On average, the agricultural

classes, which are grouped together to the

class Agriculture/Lawn, show - as well as

the class Vineyard/Shrub - an almost neu-

tral effect on the LST distribution. The

latter is also the most insignificant predictor,

resulting in 12 model runs with a p-value

above the 5 % benchmark, which indicates

no improvement for the regression analysis if

this predictor is included. Water only has a

slightly positive effect during autumn scenes

when the flowing water still contains energy

from the warmer summer period due to its

high heat capacity and the storage in the

upstream lakes. In most cases, this class

reduces the LST by large amounts. The same

tendencies - but not as dramatic - are found

for the Forest/Plantation class, which usually

reduces the LST. In some cases, especially

during dry periods or in case of low solar

input, the coefficients of this class are slightly

above zero, but also insignificant. One ex-
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planation for these findings is the different

level of drought stress. Trees with access

to ground water are able to transpire even

during dry seasons, and therefore regulate

their surface temperature. This results in

lower LST seen from the satellite, compared

to trees with no water supply. Such effects

cannot be implemented in the MLR model,

but they become evident in the residual

images. Another explanation are sun-facing

slopes - typically covered with large forests

- receiving large amounts of solar energy

even in times of low solar elevation angle.

The same explanations can also be consid-

ered for the class Vineyard/Shrub, especially

concerning topographic effects. The resulting

coefficients are therefore insignificant for the

model because large variances occur within

one predictor, which is not able to predict the

impact of this specific class homogeneously.

Although it might seem paradoxical at first

sight, the coefficients for the predictor albedo

are mostly positive. However, because water,

forests and shadows are usually the darkest

surfaces on satellite imagery in the visible

spectrum, relatively bright surfaces like cities

are typically warmer on TIR imagery.

A possible future development from this in-

vestigation could be a measure for urban

planners to quantify the effect of land surface

change on the urban microclimate and there-

fore deliver arguments to support certain land

use types in planning aspects, but the con-

nection from LST to heat stress needs further

investigations. Future improvements could

be the use of more L8 data due to the growing

archive, the application of a geographically

weighted regression (Su et al. 2012), and

the combination with ambient temperature

measurements (Cheng et al. 2008).

A beneficial side effect is visible in Figure 6.6,

where data are missing in the lower right

corner due to the margin of L8 path 196

(Figure 6.6a). Predicted LST derived from

MLR analysis allows filling such gaps in TIR

satellite imagery with very high accuracy,

if a LULC map is available (Figure 6.6b).

This creates huge advantages compared to

usual gap filling algorithms using statistical

approaches or nearest neighbor applications,

which are not capable of describing a homoge-

neous surface - such as an urban environment

- adequately.

The most obvious implementation of this

spin-off application is filling the gaps of SLC-

off data stripes in Landsat 7 imagery. In

regions with high cloud frequency, this ap-

plication could increase the data abundance

and deliver reliable results with a reasonable

physical basis. Thereby the predictors are

used to generate a predicted image based on

the LULC and the modeled solar irradiance,

which needs to be created based on stripe-free

data. NDVI and albedo data are excluded in

this case because current data are needed wit-

hout striping. The created predicted image

can then be used to fill the data gaps in the

Landsat 7 SLC-off data.

6.4.2.3 Class-Specific Dependencies

The use of scatterplots with LULC differen-

tiation reveals detailed insight in seasonal

tendencies and connections between LST and

NDVI. With higher sun elevation and increas-

ing vegetation cover during summer months,

the LST can be explained to a large amount

by the NDVI. In wintertime, the LST values

are uniformly distributed with no dependence

on the NDVI. Approaching summer and

therefore increasing temperatures and NDVI,

the natural classes (i.e. Agriculture Yellow,

Agriculture Green, Vineyard/Shrub and Fo-

rest/Plantation) are clearly separated from

the built-up classes (i.e. Urban Dense, Urban,

Suburban, Urban Garden, Rail/Road/Con-

crete and Industry/Commercial) located at

the upper left of the scatter diagram (Fig-

ure 6.7). Forest/Plantation patches show al-

ways the lowest LST during summer months

due to the large amounts of energy used for
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evapotranspiration, rather than for heating

of the surface (Kato and Yamaguchi 2007,

2005; Anandakumar 1999). These points are

usually located at the lower right of the cigar

shaped scatter cloud, with a separation of

coniferous and deciduous trees and a topo-

graphical effect - i.e. higher solar irradiance

on sun-facing slopes during times of low solar

elevation angle - during autumn and winter.

The scatter distribution is comparable to ot-

her studies using different sensors in different

environments (Dousset et al. 2011; Kustas

et al. 2003; Gillies and Carlson 1995). Same

findings for seasonal variation in dependence

of LST on the NDVI were also found by

Bechtel et al. (2012).

The Urban Dense and Industry/Commer-

cial dominated patches reach highest LST

throughout the year. Here, large amounts of

sealed surfaces enable the energy to be stored

in the building fabric, instead of being used

for evapotranspiration, as mentioned above.

In less dense urban sites, where backyard gar-

dening or green spaces are much more com-

mon, LST does not reach such high values.

Clearly separated from the other surfaces

and excluded from the regression analysis,

water as a fluid behaves different than solid

surfaces due to the much higher heat storage

capacity and turbulent mixing, which favors

much more balanced LST (i.e. colder during

daytime, warmer during night-time in sum-

mer). In the case of flowing water, advection

from upstream areas can significantly affect

the LST and usually behaves contrary to

the solid surroundings (Bechtel et al. 2012).

Due to the high absorption of NIR radiation

from water surfaces, their NDVI values are

generally low, which counteracts the usual

connection between NDVI and LST with a

negative correlation.

The NDVI analysis supports the findings

of the MLR analysis, which showed that

LST is highly dependent on the topography

(i.e. slope, aspect and height a.s.l.) - and

therefore the sum of solar irradiance - and

albedo in the colder months. Regression

analysis based solely on the vegetation cover

is not appropriate during periods of low solar

elevation and insufficient vegetation cover.

6.5 Conclusion

In this study, multitemporal Landsat 8 ther-

mal infrared (TIR) data are analyzed using

land cover fractions, NDVI, albedo and the

sum of total solar irradiance. Thereby, a

multiple linear regression (MLR) analysis was

introduced as a useful tool to analyze dif-

ferent types of geographic data. The large

number of analyzed scenes thereby offers a

wide range of seasonally different surface

conditions throughout the year. An improved

methodology for atmospheric and emissiv-

ity correction is elaborated, automated and

applied to produce appropriate land surface

temperature (LST) data for the subsequent

investigation with a replicable methodology.

Due to recent updates in the archives of the

USGS and the automated approach, stray

light corrected data are included for the whole

investigation.

Qualitative comparisons of different residen-

tial districts throughout the city have re-

vealed seasonal trends between the land cover

fractions and the LST and distinct hot spots

are found. Further investigations including

ambient air temperature will be used to

explore the influence of these urban hot spots

on the local population. Possible conclusions

can be drawn on the application of the results

for vulnerability maps during extreme heat

waves and results can be implemented in the

administrative GIS database easy accessible

to urban planners.

To quantify the results and describe the

influence of the different land surface compo-

sitions on the TIR signal, a thermal unmixing

approach based on a MLR was developed.

The benefit to other studies using simple
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linear regression is the estimation of com-

bined influences of different predictors on the

dependent variable (i.e. LST) and the asses-

sment of significance for each predictor, ex-

plaining the relevance of the model. Thereby,

not only the land cover fraction and spectral

indices were considered as predictors, but also

the sum of solar irradiance from sunset to

satellite overpass as the driver of surface heat-

ing. During times of low solar elevation, this

factor helps to describe the LST distribution.

Compared to other studies, the analysis was

conducted over a relatively large number of

different satellite scenes from different times

of the year. This allows studying also non-

ideal conditions, which revealed for example

the increasing influence of topography during

times of low solar elevation.

Subsequently, seasonal effects considering the

dependence of LST on the vegetation cover

were found and referenced to different land

cover types. This offered the possibility to

address outliers and revealed class-specific

dependencies of LST on the vegetation cover.

Furthermore, it shows that statistical analysis

and MLR techniques are more significant dur-

ing warmer periods with high solar irradiance

and substantial vegetation cover.

As a spin-off application, the MLR results

can also be used for gap filling, which could

be highly appreciated in regions with low

data availability, where Landsat 7 (L7) SLC-

off data are needed for proper investigations.

Thereby, scene specific coefficients predict

the LST using a MLR analysis based on

a comprehensive land cover map and the

specific L7 LST image with high significance.

The gaps in L7 SLC-off data can be filled with

this predicted LST images to generate gap-

free data.

This study provides useful tools and tech-

niques for urban planners to evaluate the

benefits of sustainable urban planning and

land cover change, summarized as follows:

- Application of MLR analysis for the

interpretation of geographic data, espe-

cially regarding the growing data sets

and the handling of big data

- Modeling the influence of changing land

cover types on the LST and quantifying

these effects

- Knowledge about the seasonal behavior

of the connection between land cover

and LST

- Informative figures describing the con-

nection between land cover and LST,

which can be adapted to other cities to

show the cause and patterns of urban

heat island issues and make it easy

accessible to laymen

Future work will be done using additional

data sets such as ASTER night-time data,

which was not included in this study due to

limited data availability. Attention will also

be drawn on the inclusion of ambient tem-

perature measurements and the use of mor-

phological parameters for the MLR analysis.

It will be an important future development

to verify and quantify the influence of these

findings on the urban climate and therefore

the impact on urban dwellers.
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Abstract: An increasing number of people living in urban environments and the expected

increase in long lasting heat waves makes the study of temperature distribution one of the

major tasks in urban climatology, especially considering human health and heat stress. This

excess heat is often underestimated because stations from national meteorological services

are limited in numbers and are not representing the entire urban area with typically higher

nocturnal temperatures, especially in densely built-up environments. For a majority of

the population, heat stress is consequently monitored insufficiently. In this study, the

factors influencing the nocturnal urban heat island have been evaluated in detail and have

been tested using different spatial resolutions. A multiple linear regression model has been

developed with predictors resulting from different data sources to model the urban air

temperature distribution continuously. Results show that various data sets can be used

for the prediction of the heat island distribution with comparable results, ideally run on a

200 m grid. Validation using random sampling indicated a RMSE clearly below the standard

deviation of the measurements with an average around ∼0.15 ◦C. The regression coefficients

are varying within the nocturnal runs with best results around 22:00 CET (R2 > 0.9).

7.1 Introduction

Though only a very limited proportion of the

global land surface is covered by urban areas,

the majority of the worlds population is spen-

ding most of its time in such environments.

Currently, over 75 % of the people in Central

Europe are city dwellers, with proportionally

increasing tendencies (WHO 2016; López-

Moreno et al. 2010). Cities are known to have

a special microclimate with higher nocturnal

air temperatures (Ta) compared to their ru-

ral surroundings, which has been frequently

discussed in literature and described with

the well-established term ‘urban heat island’

(UHI; Oke et al. 1991; Oke 1988a, 1981,
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1976; Oke and Fuggle 1972; Roth et al. 1989;

Karl et al. 1988; Arnfield 2003; Ren et al.

2011; Parlow et al. 2014). This effect may

be pleasant for urban dwellers during transi-

tion periods or in winter, because it reduces

cold stress and space heating is less required

due to the additional warmth (Oke 1988a).

During certain conditions, i.e. synoptically

stable and long lasting anticyclonic weather

situations in summer, this extra heat load

can be threatening for elderly and vulnerable

people (Mayer et al. 2008). The maximum

temperatures are thereby not necessarily the

main problem, but rather the lack of relief

when the minimum temperatures are not

declining below a certain level.

Clarke and Bach (1971) focused their early

studies on the influence of urban climate

on human health. Based on a small data

record, they found an increase in heat related

excess mortality due to high nocturnal tem-

peratures, either as a primary effect or as a

contributing factor in heart disease, strokes or

pulmonary disorders (Clarke and Bach 1971).

Scherer et al. (2014) stated that extreme

heat was responsible for 5 % of all deaths

from 2001 to 2010 in Berlin, affecting mainly

people exceeding the age of 65. During

extreme heat waves, the linear relationship

between minimum temperature and mortality

becomes an exponential function, indicating

that every tenth of a degree increase has a

dramatic influence on the total death rates

(Scherer et al. 2014; Ragettli et al. 2017).

Additional heat related deaths - ranging from

22,000 (Schär and Jendritzky 2004) to 70,000

(Robine et al. 2008) according to different

studies - and an excess mortality of up to

30 % (Vicedo-Cabrera et al. 2016) were found

during the extreme heat waves in Central

Europe in 2003 and 2015, respectively.

Due to climate change, such events increased

in the 20th century and will be an usual phe-

nomenon in the 21st century (Stocker et al.

2013). These findings are also confirmed by

statistical analysis considering the duration

of large-scale weather patterns in Europe,

which indicate that long-lasting weather sit-

uations (i.e. >10 d) are currently doubled in

their frequency compared to the first half of

the last century (Gerstengarbe and Werner

2005). Studies show that this trend is ongoing

in the future with heat waves that are more

intense, longer lasting, and/or more frequent

(Karl and Trenberth 2003; Meehl and Tebaldi

2004).

The combination of those three observations

- i.e. the increasing urban population, the

higher nocturnal Ta in cities and the increas-

ing frequency, duration and intensity of heat

waves - makes the study of urban climate, the

resulting impacts on the urban population

and especially the study of possible mitiga-

tion strategies indispensable.

To understand the physical processes behind

the development of the UHI and to inves-

tigate the use of remote sensing and GIS

data to study urban climate dynamics, it is

fundamental to understand the concept of

urban energy balance. Due to urbanization

and the modification of natural vegetated

surfaces to heterogeneous three-dimensional

and largely sealed surfaces, vertical fluxes

of heat, mass and momentum are altered

dramatically compared to natural conditions

(Oke 1988b). The urban morphology, artifi-

cial surface materials and human behavior are

the main factors influencing these exchanges

(Grimmond et al. 2009). Additionally, the

nearly doubled urban surface, compared to a

plane surface, increases the amount of energy

stored in the urban fabric and within the

urban canopy layer (UCL; Christen and Vogt

2004). The urban surface as a total can

be described as a box with variable height

(depending on the processes of interest) in-

cluding streets, walls, roofs and all natural

and artificial elements. It can be treated

as an integrated system (Oke 1988b; Nunez

and Oke 1977). At about roof level, the

energy balance is dominated by site-specific

microscale effects (Oke 1988a). On top of
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this UCL, the urban energy balance can be

written as follows:

Q∗(+QF ) = QH +QE + δQS(+δQA) (7.1)

with:

Q∗ = net radiation

QF = anthropogenic heat release by

combustion, traffic and human metabo-

lism

QH = turbulent sensible heat flux den-

sity

QE = turbulent latent heat flux density

δQS = net heat storage

δQA = net heat advection

The net radiation can be measured with net

radiometers and/or computed with remote

sensing data:

Q∗ = SW ↓ −SW ↑ +LW ↓ −LW ↑ (7.2)

with:
SW ↓ = solar irradiance

SW ↑ = shortwave reflection

LW ↓ = atmospheric counter radiation

LW ↑ = terrestrial emission

The input terms SW ↓ and LW ↓ can

be measured or modeled using topographic

features combined with the geographical po-

sition and the actual solar altitude or boun-

dary layer air temperature (Parlow 1996a).

The longwave radiative loss, i.e. LW ↑, is

a function of the land surface temperature

(LST) and emissivity:

LW ↑= σεT 4 (7.3)

with σ as the Stefan-Boltzmann constant

(5.67× 10−8 W m−2 K−4), ε as the emissivity

and T as the LST in K. Since EO-derived

LST is strongly dependent on adequate at-

mospheric correction, this term is a possi-

ble source of errors. Even small variations

have significant effects on the energy balance

(Jiménez-Muñoz and Sobrino 2006; Li et al.

2013). A crucial part in Equation 7.2 is

SW ↑. It is calculated by the multiplica-

tion of SW ↓ with the broadband surface

albedo (α), computed using the VIS and NIR

channels from satellite data or measured by

a pyranometer (Section 7.2.3.1, Equation 7.8;

Liang 2001; Chrysoulakis 2003):

SW ↑= αSW ↓ (7.4)

The term QF is currently under investigation

and so far is not adequately described by re-

mote sensing data (Chrysoulakis et al. 2017).

It can be assumed, that in moderate climate

cities like Basel, the summer QF input is

relatively small, because cooling systems pro-

ducing a lot of anthropogenic heat in summer

are uncommon in Switzerland. The largest

amount of QF in Basel is most likely gener-

ated by heating, which is limited to winter sit-

uations. Christen and Vogt (2004) found an

annual average amount of QF in the range of

5 to 20 W m−2 in suburban and dense urban

environments, respectively. Urban fabrics

comprise of special thermal properties, which

makes the urban surface an ideal heat saver.

The ratio δQS/Q
∗, indicating the amount of

available energy used for storage, may reach

ratios up to 0.58, 0.48 and 0.31 for measure-

ment sites in Mexico City, Vancouver and Los

Angeles, respectively (Grimmond and Oke

1999b). During the BUBBLE measurement

campaign in the city of Basel, values of

0.3 to 0.4 resulted at different urban sites

(Christen et al. 2002). This means, that only

60 to 70 % of the net radiation is available

for partitioning into the turbulent fluxes of

sensible and latent heat. In case of extremely

hot urban surfaces, this value might be even

lower and if a minimum evapotranspiration is

assumed on rural sites, which is likely to be

the case during extreme heat waves and/or

dry conditions, the sensible heat flux in an

urban environment is even lower compared

to its rural counterpart. The turbulent fluxes

QH and QE are related through the Bowen
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ratio (β = QH/QE). It is defined for specific

surfaces and derived from flux tower measure-

ments. Oke (1988b) reported values for β

of 0.6 to 1.0 in suburbs and 1.8 in the city

core. During the REKLIP project, Parlow

(1996b) found values of 1.5 in high-density

urban to 0.8 in low-density urban areas and

a maximum β of 1.8 in industrial areas in

and around Basel. On forests and natural

surfaces, the values ranged between 0.4 above

deciduous forests to 0.7 on arable land (Oke

1988b; Parlow 1996b). During one month

of intensive measurements in Basel, Christen

and Vogt (2004) found daily variations of β,

most pronounced at the rural site (0.5 to 0.2)

and less pronounced at the urban site (∼2).

Taking these values (βU = 1.5, βR = 0.6) and

comparing them to the differences in available

energy due to lower QS on rural sites (QS U =

40 %, QS R = 10 %), QH is in the same

range on grassland compared to dense urban

areas. Net advection (δQA) is neglected

here, because heatwave events are normally

coupled to synoptically calm conditions with

very weak winds, especially during the night

(ignoring micro-scale advection, Oke 1988b).

In this study, the theoretical knowledge about

the physical processes happening at the tran-

sition layer between the urban surface and

the overlying air is used to investigate the

development of the frequently evolving UHI

in Basel, Switzerland. Thereby, various data

sources are tested using a multiple linear

regression (MLR) approach within different

resolutions and at different time steps during

the development of the nocturnal UHI. The

investigation period was during a minor heat

wave at the end of August 2016. The in-

vestigation area, the meteorological measure-

ment stations and the complete setup of the

method are described in Section 7.2. Results -

including statistics, validation and exemplary

maps - are presented in Section 7.3, followed

by a discussion and concluding remarks in

Sections 7.4 and 7.5.

7.2 Materials and Methods

7.2.1 Site Description

Basel is located at the southern end of the

Upper Rhine Valley between the bordering

hills of the Vosges (France), the Black Forest

(Germany) and the Jura Mountains (Switzer-

land) at about 250 m a.s.l. (Figure 7.1). The

climate is considered oceanic, with mild win-

ters and warm and sunny summers (Köppen

Cfb climate; Kottek et al. 2006). The annual

mean temperature is 10.5 ◦C with an annual

precipitation rate of 842 mm for the refe-

rence period 1981 to 2010 (MeteoSwiss 2016).

The warmest month is July with average

maximum temperatures above 25 ◦C, though

record-high temperatures during heat waves

may also occur in June or August. Cold

stress situations are less pronounced in the

city, occasionally such phenomena may occur

due to the outbreak of cold air masses from

continental Russia. Long-term measurements

and several measurement campaigns in the

region describe a distinct UHI, which establis-

hes typically during the night with maximum

temperature differences of up to 8 ◦C between

rural and urban reference stations (Parlow

et al. 2014; Scherer et al. 1999; Rotach et al.

2005). The investigation area contains the

metropolitan area of Basel with approxima-

tely 730,000 inhabitants in total, including

the bordering suburbs located in the Canton

of Basel-Land (BL), the German cities Weil

am Rhein and Lörrach, the French city Saint-

Louis and the city of Basel (Chrysoulakis

et al. 2014b; Basel Stadt 2015). From north

to south and west to east the area covers 21 by

20 km2, respectively, spanning from the upper

left 47°38′35′′N 7°29′17′′E to the lower right

47°27′25′′N 7°45′32′′E.
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Figure 7.1: Land cover of the investigation area including classified measurement stations
(left, grid reference UTM-32N) and the area of interest (AOI) as a gray rectangle on
the topographic map (ASTER GDEM) of the trinational region France, Germany and
Switzerland (lower right), indicated as a gray rectangle in the upper right overview map.

Station name and detailed classification can be found in Table 7.1.

7.2.2 Air Temperature Measure-

ments

Below a blending height z∗, the urban

turbulence field must be considered three-

dimensional and small-scale fluctuations may

occur (Oke et al. 1989). In this roughness

sublayer (RSL), the measured temperature

signal is directly influenced by the underlying

surface, with a variable footprint due to dif-

ferent wind directions. Ideally, comparative

measurements should be carried out at the

same relative position in the RSL, depending

on the anticipated model resolution. Only

stations located at the transition level be-

tween the UCL and the RSL at about roof

level are considered in this study. At this

height, the sensors are not located directly in

the wakes of the individual surface elements,

but a local mixture of influences is still

captured (Oke 1988a). Note that the lower

boundary of the RSL used here is defined

after Oke (1988a) as the top of the UCL,

i.e. roughly the mean building height (zH).

Christen and Vogt (2004) indicate that the

measurement heights (z) of 0.8 < z/zH <

1.4 are representative for the local urban

climate. Stations located in large open spaces

are used even if they are only located at

2 m measurement height, because the UCL

may be entirely absent in such environments

(Oke 1976). The main criterion for exclusion

for those stations is cold air accumulation

(Table 7.1). All data are adjusted to the

lowest station height adding a lapse rate

of 0.6 ◦C per 100 m. To test the approach

and to minimize the influence of temperature

fluctuations, a mean nocturnal course of 6
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consecutive nights during a heat wave star-

ting on 23 August 2016 is used. During that

period, the daytime maximum temperatures

were mostly above 30 ◦C and several tropical

nights (i.e. Tmin > 20 ◦C) were measured

at the urban reference station (i.e. BKLI,

Section 7.4.1).

Table 7.1: List of all stations used for this study with the specific code as an abbreviation.
The geographic location of the stations can be found in Figure 7.1. The local climate zones
(LCZ) definition is based on previous work and expert knowledge after the guidance of

Stewart and Oke (2012) (Wicki and Parlow 2017a, Chapter 5).

Station Code Height [a.s.l.] Height [a.g.l.] Sensor LCZ

Basel-Binningen BBIN 316 2 ASPTC D9

Feldbergstrasse UFB2 256 15 Decagon VP3 2

A2 Hard LHA3 275 6 Thygan AE

Klingelbergstrasse BKLI 286 28 ASPTC 2

Lange Erlen BLER 273 10 HMP45C D

Johanniter-Brücke UFB5 256 19(4)a WXT520 GA

Meret-Oppenheim UFB3 280 20 WXT520 210

Hirzbodenweg UFB7 270 25 WXT520 6

Novartis UFB1 256 75 WXT520 102

Dreispitz UFB9 284 18 Decagon VP3 102

Petersplatz UFB6 268 24 Decagon VP3 2A

Aeschenplatz BA 270 40 HMP45C 2

Leonhard BLEO 273 41 HMP45C 23

Schweizerhalle SWH 280 25 HMP45C E10

St. Louis STL 247 4 HMP45C 6

aLocated on a bridge with a height of about 15 m.

7.2.3 Urban Surface Properties

Different types of surface properties are cal-

culated, collected and tested separately to

find reasonable input parameters for a MLR

model. Three groups of surface descriptors

emerged, which are described in the following

sections.

7.2.3.1 Landsat Data

LST, NDVI and albedo is derived from sat-

ellite data acquired by the Landsat 8 op-

erational land imager (OLI) and thermal

infrared sensor (TIRS) at the beginning of the

measurement period on 23 August 2016 10:16

UTC.

Atmospheric effects on the TIR signal are

removed using a correction parameter acces-

sed through the web-based atmospheric cor-

rection tool provided by NASA, which

is based on NCEP reanalysis data and

MODTRAN code. The conversion of top-

of-atmosphere radiance (LTOA) to surface-

leaving radiance (Lλ) is done solving Equa-

tion 7.5:

LTOA = τεLλ + Lu + τ(1− ε)Ld (7.5)

with Lu as the upwelling or atmospheric path

radiance and Ld as the downwelling or sky

radiance, which is reflected on the surface.
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Attenuating effects of the atmosphere are in-

corporated by the atmospheric transmission

(τ ; Barsi et al. 2003). The emissivity map

(ε) is based on a modified NDVI approach

Sobrino et al. (2008). To convert Lλ to LST,

the Landsat-specific estimate of the Planck

curve including the calibration constants k1
and k2, derived from Landsat metadata, is

used:

T =
k2

ln( k1LT + 1)
(7.6)

The complete procedure is described and

discussed in detail in Wicki and Parlow

(2017b) and reveals effectively corrected LST

based on in situ measurements and models

of atmospheric conditions (see Chapter 6).

The LST represents the surface UHI (SUHI),

which has different mechanisms compared to

the canopy UHI (Parlow et al. 2014; Wang

et al. 2016). LST is used as a predictor,

because the principles of energy fluxes and

the expected UHI effect are based on differ-

ent surface properties and their interaction

with the incoming solar radiation. Dark

impervious surfaces normally have a large

heat capacity and high thermal conductivity

rates, which enables the surface to absorb

the incoming radiant energy more effectively

(Wang et al. 2016). The LST is the best

estimate for this interaction available from

remote sensing data. The energy stored in

the urban fabric during the day and released

during the night is one of the main causes

of the nocturnal UHI, especially during heat

wave conditions and large solar irradiance on

the surface. Even though LST is not a perfect

representation for the energy stored in the

urban fabric, because thermal properties are

only partly represented by LST, it is certainly

connected to the soil energy flux, especially

if used in combination with other surface

properties (Bastiaanssen et al. 1998).

The NDVI represents the different reflection

properties of vegetated surfaces in the visible

(V IS0.65) and near infrared (NIR0.86) range.

It can be written as:

NDV I =
NIR0.86 − V IS0.65
NIR0.86 + V IS0.65

(7.7)

A water mask based on a land cover classifi-

cation is used to exclude water bodies from

the analysis.

Surface broadband albedo (α) is calculated

using calibrated reflectance of five channels

from the VIS to the SWIR range (ρ2−7) as

a weighted average after Liang (2001) and

adapted to Landsat 8 data:

αshort = 0.356ρ2 + 0.130ρ4 + 0.373ρ5

+0.085ρ6 + 0.072ρ7 − 0.0018
(7.8)

The calibration applied on the Landsat data

for α estimation includes the sun elevation,

but no correction for distracting effects due

to aerosols, atmospheric gases or topography

was applied.

For this analysis, Landsat 8 data from a

single acquisition was used. Previous studies

have shown that during comparable weather

situations, the LST distribution follows a cer-

tain pattern and does not essentially change

(Wicki and Parlow 2017b, Chapter 6). The

NDVI and α are even more stable, beside var-

iation due to different solar angle, in a near-

term period and do not change fundamentally

within 6 days.

7.2.3.2 Urban Morphology

The sky view factor (Ψsky), i.e. the pro-

portion of the observed sky divided by the

total upper hemisphere, is calculated using

the Urban Multi-scale Environmental Pre-

dictor (UMEP) and a digital surface model

(DSM) with 3 m resolution (Lindberg et al.

2018). During the resampling (averaging) to

coarser resolutions, roof pixels are omitted to

represent for dense urban areas with narrow

streets, and therefore low Ψsky.

A digital object model (DOM), the product
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of subtracting a digital elevation model from

the DSM, was used for the computation of zH .

The data sets are representative for the years

2008 to 2016. The averaging is done omitting

the ground pixels, but including trees.

The plan area fraction (λP ) is derived using

the raster DOM or high-resolution remote

sensing data. This fraction is both a mor-

phological variable (density) and part of the

land cover fraction (surface cover), therefore,

it is computed in two different ways and

added to both groups (i.e. Morphology and

Land Cover), separately. Since the land cover

fraction is derived from remote sensing data,

the resulting coefficients differ. The abbre-

viation BSF (building to surface fraction) is

used for λP in the Land Cover group.

The frontal area index (λF ) or roughness

density (Raupach 1994) combines the mean

height, breadth and density of the roughness

elements in per unit ground area and des-

cribes how much of the area reached by

a fictional air parcel is covered by walls

(or vegetation) for a specific wind direction

(Grimmond and Oke 1999a). In this case,

the isotropic λF - which is not depending

on the wind direction - is calculated using

UMEP (Lindberg et al. 2018). The two para-

meters λP and λF are used to determine the

roughness length (z0) and zero displacement

height (zd). These roughness parameters

are calculated using a method described by

Kanda et al. (2013).

The tree fraction (λT ), i.e. the number of

trees per hectare, is estimated using high-

resolution (10−2 m) aerial LIDAR data from

2010 (Basel Stadt 2016). The processed

vector data set consists of point data in-

cluding position, height and crown diameter

of every single tree of a major part within

the investigation area (i.e. the Canton Basel-

Stadt). Areas that are not covered by this

data set are derived from the DOM with a

discrimination between vegetation and buil-

dings based on a high-resolution land cover

classification, described in Section 7.2.3.3.

7.2.3.3 Land Cover

A land cover classification is used to compute

the BSF, the impervious surface fraction

(ISF) and pervious surface fraction (PSF) by

summing up the respective surfaces. The

land cover classification is part of the Coper-

nicus contributing data sets allocated with

the Horizon2020 project URBANFLUXES

(Marconcini et al. 2017). The classification

technique is based on a neural network ap-

proach. It is applied on SPOT data from 26

May 2012 and supplemented by WorldView

imagery and seasonally variable Landsat data

(20132016). The map with an original ground

resolution of 2.5 m be found in Figure 7.1

(left).

7.2.4 Method

7.2.4.1 State of the Art

Urban measurement networks are usually not

dense enough to cover intra-urban differences

effectively and denser networks are very cost

intensive and impossible to maintain. Mo-

bile measurements with devices mounted on

cars (Oke 1976; Caselles et al. 1991; Ben-

Dor and Saaroni 1997; Nichol et al. 2009),

bicycles, different public transport vehicles

(Seidel et al. 2016; Maras et al. 2013) and/or

by hand/foot are alternatives to cover small-

scale differences despite some limitations

(spatial, temporal and synoptic representa-

tiveness (Caselles et al. 1991), duration and

costs).

The link between the surface and the above

Ta based on remote sensing or GIS data

for comprehensive Ta estimations has been

intensively investigated since the launch of

the first satellites and Rao’s (1972) analysis

using ITOS (Gallo et al. 1995). Karl et al.

(1988) used urban population as a surrogate

for urbanization and tried to remove the

‘urban bias’ in Ta measurements using 1200
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urban and rural stations around the USA.

Gallo et al. (1993); Gallo and Owen (1999)

investigated the linear correlations between

Ta and LST, but also between Ta and NDVI,

which provided better results. The same ob-

jective was pursued by Epperson et al. (1995),

who added nighttime brightness data from

the Defense Meteorological Satellite Program

to the NDVI analysis, which led to an MLR

analysis.

Better correlation is usually found between

minimum Ta (Tmin) and nighttime LST com-

pared to maximum Ta (Tmax) and daytime

LST (Roth et al. 1989; Nichol et al. 2009;

Nichol 2005; Dousset 1989; Stoll and Brazel

1992; Vancutsem et al. 2010; Fu et al. 2011).

The different behavior of surface and air

temperature in urban environments, i.e. the

shift in maximum heat island of the surface

(day) to the maximum heat island of the air

temperature (night), is crucial and mentioned

explicitly in different investigations (Roth

et al. 1989; Caselles et al. 1991; Stoll and

Brazel 1992; Voogt and Oke 2003).

Regarding the application of such methods in

highly heterogeneous urban areas, the coarse

resolution and increased viewing angle of

Meteosat SEVIRI, NOAA AVHRR or Ter-

ra/Aqua MODIS conceal important details,

especially in medium-sized and small cities.

Ma et al. (2015) demonstrated the possibility

of downscaling MODIS LST to 250 m resolu-

tion using a TsHARP algorithm and found

better results compared to the original 1-km

resolution data.

The possibility of using helicopter or aerial

imagery is very cost intensive, difficult to

conduct due to flight restrictions and often

unrepeatable and thus unique. ASTER and

Landsat data are most suitable for applica-

tions in urban areas regarding the spatial

resolution (Nichol et al. 2009; Nichol 2005;

Mao et al. 2008; Myint et al. 2013), but

ASTER has no constant revisit rate and

Landsat is normally only acquiring daytime

images with a revisit rate of maximum twice

within 16 days (due to overlapping paths,

which is the case for Basel). Nevertheless,

multi-temporal LST analysis has shown that

the general intra-urban LST patterns in an

urban area are not varying substantially dur-

ing comparable weather conditions (Wicki

and Parlow 2017b or Chapter 6).

However, LST or the built environment

should not be used solely to explain the

UHI effect (Myint et al. 2013). Cresswell

et al. (1999) found an improvement of 50 %

less errors and higher correlation coefficients

from predicted to actual temperature (0.80 to

0.84) if an additional proxy to LST versus Ta
analysis was added. Cristóbal et al. (2008)

added remote sensing variables such as α,

LST and NDVI to a multiple regression model

based on altitude, latitude, continentality,

solar radiation and cloudiness. The use of

multiple predictors was previously mentioned

in the outlook section of several publications,

e.g. Bechtel et al. (2017) or Vogt et al. (1997),

and was applied before in other studies

(Cristóbal et al. 2008; Ninyerola et al. 2000).

7.2.4.2 Method Description

The GIS data set in this study is based on fac-

tors proposed by Stewart and Oke (2012) for

the classification of local climate zones (LCZ)

and accounts for the causes of the nocturnal

UHI as discussed in many previous studies

(Oke 1988a, 1981; Christen and Vogt 2004;

Nunez and Oke 1977; Christen et al. 2002;

Stewart and Oke 2012; Wang et al. 2018). Ci-

ties are a system of different surface units - or

morphological forms - repeated and arranged

differently throughout the urban area (Nunez

and Oke 1977). These units define and

control the urban climate as an integration

of several influences, which can be disaggre-

gated using multiple regression approaches.

Urban meteorological measurement stations

represent different types of urban composi-

tion that control the nocturnal temperature.
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The MLR approach decomposes, or unmixes,

the specific portion of different land use types

to the temperature signal. Thereby, the

controlling units - hereafter referred to as

the predictors - are treated as separate GIS

layers. The number of dependent variables,

i.e. measured Ta, must exceed the number of

predictors (Equation 7.10). Ideally, the mea-

surement stations should represent different

types of urban controlling units and a certain

amount of variance is required.

The model finally enables the production of

two-dimensional UHI maps based on the re-

sulting coefficients applied on GIS and remote

sensing data. Several runs with different

combinations of surface properties and dif-

ferent spatial resolutions, which was done by

resampling based on the average of every grid

cell, were tested and evaluated in order to find

the ideal configuration.

MLR is preferred instead of other methods

(e.g. machine learning), because the indivi-

dual behavior of the predictors is of major

interest and not only calculations resulting

from a black box.

7.2.5 Suitability Tests and Predic-

tor Selection

A major problem of MLR is multi-

collinearity, i.e. the explanation of one pre-

dictor by another, which can increase the

estimates variance. The result is an adversely

better statistic. If the data are to a large

amount explained by one of the already ex-

isting variables, this excess data do not help

to better explain the independent variable

(Obrien 2007).

To build the final MLR model, two suit-

ability tests have been applied: A multi-

collinearity analysis for each group including

a variance inflation factor (VIF) test and

a multi-temporal simple linear correlation

(SLC) analysis between the potential pre-

dictors and the measured Ta.

The SLC is used to reduce the number of

predictors in advance. Potential predictors

providing no explanation for the variance

in the multi-temporal analysis are excluded

before the collinearity analysis. In the final

decision process, the behavior of the pre-

dictors in the SLC analysis was a criterion for

exclusion if multi-collinearity was detected.

The VIF is used to estimate how much of

the variance is inflated due to the presence

of correlation within the predictors of the

model. This indicates how much of the

estimated variance of the specific regression

coefficient is increased, compared to the case

that R2 would equal zero. For every predictor

i in the model, the VIF formula can be

written as:

V IF =
1

1−R2
i

(7.9)

For the interpretation of the VIF values,

several rules of thumb and the respective

thresholds are described in literature. Most

commonly the rule of >10 is applied to

detect harmful multi-collinearity within the

data set. Since this must be considered

data set specific, models with a V IF > 10

could still include useful information and the

thresholds need to be applied with caution.

Nevertheless, we decided that a VIF of 10 can

be used as a threshold, since this value was

frequently applied (Obrien 2007; Craney and

Surles 2002).

A further method to reduce useless predictors

would be a stepwise MLR (SMLR). This was

also applied for testing, but not for the final

model, because the model setup is intended

to be stable over time and using SMLR

changes the predictor composition with every

run. However, the results are used to verify

the decisions about inclusion or exclusion of

predicting parameters.

7.2.5.1 Multiple Linear Regression

For every regression model, the LST is ad-

ded as an additional predictor to account

for the heat released from storage (Parlow
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et al. 2014; Oke 1988b; Nunez and Oke 1977;

Voogt and Oke 2003). The variables that

passed the suitability test are used for a MLR

analysis by solving a set of linear equations

(Equation 7.10):

X11T1 +X12T2 + ...+X1mTm = β1

X21T1 +X22T2 + ...+X2mTm = β2

Xn1T1 +Xn2T2 + ...+XnmTm = βn

(7.10)

The dependent variables (T1−m) and the

input predictors (X11−nm) are used to de-

termine the coefficients (β1−n) for the best

fit. The set can be solved, if more equations

(i.e. Ta measurements, m) than unknown

variables (i.e. input predictors, n) exist (m >

n).

Tpre = β0 +β1X1 +β2X2 + ...+βnXn (7.11)

The MLR returns a vector of coefficient

estimates (β1−n) for each predictor (X1−n)

to solve a multiple linear regression equa-

tion (Equation 7.11) and to find the re-

sponses (Tpre) for every grid point in a two-

dimensional raster environment. The in-

tercept value (β0) is the expected value if

all predictors are set to zero and close to

the average of the measurements (Wicki and

Parlow 2017b or Chapter 6).

The model is tested iteratively with varying

conditions considering time, resolution and

predictor combination to find the best results

for the three groups defined as Land Cover,

Landsat Data and Morphology.

7.2.5.2 Validation

The model output is validated using in situ

measurements, dividing the Ta measurements

in two clusters (i.e. 2/3 input and 1/3 valida-

tion). To ensure a certain variation within

the model, the stations are classified into

four groups (similar to Figure 7.1, but com-

bining Park with Suburban) and one station

per group is used for the validation cluster.

The group Urban supplied two stations for

the validation process, since it is the most

populated class. The model is run five

times with different input predictors, chosen

by randomly generated numbers (MATLAB

function randperm), and the resulting pre-

dictions are compared to the independently

measured Ta.

7.3 Results

7.3.1 Suitability Test and Predictor

Selection

The suitability test reveals important infor-

mation about the significance of individual

predictors and allows assembling of the dif-

ferent model groups. Figure 7.2 describes the

results for the SLC as a surface plot including

all correlation coefficients for six resolutions

(subplots) at different steps in time (rows)

for every predictor (columns). Above the

columns and on the right side of the rows,

mean values indicate the average behavior for

every predictor and time step, respectively.

The total average of all predictors for all time

steps for every model resolution is printed as

a bold number at the upper right of every

subplot.

For the first group (Morphology), zd, λP and

zH reveal the best results in the runs with a

resolution below 400 m. With increasing cell

size, z0 is gaining importance. The lowest

correlations for almost every run are found

for Ψsky. Especially low correlations are

found at resolutions below 400 m. Weak

correlations between Ψsky and urban Ta are

similarly described in Nichol (2005). They

found the same cooling rates on parking lots

and between high-rise buildings at 21:40 local

time in Hong Kong, which was explained by

the early time of comparison and the intense

heating of the surface (Nichol 2005).
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Figure 7.2: Correlation coefficients of all linear regressions for the 100 to 600 m cell size
runs as a suitability test. The columns represent the individual predictors and the rows
represent the different time of the day, colored after the specific correlation coefficient (red
= 0 to green = 1). The three different groups are separated by vertical dotted lines and the

abbreviations are mentioned in the text.

The second group (Landsat Data) showed a

high abundance of nocturnal Ta to LST and

NDVI. Albedo revealed very low correlation

in the 100 m run and performed better at 200

and 300 m resolution. For the Land Cover

group, the pattern changes with different

resolutions. In most cases, the PSF and BSF

are explaining the variance better than the

ISF. Only for a resolution of 400 m, the ISF

outperforms the BSF. The PSF revealed very

high correlation coefficients and, especially

for a resolution of 200 and 300 m, explains

already a lot of the variance within the

nocturnal Ta distribution. As a total, the

multi-temporal analysis showed variations of

regression results during the night. The best

results are usually found between 20:00 CET

and midnight. The best overall results are

found at 200 and 300 m resolutions. The

resulting coefficients are in good accordance

to comparable SLC analyses (Myint et al.

2013).

The evaluation of multi-collinearity showed

high collinearity for zH , zd, λF and λP . The

effects on the microclimate described by these

parameters are therefore already explained to

a large amount by one of these parameters.

High VIF values up to 72 resulted from the

multi-collinearity analysis. Reducing these

parameters to only one, where the SLC re-

gression factors are used as a criterion, helped

to lower the VIF value to a maximum of

3.9 (at 200 m cell size). The resulting model

includes the parameter zd, z0 and λT for the

group Morphology (Figure A.1).

No problems with collinearity are found for

the Landsat Data group. Therefore, all three

predictors (LST, NDVI and α) are included

(Figure A.2).

The third group Land Cover reached values

close to the exclusion criterion, which was

still considered valuable. Increasing the cell
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size also increases the VIF, which needs to be

taken into account during the interpretation

of the results. Therefore, better regression

results at higher resolutions might be the

effect of collinearity for this group in special

(Figure A.3).

7.3.2 Multiple Linear Regression

Three groups, six different resolutions (100

to 600 m grid cells) and 12 different points in

time (19:00 to 06:00 CET) are tested. Fig-

ure 7.3 shows the complete statistics of this

analysis including correlation, significance

and error variance - i.e. total deviation from

prediction to in situ measured temperatures

- of the model runs. The two significance

levels (0.05 and 0.01, as a red and black

line, respectively) indicate the performance

considering the specific criteria. A run falling

below the 0.05 threshold is considered signifi-

cant and valuable, a run falling below the 0.01

criteria is considered excellent. Runs above

the 0.05 significance line should be treated

with caution.

According to the statistics, best results are

found for the Land Cover and Morphology

(slightly lower) model with a R2 of 0.93

(significant on the 0.01-level) at 22:00 CET

with 200 m resolution. The 200 m resolution

showed the highest correlation factors also

for the Landsat Data group (0.84) with de-

creasing tendencies at increasing resolutions.

The significance is also reduced with coarser

resolutions (except 100 m), with the same

tendencies for the error variance. Highest cor-

relations are found around 22:00 with a mini-

mum at 04:00 CET. The same drop for signifi-

cance is found at around 03:00 to 06:00 CET.

The error variance typically decreases during

the night since the temperature decreases,

but the lower model success at around 04:00

CET is captured as well. This might be due

to the loss of ‘fuel’, i.e. heat stored in the

urban fabric and the resulting decrease of

the urban heat island and/or katabatic wind

systems generated after substantial cooling

on the surrounding hillsides. In Section

7.4.1, meteorological measurements during

the investigation period are described and

they demonstrate the higher UHI intensity

at the same time the correlation reaches the

highest numbers, or vice versa. As the UHI

intensity decreases, the variance within the

response is reduced, which depreciates the

model statistics. The analysis of the wind

systems indicates slightly stronger winds af-

ter midnight, but not with a significant trend.

However, the wind direction - an indicator for

cooling slope wind systems - does not change

dramatically throughout the night.

Average statistics for the entire model run

(i.e. 19:00 to 06:00 CET) are shown in Ta-

ble 7.2. The R2 values and mean error

variance are temporally averaged and the two

significance levels (0.05 and 0.01) indicate

how much percent of the overall runs have

fulfilled the specific criteria for the different

model resolutions. Again, the 200 m runs

show highest correlation with almost 100 %

significance for all runs. More than three

out of four runs show very high significance.

The scales of 200 and 300 m seem to capture

the temperature influence properly, because

the error variance throughout all runs is the

lowest for this resolution with errors ranging

from 0.11 to 0.20 ◦C. Lowest correlations,

accompanied by low significance and highest

error variances, are found using 500 m grid

cells.

Figure 7.4 shows the evolution of Ta through-

out the night with a resolution of 200 m.

This predicted Ta results from the regression

formula (Equation 7.11) applied with the

resulting coefficients and the specific predic-

tor maps. Significant height differences are

taken into account by a lapse rate of 0.6 ◦C

per 100 m - the same cooling rate used to

normalize the measured Ta.
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Figure 7.3: Statistics for all multiple regression runs shown as bar plots with R2 in the
upper plot, p-value in the middle and error variance in the lower plot. The colors are
corresponding to different input data sets and the brightness of the specific colors decreases
with decreasing resolution. In the center plot, the 0.05 and 0.01 significance level is indicated

by red and black dotted lines, respectively.

Therefore, a temperature bias can be addres-

sed to elevated areas in the south and north-

east of the city. However, the intra-urban

differences are not resulting from height dif-

ferences, because the urban area is relatively

flat (Figure 7.1, Section 7.2.1). In this area,

land cover is the main driver for regulating

the Ta distribution and thus the UHI evo-

lution. The old town core in the center

of the image is clearly defined and remains

always one of the warmest regions until the

distribution is getting flatter around 03:00

CET. This is a typical feature of the noctur-

nal UHI, which often shows largest urban to

rural differences in the first half of the night.

Urban parks can clearly be detected as cool

spots close to the city center. Figure 7.5

includes the difference of every raster cell to

the modeled temperature at BBIN (i.e. an

official weather station of MeteoSwiss). It

indicates that the official temperature mea-

surement for the city underestimates the heat

load for most of the urban dwellers by 2-

3 degrees. The temperature of this station

would only be valid for the urban park sites,

which have an influence of less than the

park extent (Spronken-Smith and Oke 1998).

Large residential areas like Bachletten or St.

Alban reveal a lower temperature difference

to BBIN and, therefore, less heat stress for

the population. Highly densified areas like

the old town (i.e. Altstadt) are clearly on

top of the heat scale. The different railway

stations located in the Rosental, St. Johann

and Gundeldingen neighborhoods also show

high positive deviations. Additionally, the

industrial areas in St. Johann (at station

UFB1) and at the eastern city limits are

about 2 degrees warmer than BBIN in this

model run.
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Table 7.2: Statistics for six different model resolutions derived from hourly model runs
between 19:00 and 06:00 CET and three different input data sets. The R2 statistics and
error variances are averaged. The significance-analysis shows the percental number of runs

fulfilling the 0.05/0.01-significance level during the modeling period of 12 h.

Statistics Method 100 m 200 m 300 m 400 m 500 m 600 m

Land Cover 0.64 0.82 0.75 0.72 0.56 0.58

Mean R2 Landsat Data 0.60 0.71 0.66 0.54 0.57 0.66

Morphology 0.75 0.79 0.76 0.70 0.60 0.57

0.05-level Land Cover 58 100 83 83 50 58

significance Landsat Data 75 100 75 58 50 83

fulfilled [%] Morphology 83 92 92 100 58 50

0.01-level Land Cover 33 83 67 67 0 0

significance Landsat Data 25 75 75 17 17 50

fulfilled [%] Morphology 67 75 67 67 0 0

Mean Error Land Cover 0.20 0.11 0.14 0.21 0.31 0.28

Variance [◦C] Landsat Data 0.26 0.17 0.20 0.30 0.29 0.23

Morphology 0.14 0.13 0.16 0.21 0.28 0.29

Figure 7.4: Outputs for the Land Cover model representing the about-roof level
temperature for the specific heat wave in August 2016 as an average with 200 m resolution.
The coordinate system indicated in the lower left map is UTM-32N and the time is CET.
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Figure 7.5: Zoom to the city center showing the difference between each grid point and
the MeteoSwiss station Basel/Binningen (BBIN, lower left third of the map) based on the
model output with 200 m grid size and the Land Cover predictors at 22:00 CET. The border
of the Canton Basel-Stadt (BS) is shown as a dashed line and the buildings are plotted as
a dimmed overlay. Large parks within BS are manually included as green polygons and the
different neighborhoods are indicated as labeled dark gray polygons. The white stars are
measurement stations used for the analysis. The river Rhine is shown as a transparent blue

overlay and the coordinate system is UTM-32N.

7.3.3 Validation

The RMSEs of the validation runs are

clearly below the standard deviation of the

measurements at the validation sites for all

input predictor groups with the highest errors

for the Morphology group and the best results

using the Land Cover group, on average. The

latter performed with RMSE values ranging

from 0.07 to 0.27 ◦C in the exemplary run.

The validation shows that some stations are

specifically important for the model, espe-

cially if they are located in a unique environ-

ment. For a successful model run, a certain

variation of the input predictor is needed.

RMSEs are varying from one run to the other,

because the different predictor setup creates

slightly different coefficients for the regression

formula. Nevertheless, the tendencies seem

to remain constant and the results are still

reasonable, even though a third of the input

predictors are removed. Figure 7.6 shows

deviation plots for five random sample sets

on the 200 m grid, which is the resolution

that performed best with the lowest RMSE.

The largest errors are typically found at the

beginning of the night, when the UHI is not

yet fully developed. The error often decreases

with decreasing temperature and increasing

UHI intensity.
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Figure 7.6: Validation of the model output using five different random samples on a 200 m
grid for three groups. For every step in time (x-axis), the RMSE resulting from the difference
between predicted Ta to measured Ta is indicated for each group. The resulting average is
shown as numbers referring to the specific groups according to the color (blue = Land Cover,
gray = Landsat Data and red = Morphology) and the stations used for validation are listed
at the right side of the plots. The black dotted line depicts the standard deviation of the

measured Ta used for validation.

7.4 Discussion

7.4.1 Synoptic Conditions and Me-

teorological Measurements

The synoptic conditions during the investi-

gation period were very calm with a persis-

tent high-pressure system centering around

1025 hPa around northeast Germany. Due to

the orientation of the high-pressure system,

winds were expected to be very weak and

coming from the eastern direction. The

end of the period resulted from an eastward

movement of the high-pressure system and

the afterwards approaching cold front on 29

August 2016. During this small heat wave,

a strong upper-atmospheric ridge developed

with a stable omega-like pattern providing

Central Europe with warm and dry air. The

meteorological conditions measured at the

urban reference station above roof-level de-

livered the same results as expected from

the weather maps. The nocturnal wind was

usually blowing from the eastern and east-

southeastern sector with a mean velocity of

1.7 m s−1, almost never exceeding 4 m s−1. A

wind system providing the city with fresh air

regularly established in the afternoon, which

is also one reason for the almost absent heat

island during the day and the homogeneous

temperature distribution. The development

of the observed heat island in Basel started

shortly after Tmax at around 18:00 CET

(Figure 7.7) and generally peaked at around

22:00 CET. A maximum heat island intensity

of 5.3 ◦C was found in this period, with a

total average nocturnal heat island intensity

of about 2 ◦C. During 15 % of the time,

the temperature difference between the urban

and the rural station was larger than 3 ◦C
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between 19:00 and 06:50 CET. Most of the

nights, the UHI intensity decreased steadily

until it almost turned into a cooling island

after sunrise in the morning hours. With in-

creasing turbulence in the afternoon and the

above-described wind system establishing at

about noon, no significant difference between

the urban and the rural measurement stations

are apparent. On average, a slight cooling

island with −0.2 ◦C was measured between

07:00 and 18:50 CET.

Figure 7.7: Time series of air temperature (upper plot) and wind (lower plot) mea-
surements at urban (red and orange) and rural (green) reference stations for the entire
investigation period. The light blue area in the upper plot represents the difference between
the rural and the urban reference station. The x-axis label indicates the time in the following

format: mm/dd/hh.

7.4.2 Model Output

The model output depicts a typical UHI de-

velopment during the night with some colder

areas in the suburbs and hot spots in the cen-

ter and at industrial sites, including railway

stations. Ta distribution seems to be rather a

“heat archipelago of a city”, as mentioned by

Kuttler (2012). Other studies using coarser

data sets, such as MODIS or AVHRR, found

one single UHI (Pichierri et al. 2012). Within

this urban archipelago, urban parks are well

distinguished as cool ponds. This shows the

strength of the model, because measurement

sites in urban parks are very limited and the

cooling effect of urban parks (i.e. park cooling

island) is well described in previous urban

climate studies (Oke et al. 1989; Spronken-

Smith and Oke 1998; Eliasson and Upmanis

2000).
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Due to the small size of the parks in Basel,

i.e. below 10 ha, these features only be-

come apparent with increasing resolution.

Since also the R2/p-value decrease/increase

with coarser resolution, a minimum cell size

of 200 m for medium-sized European cities,

i.e. cities with a population <500,000 in-

habitants, is proclaimed. Depending on the

predictor used and the measurement height

of Ta, a narrow resolution of 100 m - repre-

senting only the specific environment (i.e. the

specific street canyon) - might be a good

solution. For comprehensive maps with Ta
measurements at about roof level, 100 m cell

size is not ideal. Stoll and Brazel (1992)

found a resolution of around 250 m reason-

able, which was identified for North American

cities with larger city structures. Therefore,

a 200 m resolution in this model seems to be

realistic.

Eliasson and Upmanis (2000) found the gre-

atest difference between urban parks and the

surrounding urban areas between 2 and 6 h

after sunset, which is exactly the time where

the MLR model performed the best, consider-

ing the statistical analysis. Park breezes, as

mentioned by Eliasson and Upmanis (2000)

and Oke et al. (1989), and cold air drainage

flows in general, are difficult to include in

the model since they are allochthonous and

have, besides barrier and channeling effects,

no relation to the surface properties. This

might be a future improvement in the model.

7.4.3 Statistical Measures

It is difficult to contextualize the resulting

statistical measures since most studies fo-

cused on different methods, periods, resolu-

tions and/or data sets. If larger data sets

(in number and spatial) are used, a higher

error variance is expected, which cannot be

explained with a better or worse model per-

formance. On the other hand, if seasonal

averages are used, less fluctuation and higher

regression results are expected. This is also

responsible for the usually lower RMSE in

our investigation (∼0.1 to ∼0.3 ◦C) compared

to other studies, even though the regression

coefficient is mediocre (between 0.71 and 0.82

with 200 m grid size on average), compared to

other ‘successful’ studies.

Nevertheless, as important as high regression

coefficients are the significance is expressed

through low p-values. Thereby, the null

hypothesis states that there is no relation-

ship between the measurements and the pre-

dictors. A low p-value indicates that this

null hypothesis is wrong and the model is

significant. In this analysis, 0.05 was defined

as the upper benchmark. If this benchmark is

fulfilled, the specific predictors are useful for

predicting Ta. If this threshold is not met,

the model output should not be considered,

even if the error variance is low or the R2 is

very high. The analysis of multi-collinearity

showed high VIF for the class Land Cover at

higher resolution. The improving statistics at

a resolution of 600 m might be explained by

mapping unit problems and not be related to

a better description of the model in this case.

Other studies also included different types of

MLR approaches. Stoll and Brazel (1992)

found correlation coefficients >0.9 with a

stepwise multiple regression using helicopter

and in situ TIR data. Epperson et al.

(1995) has found R2 up to 0.92 using NDVI

and nighttime brightness with an error of

1.84 ◦C, which can be explained through the

large variance using 1000 stations. Blennow

(1998) achieved comparable results (R2 =

0.87, RMSE = 1.08 ◦C) in a rural surrounding

and Cresswell et al. (1999) found R2 between

0.80 and 0.84, but with a substantial error

of 3.3 to 4.2 ◦C, which can also be explained

with the large variance (modeled Ta for entire

Africa).

Ninyerola et al. (2000) and later Cristóbal

et al. (2008) with a comparable approach,

reached correlation coefficients up to 0.97 and

0.86, respectively. They applied monthly
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and annual minimum, mean and maximum

Ta and used different climatological factors

such as altitude, latitude, continentality and

solar radiation. Cristóbal et al. (2008) added

remote sensing variables and called his model

a remote sensing and GIS hybrid, which is

comparable to our idea. Many studies are

concentrated on monthly or daily mean, mi-

nimum or maximum values and often found

best correlation predicting daily minimum

(i.e. nocturnal) Ta (e.g. Gallo and Owen 1999;

Epperson et al. 1995; Vancutsem et al. 2010;

Cristóbal et al. 2008; Yao and Zhang 2013;

Mostovoy et al. 2006; Emamifar et al. 2013;

Benali et al. 2012 etc.). Modeling diurnal (or

nocturnal) courses are seldom done. Bechtel

et al. (2014, 2017) has applied MLR based

on multi-temporal Meteosat SEVIRI data to

predict short term Ta with very high correla-

tion (R2 between 0.97 to 0.98). Nichol (2005);

Nichol et al. (2009) used ASTER nighttime

data in Hong Kong and compared the remote

sensing data to Ta - measured during vehicle

traverses and at measurement stations with

R2 between 0.80 and 0.94. Ma et al. (2015)

noted that the results of single predictor

studies could be improved using multiple

predictors and found better correlations using

higher resolution data. This is confirmed by

our study, but with a lower limit in spatial

resolution of 200 m.

Even though a comparison of our regression

approach with other studies is difficult, the

statistical parameters are very promising and

allow rejecting a model output in case of low

significance and/or low correlation. The good

performance is particularly confirmed by the

random sampling validation, which indicates

that for the tested grid cells Ta is predicted

with high accuracy.

7.4.4 Potentials

The analysis of different model setups to eval-

uate the best method for extrapolating mea-

sured temperature into a two-dimensional

environment has shown that the type of input

predictor is not the most critical decision, but

that it is essential to have multiple predictors.

The selection of the responses are very cri-

tical, because a certain variation in the

surrounding land cover of the measurement

stations is crucial for the success of the model.

Linear correlations between LST and Ta must

be handled carefully, because the amount of

thermal infrared radiation does not include

the thermal properties of the specific surface

(e.g. thermal inertia) and the interaction with

the overlying air. For example, surfaces with

a high thermal admittance readily accept

energy during the day, transmit it to the

substrate and release it at night with similar

capability (Oke 1988b). If a surface has a

low thermal admittance, it reacts very fast to

energy input and is relatively warm during

the day, but it loses this energy similarly very

quickly and is therefore unable to maintain

positive energy fluxes to the surface during

the night (Oke 1988a). The ability of storing

this energy might be explained by other pa-

rameters, such as the building density (λP ).

An important application of the resulting

data set is the assessment of heat stress

due to high nocturnal Tmin. Small increase

in urban Tmin during strong heat waves

increases the mortality and the morbidity

substantially (Clarke and Bach 1971; Ragettli

et al. 2017; Vicedo-Cabrera et al. 2016).

During the night, most people are located

inside their building and therefore exposed

to the respective indoor climate, which does

not necessarily need to be the same as the

outdoor climate (Scherer et al. 2014). Nev-

ertheless, the outdoor temperature is the

best measure of nocturnal heat stress that

is widely available since not every household

can be monitored. The resulting maps offer

a high-resolution view on the heat distri-

bution throughout a large region and they

can be used for risk maps or intervention

guidelines. For example, during heat waves,

nocturnal heat stress in every grid cell can
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be summarized after every night, and areas

that transcend a certain threshold can be

considered for special care or even evacuation

of vulnerable people.

The findings are also suitable for surface flux

estimation, where the difference between Ta
and LST is an important component required

to compute the sensible heat flux (Feigenwin-

ter et al. 2017).

The model is evaluated using average tem-

peratures of six consecutive days to exclude

singularity effects and compare different set-

ups for testing. The model is also tested as

a heat stress predictor with individual hourly

means during the evaluation period. During

the night with the strongest heat island in-

tensity (25 to 26 August 2016), the corre-

lation coefficients reach values of 0.97 with

very high significance. This proves that the

model is also applicable on single day events

with hourly temperature measurements as

the response. As a measure for difference

in heat stress, maps with the number of

tropical nights during the specific heat wave

are developed. Despite the higher elevated

areas, in almost every grid cell at least one

tropical night happened. In some areas,

the number of tropical nights reached three

during this period. The official measurement

station (i.e. BBIN) is located in an area where

only one tropical night was measured and this

might lead to underestimation of heat stress

in other areas (Figure 7.8).

Figure 7.8: Number of tropical nights (Tmin > 20 ◦C) between the 23 and the 29 August
2016 based on the model prediction in a 200 m grid. A DOM behind the data layer depicts
the city structure and contour lines describe the topography. The coordinate system is

UTM-32N.
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7.5 Conclusions

The evaluation of multiple predictors influ-

encing the development of the urban heat

island (UHI) is shown and described in de-

tail. Based on an empirical approach using

in situ measurements, different groups of

input predictors are tested within different

grid resolutions to find the best parameters,

resolution and time for a multiple linear

regression model (MLR) to predict the UHI

distribution and intensity.

Average correlation coefficients are ranging

from 0.71 to 0.82 for the nocturnal model run

and for the model resolution with a 200 m grid

size, which emerged as the optimum spatial

model resolution. The highest correlation

coefficients are found at 22:00 CET, indi-

cating that the nocturnal UHI phenomenon

is most pronounced during that time under

typical heat wave conditions, with 0.93 for

the best model run during the entire measure-

ment period (average diurnal course) and 0.97

for single nights. All model runs show high

significance if applied on the 200 m resolution

during the entire night.

Other studies based on multiple regression

often predict monthly mean or climatological

data with less fluctuations, larger measure-

ment differences and less outliers, which pro-

vides higher correlations, but also larger error

bias. In this study, the aim of the evaluation

is a model applicable on near real-time air

temperatures with a resolution representing

different urban structures. The resulting two-

dimensional maps are an innovation consider-

ing temporal and spatial resolution and they

are useful for medical staff or, if used for sta-

tistical analysis of heat waves, as guidelines

for urban planners and politics. Based on the

above presented results, the implementation

of a spatially coherent UHI surveillance can

be further investigated.

An important finding of the study is that dif-

ferent data sets can be used with comparable

results, which means the model is not tied to

specific data and the user can decide which

model setup provides the best results for his

location. In our case, the use of land cover

fraction including the distribution of sealed

and built-up surfaces plus the LST offered

best results.

The recently intensified discussion about

the classification of different thermal zones

throughout a city, i.e. the local climate zone

scheme (Stewart and Oke 2012), improves

the scientific knowledge about the UHI distri-

bution and supported the discussion beyond

urban to rural differences. The findings

within this study are adding important in-

sights to this discussion and they offer a

quantification of theoretical considerations.

Since an increasing number of people are

living in the urban area compared to its rural

counterpart, it is crucial to account for inner-

urban differentiations.

Future improvement will be the testing of the

method with less air temperature input data

and the application in other cities.

Based on this study, tests and evaluations

during the next summer are planned to

further improve the model and make it a

valuable tool for urban planners, the local

administration and medical care.
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Summary and Concluding Remarks

Andreas Wicki

Aftermaths of the special climate in urban

environments with higher nocturnal air tem-

perature (Ta) are most severe during extreme

heat waves. Since the number of such events

will increase in the context of global climate

change (Coumou et al. 2015), the outcomes

of this study must be interpreted in relation

to current climatic developments.

The effects and consequences of global war-

ming have been experienced in Central Eu-

rope during the 2003 heat wave, with an

extraordinary number of heat related deaths

and widespread droughts (Beniston 2004;

Schär and Jendritzky 2004; Robine et al.

2008). However, 2003 was not the first ex-

traordinary summer in history, Wetter et al.

(2014) have analyzed historic documentations

and revealed that 1540 has been the most

dramatic year in the Holocene considering

heat and drought. Ironically, this event

happened at the beginning of the ‘Little Ice

Age’, i.e. a period of negative temperature

anomalies and mountain glacier expansion

between the 15/16th and 19th century (Mann

2002). Unfortunately, 2003 was not as excep-

tional as 1540 compared to the subsequent

years, since some of the following years have

approached this summer quite well, including

the actual summer 2018. After some years

of exceptionally warm weather since, the

discussion about climate change became an

everyday topic in news and media, especially

during heat wave conditions. Nowadays, the

general discussion is mostly reduced to the ‘2

degree goal’, i.e. the stabilization of the global

average temperature increase to a maximum

of 2 ◦C, compared to the preindustrial level.

The debate is often entrenched at the point

where some people still question the anthro-

pogenic influence on the actual rapid global

warming.

But the most important point is often omit-

ted, i.e. the measurable facts: In Basel,

according to the official measurement station

Basel/Binningen, the average annual temper-

ature of the last 27 years was higher than

the warmest year in all climate periods before

(since the beginning of the measurements).

Until 1990, the record breaking year was 1868

with an annual Ta of 10.8 ◦C, which nowadays

would be an average year compared to the

period 1991 to 2017. The period before 1900

thereby is still accounted to the Little Ice

Age, which makes the year 1868 even more

exceptional. The coldest year since 1991

would have been slightly below the average

of the warmest climatic norm period before

(i.e. 1961 to 1990). Thereby, nine out of ten

of the warmest years have been recorded in

the 21st century (Figure 8.1).

109
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Figure 8.1: Mean annual air temperatures of the MeteoSwiss station Basel/Binningen
since 1864 with ±30-year climate norm averages as colored lines. Idea adapted from a chart

of MeteoSwiss (www.meteoschweiz.admin.ch).

Even though a base occurred in the late

1990s and in the first ten years of the new

millennium, the next climate norm period

(1991-2020) will range about one degree

above the previous climate norm period.

This is a rapidity in climate change, which

has never been documented or measured

before. Looking at Figure 8.1 it becomes

evident: climate change is nothing we have

to worry for the future, it is already here.

The study of urban climate is thereby gaining

importance and will play an even bigger

role in the future, because more and more

people are experiencing urban climate. The

installation of urban climate reference station

could be considered and the adaptation

of weather forecasts and future climate

scenarios to cities are already major tasks

for weather surveys and scientists.

However, these stations might offer high

measurement accuracy and high temporal

resolution, but they are only representing a

specific point in the urban environment. It

is feasible to maintain a network of several

stations, but it is still not possible to establish

and maintain a network that is capable of

monitoring the heterogeneity of an urban

environment. At that point, remote sensing

and GIS is a possible solution to support

urban climate analysis. Several different

direct measures and products relevant for

urban climatology can be obtained by

remote sensing techniques, e.g. classification

of urban surfaces, longwave emission of

surfaces, surface albedo, digital object models

etc. Others are only possible to estimate

by empirical models or complex statistics,

e.g. evaporation, ground heat flux, soil

wetness, sensible heat flux etc. Even more

challenging and complex is the link from

surface properties to atmospheric character-

istics, such as humidity, anthropogenic heat

flux or Ta. In this case, the principles of

the surface energy balance (SEB) have to

be respected and understood first before the

problem is approached.

The abundance of remote sensing systems

with different temporal and spatial resolu-

tions allows to tackle urban climate questions

with different methodologies. A mass of

satellite images acquired every day fills

the archives with huge amounts of data,

which offers the possibilities of time series

analysis and change detection. Therefore,

the knowledge will increase steadily and -

also due to the increased performance of data

https://www.meteoschweiz.admin.ch/home/aktuell/meteoschweiz-blog/meteoschweiz-blog.subpage.html/de/data/blogs/2017/11/das-extreme-wird-normal.html
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processors - studies obtained in the beginning

of remote sensing are expanded on these new

wealth of data. Even though this topic is

discussed since some decades, uncertainties

still exist and many scientists are treating

the problem imprudent.

There are undoubtedly strong arguments for

increasing urban climate research and for the

translation of this knowledge to politicians

and planners.

Thinking of urban climate analyses, four

major challenges force us to compete further

research and to translate the results to poli-

tics and planners:

1. As shown in the previous chapters, the

urban heat island (UHI) is a character-

istic of an urban environment that can

be observed almost every night. Many

different possibilities exist to investi-

gate this effect with the same result:

higher Ta is measured during the night

in the cities compared to the rural

surroundings. During the day, this

effect is mostly absent and concealed

by more important influences, e.g. solar

radiation or ventilation.

2. Future climate change is irresistible

and even a complete stop of emitting

greenhouse gases could not stop climate

change, even though it would dam it in

some years to a stable level (ignoring

natural changes). As shown in Fig-

ure 8.1, we are already living in a war-

mer climate with increasing tendencies.

The increase of long-lasting and more

intense heat waves may even worsen the

situation in summers and increase heat

stress dramatically (Meehl and Tebaldi

2004).

3. Projections of the WHO predict a

strong growth in urban population

worldwide. Especially in developing

countries, but also in every industriali-

zed country, the number of urban dwel-

lers increases every year. Some coun-

tries will even reach numbers higher

than 90 %. Consequentially, the ef-

fects of the altered urban climate af-

fects more than nine out of ten citi-

zens (WHO 2016). Climate scenarios,

weather forecasts or temperature over-

views that are ignoring urban settle-

ments, because they are covering less

than 2 % of the Earths surface, are

only relevant for less than 10 % of the

population.

4. Due to the improvements in health care

and the general decline in birth num-

bers, considering industrialized coun-

tries in special, a demographic transi-

tion can be expected for the future with

the number of older people outweighing

the number of younger people. The

graphical distribution of the population

was changing from a pyramid shape

before industrialization with high birth

and high death rates, to the current

vase shape with a declining birth rate

and a low death rate. In future sce-

narios it is expected to become a bulb

shape, with low birth rates, low death

rates and an even higher life expecta-

tion.

As a conclusion, this means that more

vulnerable people, which are more likely

living in a city, will be exposed to more heat

stress conditions. Points 2 to 4 are irresistible

and expected in the ordinary course of events.

The point we can actively manipulate, and

which can be changed sufficiently, is the

urban heat island effect. With the plantation

of urban trees, increasing of green spaces,

reduction of sealed surfaces, creation or

retaining of open spaces, conservation of

ventilation paths and reduction of anthro-

pogenic heat, it is possible to conquer the

unpleasant effects of climate change and

improve the quality of people living in urban
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environments. Since this affects a majority

of people worldwide, every country and every

politician should be interested in providing

resources to accomplish this goal.

To increase the knowledge and quantify

the effect, I tried to create arguments and

participate in the discussion with this thesis,

summarized below.

An important effort is thereby the question

about the proper placement of a mea-

surement station. Reliable measurements

are a very important basis to have strong

arguments and enable comparisons to other

studies. Additionally, it is important to

consider that the UHI is not only a difference

between urban and rural, but that there are

also different zones existing within an urban

environment between this sharp distinction,

which deserve different treatment due to

their special characteristics. Weischet et al.

(1977) with the building-complex climatology

(translated from German), Scherer et al.

(1999) with the climatopes and now Stewart

and Oke (2012) with their local climate

zones (LCZ) have done a tremendous job

in differentiating urban environments, which

is essential for the planning of measures and

measurements.

Since LCZ have gained the most attention

recently, adaptations of existing classification

schemes to the LCZ classification have been

developed. The investigation has shown that

this is a very challenging task in medium

sized European cities with narrow structures,

but if carefully applied and with the support

of expert knowledge, it is a great assistance in

naming an urban environment in a common

language. This makes the description of an

environment - or a whole city - much easier

and supports the exchange of results.

Other possibilities to use remote sensing and

GIS in urban climate studies are based on

TIR remote sensing. Due to the availability

of frequently revisiting satellites such as

Landsat, MODIS, or Sentinel-3, it is possible

to monitor and analyze changes in the

thermal behavior of a surface on an annual

- or even inter-annual - basis. The high

abundance of data allows to apply complex

statistics, such as multiple linear regression

(MLR), to analyze the influence of different

built-up types on the surface. The land

surface temperature (LST), derived from TIR

imagery, is thereby a possible estimation of

how the incoming solar radiation is differently

absorbed and processed at the surface.

The aim of urban climate studies should

always be the creation of a product that

might either help to understand the processes

better, or - in the best case - help to improve

the situation. The connection between LST

and Ta is thereby not as straightforward as

some researcher suggest. Thermal proper-

ties and geometry play a huge role in the

thermal behavior of a city and therefore,

these aspects should be respected performing

urban climate analysis from space. Within

this investigations, MLR was used to include

these combined influences, a method that

was already successfully applied with LST.

The Ta distribution was explained and tested

using different models (i.e. with different

input predictors) and different resolutions. It

revealed that variable predictors can be used

in combination to account for the UHI distri-

bution, because regardless of the origin of the

data, many predictors are cross-correlated

and therefore they are able to predict the Ta
distribution with the same manner. Depend-

ing on the height at which the measurements

- or predictions - are conducted, different

resolutions might be adequate. It is thereby

not appropriate to go beyond 100 m for tem-

perature measurements located at about roof

level, because the sensors are influenced by a

source area of about that size. A resolution of

200 m was considered to be suitable for Basel

to predict Ta at about roof level.
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Figure 8.2: Distribution of the number of tropical night occurrences in a 200 m grid based
on the urban morphology and LST using a multiple regression model and Ta measurements

for the time of 24 July to 08 August 2018 (16 nights).

The urban canopy layer Ta is much more

difficult to predict, because the individual

wakes of the buildings and small niches have

a large impact on the measurements. To

get an overall picture of the distribution of

urban hot spots at night, it is absolutely

sufficient to work with the predicted Ta at

about roof level. The developed model is

now operational and can be used to predict,

for example, the number of tropical nights

occurring during a heat wave for every neigh-

borhood (Figure 8.3). As a two-dimensional

distribution (Figure 8.2), planners have an

estimate of the heat load during a past or

ongoing heat have and can estimate in which

part of the city a need for action exists.

Figure 8.3 was published in a local newspaper

(www.bzbasel.ch) with supplementary expla-

nations about the UHI effect in context of the

long-lasting 2018 summer heat wave.

It offered the possibility to sensitize the broad

public for one of the major issues considering

public health and human comfort.

Figure 8.3: Average score per neigh-
borhood referring to Figure 8.2.

https://www.bzbasel.ch/basel/basel-stadt/darum-schwitzen-staedter-in-sommernaechten-staerker-132960369
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In the future, the exchange between the

different spheres - i.e. science, application,

politics, media etc., - should be promoted

to share knowledge. Although, it is a com-

plex challenge to find the right language

and channels to address urban planners and

politicians. The following tasks should be in

the center of attention:

- Measure and observe urban climate

- Monitor heat stress and alert if required

- Create an alert system and promote the

exchange between disciplines

- Share the knowledge and make it avail-

able to decision makers

- Conquer the effects of climate change

by reducing the UHI effect with con-

crete measures

The investigations have shown that there are

still many uncertainties and possibilities for

research. Nevertheless, it is important that

some experts concentrate their effort in the

application, and not only in the research, of

urban climate issues. A challenging future

needs creative and smart solutions.
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Appendix

Figure A.1: Correlation matrix and VIF analysis for the group Morphology at a resolution
of 200 m.
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Figure A.2: Correlation matrix and VIF analysis for the group Landsat Data at a resolution
of 200 m.

Figure A.3: Correlation matrix and VIF analysis for the group Land Cover at a resolution
of 200 m.
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